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MESSAGE 

From Dr. G. 5. Arundalc>, 

President of The Theosophieal Sociell.; 

In many ways The Adyar Library is the 

jewel of our International Headquarters. It is 

one of the most potent protagonists of the Thre.e 

Objects of The Theosophical Society, and 

attracts to Headquarters students from all parts 

of the world who arc anxious to bask in the 

light of its priceless treasures in an atmosphere 

which is· unique to Adyar. 

Our Library authorities are rightly anxious 

to do everything possible to increase the channels 

of its usefulness. Already, The Adyar LibrarJ) 

Association has been started, particulars of which 

will be found elsewhere in this issue. Ana 

now I most heartily welcome " Brahmavidya " 

which will be a quarterly organ intended to 

acquaint the student world a little more closely 

with the value of The Adyar Library to all 

who seek through the study of differences to 

penetrate into the fundamental unities of life. 



I feel that Colonel Olcott would be very 

happy to know of this extension of his work, 

for The Adyar Library is one of the great 

Theosophical memorials to our President-Founder. 

May " Brahmaoidya" become a worthy reflection 

of the wisdom enshrined in the Adyar Lihrary. 



·-----------·------·------·------·-----·------· 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

MESSAGE 

FROM C. jiNARAJADASA 

SANSKRIT IS a most difficult language to know 

well, and there will always be only a few 

who will undertake the arduous task. But once 

accomplished, the enthusiast discovers a wo~

derfully fascinating world of human achievement 

m literature. To the Western world, Greece 

shim·s out with a splendour of light which seems 

to be the crowmng achievement of humanity. 

But a light of a different intensity, and reach

mg out to a wider sphere, 1s that which shines 

from the literature of Sanskrit. Only the student 

of languages will know the delight of the pre

cision and clearness so characteristic of Sanskrit ; 

but those interested m the message of India 

can know what her literature contains by means 

of translations. 

The Adyar Library has a umque role 

among the great Oriental Libraries of the 

world, because of ·its close association with 

the Headquarters of The Theosophical Society. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

·-----------·------,·-----·,----~4·------·------· 



·-----------~-----·------·------·------·------· 
Though the work of the Library IS m certain 

Oriental studies, and that of collecting, copying 

and editing texts, and where finances permit, 

• publishing them in translations, that work takes • 

place m an atmosphere of reverence for all 

• 

• 

the religions of the world, united to a never

ceasmg enthusiasm for the numerous aspects 

of human culture represented by the civilizations 

both of the West and of the East. 
• 

This first Issue is only the beginning of a 

great task, which will be carried on generation 

after generation by those who will strive to • 

remember what the world owes to Asia and 

her culture. As a past Director of the Library, 

ask for the enthusiastic co-operation of all, 

whether they know Sanskrit or not. For, the 

aim of the Bulletin IS not solely linguistic 

studies, but to disseminate throughout the world 

the significance of those studies as revealing 

the Divine Nature hidden m man. 

• 

• 

··------------·-------··---... •======-



OURSELVES 

WHEN the Adyar Library was established by Col. Olcott, 
the President-Founder of the Theosophical Society, fifty 
years ago, it was within his plan t~ arrange for the 
publication of a periodical for the purpose of making 
the priceless treasures of the Adyar Library known 
to the learned and lovers of Oriental learning all .. over 
the world. 

As early as 1901, that is only fifteen years after 
the foundation of the Library, Col. Olcott sent round 
a circular letter (both in Sanskrit and in English) 
announcing his desire to start a periodical with the 
main object of serially publishing the important 
manuscripts stored in the Library. The following is 
taken from the General Report of the Anniversary and 
Convention of the Theosophical Society held at Adyar 
in December 1901: 

I have in contemplation the establishment, as soon as funds 
are available-probably during the coming year-of a monthly 
Sanskrit Journal similar to the well known "Pandit" established 
by the late Dr. Ballantyne at Benares, in which will be printed for 
Circulation throughout the literary world the rarest and the most 
important works in our possession. A circular enumerating the 
unique manuscripts in our hand has been widely circulated and the 
opinions of Eastern Pandits and Western Orientalists asked as to 
the order in which they should be printed. 

For various reasons, the project did not then 
materialise. About ten years later, when Dl'. Schrader 
was the Director, he started a series of Library Publica
tions; the first volume of the descriptive catalogue 
of . the manuscripts in the Library (containing the 
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U pani~ads), the critical edition of the Saqmyasopani
~ads, the Ahirbudhnyasarphita-these were the earliest 
publications of the Library. When Pandit Mahadeva 
Sastri .became the Director, he took on hand the publica
tion of the U pani~ads with the commentary of U pani~ad 
Brahmayogin. This series has now been completed. 

In 1930, Dr. C. Kunhan Raja, the then Director 
of .the Library, formulated a scheme for the publication 
of a Bulletin from the Library and referred to it in 
his Annual Report for the year. The matter was 
however not taken up then; it was thought that until 
the series of publications already started by the late 
Pandit A. Mahadeva Sastri was completed, it would 
not be advisable to alter the programme of the literary 
activities of the Library. It was also not possible for the 
Library, having regard to its financial position, to under
take the publication of a Bulletin, and at the same time 
to continue the U pani~adic publications. When, how
ever, the Upani~ads series was completed in 1936, we 
decided to take up the question of the publication of 
the Bulletin, which was also one of the objects for 
which the Adyar Library Association had been started 
in January 1936. Accordingly an appeal was sent 
round in October 1936 inviting the advice and help of 
well-known Scholars and lovers of Oriental Learning 
all over the world. The response to our appeal has been 

· extremely encouraging ; the sympathy shown and the 
co-operation promised and received have surpassed 
our hopes. Letters of appreciation have been received 
from many Learned Bodies as well as individual 
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scholars and lovers of learning; many of them have 
promised to send in contributions. Many have also 
sent in their subscriptions and others have registered 
their names as subscribers. Many journals have 
agreed to be on exchange relations with our Bulletin. 
In this connection, special mention may be made of 
the following names: Manager to His Holiness the 
Jayapadam Jagadguru S'ri Sankaracharya of Kanchi 
Kamakoti Pitharn, Kumbakonam, Sir P. S. Sivaswami 
Aiyer, Sir C. P. Ramaswamy Iyer, Mr. K. Basavaraj 
U rs (Mysore), }{ao Bahadur D. Srinivasa Sastri 
(Vizagapatam), Dewan to Srimant H.aja Sahcb of Aundh, 
Prof. Vidhusekhar Bhattacharya (Calcutta), Prof. 
K. A. Nilakanta Sastri, (Madras) Dr. M. H. Krishna 
(Mysore), Mr. Khwaja Muhammad Ahmed (Hyderabad 
Dn.), Hira Lal Parekh (Ahmedabad), Mr. G. V. Acharya 
(Bombay), Sir George Grierson, Dr. F. 0. Schrader, 
The Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, 
The Allahabad U niversty, Oriental Institute (Baroda), 
The Quarterly Journal of the Mythic Society (Banga
lore), The Jaina Siddhanta Bhaskara (Arrah), The Jaina 
Gazette, The Indian Review (Madras), The Journal 
of Indian History (Madras), The Poona Orientalist, 
The Bulletin de 1' Ecole Francaise, The Greater 
India Society (Calcutta), Mr. F. L. Woodward, Mr. J. 
J. Poortsrnan (Holland), Mr. A. F. Knudsen (Shanghai), 
The General Secretaries of The Theosophical So~iety 
in India, Cuba and Italy, The Societe Theosophique 
de France (Paris), Mrs. Paula Kernperling (Vienna), Dr. 
D. Gurumurti (Madanapalle), Prof. D. D.. Kanga 
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I.E.S. (Retd.), Mr. H. Hotchener (America), Mr. T. 
Kennedy (Ireland), Mr. H. Frei {Ceylon), Mr. Kersasp 
H. Kanga (Bombay), Captain E. M. Sellon (England), 
Mr. J. Kruisheer (Holland), Mrs. C. Van Rietschoten van 
Rye {Java), Mr. George Corbet (Scotland), Dr J. H. 
Cousins (Madanapalle), Mr. Sidney A. Cook (U.S.A.), 
Mr. A. Ranganatha Mudaliar (Tirupathi), Mrs. J. 
Bur~er Godfriedt, Mr. Will C. Burger, Prof. T. R. Sesha 
Iyengar (Madras), Mr. Kurt. F. Leidecker {Troy. 
N.Y.), Babu Hirendra Nath Datta (Calcutta), Miss E. 
Lyner (Switzerland), Miss Maria Taaks (Hanover), Mr. 
Glasbergen (Holland), Panda Baijnath (Benares), Mr. 
Prayag Dayal (Lucknow), Society for the Study of Reli
gions (London), Mr. T. G. Aravamuthan (Madras), Rao 
Bahadur, K.V. Rangaswami Iyengar (Principal, Benares 

. Hindu Universty) and Miss E. Snodgrass, (U.S.A.) 
! The Bulletin will be issued four times in the year, 
t • 

• 1on the 17th of February (m memory of Col. Olcott, 
President-Founder of The Theosophical Society), the 

. 8th of May (in memory of Madame H. P. Blavatsky, 
: Co-Founder), the 1st of October (in memory of 
'~ Dr. Annie Besant, the 2nd President of the Theo
'( sophical Society) and the 1st of December (in honour of 
if. Dr. G. S. Arundale, the present President of The 
1i. Theosophical Society.) The size of the Bulletin will 
\ be about twenty formes per issue, and between 72 and 

80 formes for the whole year. 
We start in the first issue with the publication of 

a ~gveda commentary. by Madhava, of which there is 
only one manuscript so far known. Jn the U pani~ads 
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Series, the Adyar Library has already published the 
Texts; we now begin the English Translation of the 
satne. In the Grhyasutras Series, (works on Dometic 
Rituals) the Grhyasutra of As'valayana with the com
mentary of Devasavamin, which has not till now been 
published is taken up first. Along with the text and 
commentary, there will also appear an English transla
tion of the text with explanations in English. Descrip
tions of the rare and valuable manuscripts in the Library, 
corrections to our published catalogue of manuscripts
lists of additions made to the Library after the cata
logue was published-these will be regular features of the 
Bulletin. In later issues, we propose to devote a special 
section to the publication of Works on Aesthetics
specially Music and Drama. It is also proposed to con
tinue the work of Dr. Schrader by bringing out a critical 
edition of the U pani!?ads, noting all the variants in 
reading found in the manuscripts. 

The proposal to start the Bulletin on the 17th 
February of this year is a matter of special significance 
to us. Col. Olcott passed away on the 17th of February 
190? ; and on that day every year a celebration is held 
at Adyar in his honour. Further the Library has 
been in existence now full fifty years'; and we believe 
that the starting of our Bulletin "Brahmavidya" in 
commemoration of this event is the most fitting tribute 
we can now pay to the great Colonel who f.ounded the 
Adyar Library. 

" May this, our humble offering, be pleasing in 
His sight." · 



HOW THE ADYAR LIBRARY WAS FOUNDED 

IT was exactly fifty years ago to-day, on the twenty
eighth of December 1886, that the Adyar Library was 
formally opened by the President-Founder of The 
Theosophical Society, Col. H. S. Olcott. So far as its 
material existence is concerned, the Library started 
with rather small beginnings; but so far as the ambition 
of the President-Founder is concerned, so far as the 
scheme of the Library is concerned, so far as the hopes 
entertained by the President-Founder when he started 
the Library is concerned, the beginning was very big. 
Even though the Library was making steady progress 
during these fifty years, even though from those small 
beginnings the Library has evolved into one of the 
biggest and one of the best known Libraries of its kind 
in the whole world, it must be confessed that the Lil~rary 
has not yet come anywhere near what the President
Founder wanted it to be, what he meant it to be for 
the future generations of humanity. The Library was 
first started in a small room to the east of the Head
quarters Hall with comparatively few books. The res
ponse to the President-Founder's call when he opened 
the Library was magnificent ; books and manuscripts, 
even money, came in steadily and before the President-
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Founder passed away about twenty years after he 
started the Library, he was able to see the Library 
placed in a position of eminence in the intellectual life 
of the advanced nations of the world, in the ordinary 
lives of the various Universities and other learned 
bodies,-well known, recognised and appreciated by all 
those for whom the Library was meant. To-day the 
Library has one of the best collections of manuscripts, 
and though in numerical strength the printed books 
cannot compare with the other big libraries, when we 
take into account the weightage, it can claim a position 
by the side of any other Library in the world. If the 
number of printed books in the Library is comparatively 
small, even in relation to the Libraries in the city near 
which the Library is located, it is only as a consequence 
of the original idea with which the Library was started. 
The Library was started with a special purpose. The 
Library was instituted as a Theosophical Library and 
it was not meant as a competitor in the field along with 
the other popular Libraries. 

In regard to the purpose of the Library and the 
scope of the Library, I cannot do better than to quote 
from the speech which the President-Founder made: 

We arQ met together, Ladies and Gentlemen, upon an occasion 
that is likely to possess an historical interest in the world of modern 
culture. The foundation of a Library of such a character as this is 
amongst the rarest of events, if, indeed, it be not unique in modern 
times. We need not enumerate the great Libraries of Western 
cities, with their millions of volumes, for they are rather huge 
store-houses of books; nor the collections of Oriental Literature at 
the India Office and in the Royal and National Museums of 
Europe ; nor even the famed ·Saraswati Mahal of Tanjore : all these 
have a character different. from our Adyar Library, and do not 
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compete with it. Ours has a ·definit~ purpose behind it, a specific 
line of utility marked out for it from the beginning. It is to be an 
adjunct to the work of the Theosophical Society ; a means of helping 
to effect the object for which the Society was founded ..... 

The Theosophical Society was started in New York 
m November 1875. The two founders, Madame 
Blavatsky and Col. 01cott, came to India and held the 
fourth anniversary of the Society in Bombay, in 1879. 
It is. a rather happy coincidence that this occasion was 
associated with the opening of a Theosophical Library 
also in Bombay. Within six years after that the 
project for starting the great Adyar Library was well 
on foot and when the Society celebrated its eleventh 
anniversary in Madras in 1886, the Library was formally 
started. During these seven years, the mind of the 
President-Founder was fully engaged in finding out 
ways and means to create in the mind of the educated 
people an interest in matters of religion and ancient civili
zation. During these seven years wherever the President
Founder went in India, he spoke among other things 
about the val11:e of ancient Indian religion and civiliza
tion ; he expressed regret at the lack of interest which 
the educated Indians showed towards their ancient 
heritage. It may not be out of place if I quote some of 
the statements of the Colonel on this subject : The 
following passages are taken f~om an address which the 
Colonel delivered at Allahabad in December 1879, as 
reported in the Pioneer : 

The speaker then sketched the rise and progress of the 
Theosophical Society. It originated at New York, America, in the 
year 1875 as the result of a private lecture at the house of Madame 
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Blavatsky upon Egyptian Geometry and Heiro~lyphics; the small 
company of intelligent persons present on that occasion coming to 
the unanimous conviction that the secrets of Egypt and especially 
of India could only be learned with the co-operation of native 
scholars. The results of Western Orientalism were unsatisfactory, 
for European Scholars, lacking in the intimate knowledge of the 
spirit of Eastern Literature were not agreed as to the meaning of 
ancient philosophers and authors ..... 

The Report goes on : 

At last Colonel Olcott came to India with two English col
leagues and their learned Corresponding Secretary, Madame Bla
vatsky. They came expecting only to study Eastern religion and 
Yoga Vidya and report their discoveries to Western Theosophists. 
But they found themselves obliged to turn teachers as well. Hindu 
youth were as ignorant of ancient Aryan Literature, religion and 
science as European youth. l'hey, alas, did not even know what the 
Vedas contained .... 

In The Theosophist of February 1880, there is this 
statement: 

While our party were at Benares, last month, they were 
visited by that eminent Orientalist Dr. Thibaut, President of 
Benares College, and what did he tell them? Why, that neither 
he nor any other European Orientalist understood the meaning of 
Sankhya philosophy ; that he could not get it explained satisfactorily 
here ; and that all the Pandits with whom he had conversed had 
assured him that the experimental proof of the ancient spiritual 
science described in Indian works was not obtainable in these days. 
What a sad commentary on the state of affairs in India. If 
patriotic natives deplore the fact that there is so much truth on the 
whole in what is said above, let them try to realise the duty which 
presses upon them. Let them aid and encourage every honest 
effort to revive Vedic Literature, Aryan Arts, the once noble 
Sanskrit Schools of the Brahmins, the memory of Aryan deeds and 
greatness. 

The following extract is from a lecture which the 
Colonel delivered at Calcutta in 1883: 

The idea that human nature may be changed by one's joining 
our Society, or that by accepting our code of bye-laws, the fixed 

2 
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law of sociological evolution is to be set aside has never entered our 
heads. We are but sowers of thought seeds, and it is taken from 
the full granaries of Aryavarta. Sad, sad the days when Hindus 
have to be told that they descend from the Aryans, but are so 
unlike them that they have mistaken the old Aryan Philosophy for 
some new-fangled religion imported from across the Atlantic Ocean. 
There are many who show impatience because after four years of 
activity in India, our Society has not proved its ability to usher in 
a new Aryan era. They forget that though we propagate ancient 
ideas, to have them accepted and lived up to requires the same 
sociological evolution as that of the ancient authors of those ideas. 

A little later he says : 

What we need is that a few of the best men in Bengal and 
in each of the other provinces should unite to form a national 
committee to found everywhere throu~hout India free religious 
schools and open religious classes in Hindu secular schools and to 
compile Hindu religious and moral works of an elementary 
character for the youth of both sexes. This will be the beginning 
ot a new era, the harbinger of a brighter day, the initiative of a 
course of sociological evolution whose outcome will be the elevation 
of the Hindu nation to the ancient level upon which its progenitors 
stood and worked out the problems of human destiny. If we can 
but see this work begun then shall the founders of the Theosophical 
Society have the ample reward of knowing that Theosophy has 
brought a blessing to the country of their adoption, and that, in 
promoting the study of Aryan philosophy, it has contributed to the 
spread of the benign spirit of brotherhood. 

The following is taken from the report of a lecture 
which the Colonel delivered at Jamalpur in June 1883: 

He pointed out to us the degradation of the modern Indians, 
the paramount importance of studying our own national literature 
and of devoting our lives to the culture of oriental science, religion 
and philosophy. There was not an eye that was not wet with 
tears-not a heart that was not heavy with sorrow when the 
venerable lecturer laid before us a sad picture of our present 
condition and contrasted it with the splendid one of our forefathers. 

I need not multiply quotations. Wherever the Colonel 
went in India his appeal to the Indians was to try to 
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understand their ancient religion and philosophy. 
Collt:mel Olcott did not rest satisfied with mere 
words, with mere lectures, with mere precepts. If any
thing, he was a practical man. He did not leave it to 
others to do what he preached. He did what he said 
and in many cases he did more than what he said. 
\Vhen he shifted his Headquarters from Bombay to 
Madras in December of 1882 after celebrating the 
seventh anniversary of the Society, he received a rous
ing welcome from the people of Madras. 

A very important work that he undertook was the 
starting of many Sanskrit Schools. After he came to 
Madras, a large number of Theosophical Lodges were 
started in South India, and if one looks into past 
reports it will be noticed that nearly every lodge started 
a Sanskrit school 'too. We must admire more the 
motive that inspired this undertaking than the actual 
achievement of the move. Many of the Sanskrit 
Schools were later closed down. But some still con
tinue, imparting instruction to the highest standard as 
prescribed by the Universities. The Colonel also 
started funds for the proper maintenance of these 
Sanskrit Institutions. Text books were prescribed 
under his direction; a committee was formed for the 
proper supervision and administration of the institu· 
tions. There was a scheme for starting training 
schools to train up teachers for these Sanskrit Schools. 
There was a central organisation· started in Adyar for the 
proper supervision 'of Sanskritic studies in India under 
the auspices of the Society. It was at this stage in the 
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progress of Sanskritic studies in India under the inspi
ration of Colonel Olcott that there came the next step, 
the starting of the Adyar Library. 

In the Presidential Address which the Colonel 
delivered at the Convention in 1883, he says regarding 
the Sanskrit Schools: 

I am happy to say that the past year has furnished many 
practical proofs of the interest which the members of our Society 
take in the revival of Sanskrit learning and the education generally 
of the natives. 

and he gives there the names of the Sansktit Schools 
which were started under the auspices of the Society. 
A central permanent committee of education at Adyar 
was another step which the Colonel took in 1884. A 
full scheme was also considered at the Convention 
in 1884. 

l t is in 1885 that we first come to the Library 
scheme. In his Presidential address, the Colonel says : 

Now since we hold such a relation to the national Sanskrit 
movement, what an anomalay it is that we have not at the Head
quarters a Sanskrit Library. We ought to be able to attract to 
Adyar the cleverest Brahmin Pandits and the most learned Western 
Orientalists by the size and value of our Oriental Library. 

The scheme for starting such a library was well on 
foot. The necessary sanction was obtained and the 
following is taken from the report of the Convention 
of 1885: 

The President said that he had perfect confidence in the 
future of the Library which they were about to found: the rami
fications of the Society were so wide and the Asiatic members had 
such easy access to old books and manuscripts that in time our 
collection must become large and dnique. 
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In the Presidential address, the Colonel said in the 
same year, 1885: 

If we and our successors do their whole duty this can be 
made a second Alexandria, and on those lovely grounds a new 
serapioan may arise. In the Alexandrian Museum and the Bruchion, 
we are told were eleven lakhs of books and many apartments were 
crowded with the choicest statues and pictures. Its founder, the 
Macedonian King Ptolemy Soter and his son Philadelphus succeeded 
in making the Egyptian Capital the intellectual metropolis of the 
world and the influence of its schools and academies survives even 
to our present day. It may sound strangely for us to be mentioning 
those august names in connection with our infant Theosophical 
Society, but gentlemen, wait twenty years and you shall see what it 
will grow into. We are but agitators and poor scholars now, hardly 
able to push on through the obstacles but let us keep a dauntless 
soul and an unwavering faith in ourselves and our cause, and there 
will arise perhaps in far away lands and least expected way, friends 
who will snatch the laurel of imperishable fame by giving their 
names to our Adyar Library and Museum. . . . . To erect the 
building now for a Sanskrit Library and Museum would be to make 
the most appropriate monument possible to mark the close of the 
first decade of storms and the beginning of our new one of peace 
and sunshine. 

I may mention in this connection that within twenty 
years after the starting of the Library, the Library 
had grown into a really first class institution well 
known throughout the world. All the Oriental scholars 
in Europe knew about it. Orientalists like Max 
Muller and Paul Deussen were in touch with the 
Library. 

On the 28th of December in 1886, the Library was 
formally opened. It was a great function. Represen
tatives of all the religions participated in the function. 
There were Brahmins, Buddhists, Muslims and Parsecs. 
The following I take from the announcement of the 
C:onvention of 1886 : 
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Poems of great Asiatic Pandits, congratulating the Society 
upon the opening of the Adyar Oriental Library have begun to come 
in. Most appropriately the first two are from the holy Benares. 
We hear that the most famous Pandits of Bengal, Punjab, Bombay 
and Madras, are expected to honour the great event in a similar 
manner. There will be Aryan Sacred Music and Sanskrit recita
tions, addresses in English and vernaculars. 

In the Presidential address on the occasion of the 
Convention of 1886 appears the following remarks of 
the Colonel regarding the Library: 

Our long cherished dream to found a non-sectarian Oriental 
Library as an adjunct towards attainment,of the second object of 
the Society's declared objects, is at last fulfilled. From every 
quarter of India and from Ceylon have come congratulatory poems in 
Sanskrit, Pali and Zend, from learned priests and Pandits-so many 
in fact that it will be inconvenient to read them all at the opening 
ceremony. Several hundred volumes have already been sent as 
gifts and hundreds more are being collected. As I have said before, 
it will be easy for our Branches to gather together here at a minimum 
of cost and trouble a large Library of Oriental Books. 

It is worthwhile to quote the report of the opening 
ceremony of the Library as published in the Madras 
Mail: 

The ceremony of the opening of the Adyar Oriental Library 
was celebrated yesterday afternoon with much eclat in the new 
council hall at the Headquarters of the Theosophical Society, Adyar. 
All along the walls of the hall metallic shields were suspended bear
ing the names of the cities and towns at which branch associations 
have been started, while the Arcot State Canopy of gold-embroidered 
velvet supported by four silver posts overhung the dais at the 
southern end of the Hall. The grounds were brilliantly illuminated 
by beacons of oil lamps placed at intervals and the hall itself was 
lit up by a large number of crystal lustres which hung from the 
ceiling. There was a large attendance of European and native 
gentlemen. In opening the proceedings, Col. Olcott the President
Founder said that the programme of the ceremony of the openning 
of the Oriental Library was intended to be of an eclectic character 
and to show that the Theosophical Society was not founded in the 
interest of any one sect or any ~ne race. A Pandit from Mysore 
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next invoked Ganapathi, the god of occult learning and Saraswati 
the goddess of knowledge, after which a few boys of the Triplicane 
Sanskrit School sang some verses in Sanskrit. Two Parsee priests 
then offered a prayer, and this was followed by the recital of verses 
in Pali language by two Buddhist priests who had come from Ceylon 
to take part in the ceremony. A Mohomaden Moulvi from Hydera
bad recited a prayer from the Koran, and prayed for the long life 
and prosperity of Her Most Gracious Majesty, the Queen Empress. 

The following 1s from the Discourses of the 
President as found m the annual Reports of 1886: 

The Library is neither meant to be a mere repository of 
books, nor a training school for human parrots who like some 
modern Pandits, mechanically learn their thousands of verses and 
lakhs of lines without being able to explain, or perhaps even to 
understand, the meaning ; nor an agency to promote the particular 
interests of some one faith or sectarian sub-divisons of the same ; 
nor as a vehicle for the vain display of literary proficiency. Its 
object is to help to revive Oriental Literature; to re-establish the 
dignity of the true Pandit, Mobed, Bhikku and Moulvi; to win the 
regard of educated men, especially that of the rising generation, for 
the sages of old, their teachings, their wisdom, their noble example; 
to assist as far as may be, in bringing about a more intimate relation, 
a better mutual appreciation, between the literary workers of the 
two hemispheres. 

Col, Olcott had the dream of an Oriental Institute 
which he wanted to bring into existence at Adyar in 
the fulness of time, with organised series of lectures on 
the different schools of philosophy and religion and 
classrooms for students. He even considered a scheme 
o~ transferring the Adyar Property of the Theosophical 
Society to the Adyar Library, in order to give the 
Library a permanent existence after his d~ath-in case 
his successor might find it impossible to take up re
sidence at Adyar. (Extracted from an Article by the late 
Mr. A. Schwarz in The Theosophist for 1932, p. 604). 
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Along with the opening of a Library in Bombay at 
the first celebration of the anniversary of the Theosophi
cal Society in India, (and that was the fourth anniversary 
of the Society), he also held an industrial exhibition. So 
far as the visible results of these two activities of the . 
Colonel are concerned, it is the Industrial exhibition 
that has borne more prominent fruit, as can be known 
from the spread of Swadeshi spirit in dress in India. 
But the Swadeshism that he inculcated into the mind 
of the Indian nation regarding their inner equipment 
has yet to bear fruit. It is still in the back ground and 
this is the result which the Theosophical Society has 
yet to achieve through our wonderful Library. Another 
dream of Col. Olcott was to establish an Art and 
Portrait gallery in Adyar. In this matter too we have 
been able to make a good start as an annexe to the 
Library. 

28-12-36. c. KUNHAN RAJA 

M. WINTERNITZ 

After we passed the final proofs of the Bulletin we 

note with a profound sense of loss to Oriental Scholar

ship the passing away on Saturday the 9th January 

1937 of Moriz Wintemitz, Professor of Indian Philo· 

.. logy and Ethnology in the Prague University. at the 

age of 74. 



THE NAME KALKI(N) 

By PROF. F. OTTO SCHRADER, KIEL 

THE name of the tenth Avatara is an etymological 
riddle. It appears in two forms belonging resp. to 
the stems in-i {Kalki) and those in-in (Kalkin}, and 
both of these are said to derive from kalka "dirt; 
sin", which it is hard to believe. 

The form Kalkin can, as a Sanskrit word, appar
ently mean nothing but " foul, dirty; sinful ", and 
thus it is understood by the Jainas who have employed 
it for a category of wicked kings of the Kali age within 
which, according to their doctrine, one Kalkin (Kakki) 
appears every thousand years, and one U pakalkin every 
five hundred years.1 

But Kalkin as the name of an Avatara of Visnu .. 
required,' of course, quite a different explanation. So 
here the name in both its forms was understood· to 
mean one who "has sin"= has come to put an end 
to sin, a kalka-vin(Js'ana or " destroyer of sin ". This, 
no doubt, tallies perfectly with the story of the Kalki 

1 The description of one of these, vit~., the great tyrant Caturmukha·Kalkin, 
has led to the discovery that none else was meartt than Mihirakula, king of the 
Huns, who was defeated by Yas'odharman in 532 A.D. (see Indian Antiquary, 
vol. 47, pp. 18 fl1 , and Commemorative Essays presented to Sir Ramakrishna 
Gopal Bhandarkar, pp. 195 fll.). 

3 
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Avatara, put has nothing to defend it in the practice 
of word-formation. 

I do not see how this twofold application of the 
name could give us any clou as to its original meaning. 
Still it may be good, for clearing our way, to ascertain 
what sort of relation, if any, there can be between 
these two Kalkins, the Jain and the Hindu one. The 
fact that both of them are warriors and both play a 
part in the chronology of the Kali age renders it 
improbable that we have here a merely fortuitous 
coincidence of names, as of an Aryan and a foreign 
one. · Considering further the bad character of the 
Jain Kalkins it is clearly impossible that they were the 
prototype of the Avatara, while, on the other hand, 
their plurality as against the singleness of the Avatara 
seems to point to their being a multiplication of the 
latter. Do then the Jain Kakkirajas owe their origin 
to an intended degradation of the Vai~~ava Kalki
Avatara? This has, indeed, been suggested with refer
ence to the oppression of the J ainas by the Vai~~a vas 
reported from the time of Ramanuja and later.1 But 
it seems to me that in earlier times the two communi
ties were not at all hostile to each other.2 S'aivism, it 
is true, has been always condemned by the Jainas, but 
Vai~~avism (teaching ahi1!Js'il) was respected by them 
and even made use of to some extent.3 But the 

1 See Abegg, loc. cit. below (f. n. 6), p. 140, referring to v. Glasenapp, Der 
Jainismus, pp. 61 fll. (64). 

1 There is even now at least one caste in Northern India the members of 
which are partly Jains and partly Vait:q.avas. 

3 Note the name Acyuta of their highest Kalpa heaven, the Nirayanas and 
Balabhadras among their. Great Persons, etc, • 
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wholesale extermination, though of the bad ones only;, 
attributed to the AvaUira Kalkin and the, prima facie 
meaning of his name must have so much lowered him 
to their mind that he became for them the type of the 
blood-thirsty tyrant.1 

The Vai~Q.avite name, then, receives no light from 
the Jain one, and we must try to understand it from 
some other point of view. 

Dr. Abegg, author of the most extensive and scho
larly study on Kalkin that has hitherto appeared,2 thinks 
that the Hindu view of the name is perhaps notal
together wrong in so far as Kalkin might be one of 
those names with countersense (gegenst-nnige N amen) 
of which some are known to us from the history of 
religions, such as the Iranian Pes'otan or as Rahu as 
the name of a Buddha later than Maitreya. " But 
possibly," the same scholar adds, " Kalki should not at 
all be expected to be . any designation significant in 
itself, but may rather be an historical name such as 
Ram a or Krsna who. are also Avataras of Visnu ". . . . . . 

As to the former of these suggestions, I doubt that 
a single convincing example for it could be given from 
Indian sources. Rahu is none, because it admits of a 
favourable interpretation {obscurating the fame of 
others, etc.); 3 and if the second suggestion means that 

1 Which can the easier be accounted for, as their knowledge of other 
religions was in earlier times, to all appearance, but a superficial one. 

3 Emil Abegg, Der Messiasglaube in lndien und Iran, Berlin und Leipzig 
1928. 

3 Rihula also (son of the Buddha) does, of course, not mean •· Fetter, 
Bond" (which may have been the monkish explanation), but'' Seizer;Capti· 
vator ", or " Little Rlihu "-quite a good name for a K¥atriya. 
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the name of the· future Ava tara was chosen after that of 
a great man of the past and without regard to its 
etymology, this must remain a mere guess of little 
probability as long as we know nothing of an historical 
Kalki or Kalkin. In a foot-note (p. 140) Abegg refers 
to " nicknames for saviours ". The nickname " Dirty " 
is, indeed, not rare in India/ but there is nothing in 
the tradition about Ka1ki which would render it likely 
that the name of the Avatara was ever understood in 
this way. 

Dr. Przyluski, in a review of Abegg's book,~ finds 
it "puerile" to believe that a man was called "defiled." 
because he was pure. In his opinion " the word kalka 
itself has not at all the appearance of an Indo-Aryan 
word ", as little as kali and k'illa, all of which, together 
with kalki, "have a family-likeness and might derive 
from a root kal with or without suffix -ka, -ki ". He 
refers to the Jains and thinks that Kalki miKht have 
originally been the name of a nefarious being (et1'e 
nefaste) and as such been transferred to Vi~Qu as the 
" destroyer of the universe ", a designation found 
occasionally applied to Kalki also. The root under
lying the word is, he thinks, seen in Santali kal which 
means (according to Campbell's Dictionary) " enemy, 
poison, serpent, and generally whatever is dangerous 
and to be avoided ". 

1 See the long list of nicknames collected by Edgar Thurston in his book 
Ethnographical. Notes in Southern India, p. 536. Opprobrious names, by the 
way, are often not nicknames but protective names given to children in order to 
conceal their real name and thus secure them against evil spirits and black 
nap:. 

'Revue de l'hiatoire des religions, vol. 100 (1929), pp .. 8 fU. 
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This is · not very clear. It will hardly ever be 
ptoved that Kalki{n) was the name of a nefarious being~ 
before the Jains came to use it (Kalkin) in that sense, 
nor that the Vai~1;1avas wanting a name for a liberator 
from sin should have turned for it to a notoriously bad 
being. And as to the supposed M UJ;lQa origin, this is a 
useless hypothesis as long as it rests merely on a proble
matic "root" instead of showing a connection like, or 
rather more evident than, that suggested (in Indo
European comparative philology) of Sanskrit kalka with 
either Irish corcach "swamp", Armenian kork "dirt, 
dung", etc., or {as seems preferable ; see below) with 
Sanskrit k'llla "black" which on its turn has been quite 
satisfactorily connected with Greek kelis " spot ", Latin 
cllligo" mist, darkness", and Old Slavonic kalu" mud" .1 

It may, however, be asked whether the name, 
though not a MuQ.Q.a word, might not be of Dravidian 
ongm. Dr. Abegg has referred to this possibility with
out discussing it (loc. cit., p. 57, n. 3). I can find no 

1 There is in Pali, by the side of the Sanskritic kala " time ", a non-Aryan 
word for" black", t•,:z., kala. Here the cacuminal W points to kar- "black'' 
which (together with kar- and kar-) is common to the Draviqa and the Mu:Qc!a 
family (Drav. has moreover kar- with alveolar r) and may be also the source of 
Hindi kara "black" (by the side of kaln" black" from Sanskrit kala do.), 
But neither this nor Sanskrit knla '' black '' can have a common origin with 
Sanskrit kala '' time '', because the latter word was originally (in ~gveda, X, 42, 
v. 9 and the older Brahma:Qa literature) used only in the sense of a definite or 
recurrent time (like Vedic rtu) and but later employed in the abstract sense and 
that of the great Destroyer which led to its association with kala" black". 
There are, moreover, Indo-European etymologies for kala" time", though not 
quite cogent ones (see Z. I. I. 1927, pp. 164 fll., and 1931, pp. 239 fll.). As to 
Sanskrit kali, we do not know its original meaning; if the latter be indicated by 
nard ita, which is another name of the losing die, it could be accounted for as 
~ndo-European; if not, it may or may not owe its origin to Santiilr kali "black 
spot; black; defame" etc. Santa! kal " time, age" and "fate, death", etc., 
(see Bodding's Dictionary) and also kal " snake " (of. Sanskrit kflla-sarpa) are 
evidently b\lt loan-words from the Indo-Aryan of which there are so many in 

,SantiU. .' 
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support for it except in the Telugu which has· kaliki 
"charming, lovely, pretty" and kalki used in the same 
sense and that of the Avatara. Now, .of course, the 
Paurat;tic stories tell us of Kalki as a man of in
comparable splendour (Bhag.-Pur.), of his beauty and 
virtue praised to his future wife (Kalki-Pur.), etc, 
but nowhere, so far as I know, is his beauty emphasized 
to such a degree as would justify the assumption that 
he was called after it. But then the Telugu word need 
not always have had the restricted {erotic) meaning it 
has now. Looking around for its possible connections 1 

we find that its original meaning must have been "shin
ing, bright ", etc. ; and this does accord with a much
stressed feature of the Avatara, the d;,pto br'iJhmavaiJ, 
with flashing sword riding, according to some authors, 
even a fire-horse (Abegg, pp. 58 and 64). With regard 
to this, then, though later exaggeration must be 
reckoned with, it seems possible, indeed, that the name 
Kalki comes from some Dravidian language, perhaps the 
one which is still in possession of its close analogue. 

But we are, I believe, not compelled to accept 
this solution. The name may, after all, be an Aryan 
one the original form ot meaning of which as not been 
preserved. We need change but a single letter of 
l:(alkin to obtain a surprisingly clear etymology. 
Iconography shows that ~he principal characteristic of 
the Avatara (if not the latter himself) is the white 

1 Tam. kala, kali " to appear ", kali " flourishing, kalur " to shine forth, 
as beauty"; Tam. kalai, kalai, Kan. kale. kale "brightness, splendour. 
beauty " ; Ka1;1. talisu " to appear ", kalikc " appearing ", kala " to shine, 
glitter " ; Tel. kaluku " brilliancy " ; Tulu kalakala " brightly ".-For Tam. 
kalai, etc., see below, "Appendix ". ·. 
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horse; and a Sanskrit word for "white" and "white 
horse", as old at least as the Atharva-Veda (IV, 38, 
6-7) and known to PaQini (V, 3, 110), is karka 1• 

Other meanings of the word ("good, excellent; beauty; 
fire"; etc.) are now found in the kos'as only, but seem 
also to reverberate in the PauraQic accounts speaking 
of the tejas of K alki (see above) and might even be 
responsible for the association, in Telugu, of Kalki 
with kaliki. For kalkin (i.e., karkin) as the name of a 
man compare as'vin and. the Bahuvrihi gvet(l,gvatara. 
Now, as both karka and kalka become kakka in the 
Prakrits, it seems possible that the name Kalkin is a 
wrong Sanskritization (owing to the rareness of karka 
as compared with kalka) of the same name which the 
Jainas have preserved (and misinterpreted) as Kakki. 
That is to say: the Prakrit name of the Ava tara pushed 
at some time into oblivion his Sanskrit name with the 
result of a wrong interpretation and forced etymology. 
This would also account for the vacillation of the name 
between Kalki and Kalkin. For, as is well known, 
in Prakrit the stems in -i as well as those in -in appear 
with the ending i in the nominative of the singu1ar.ll 

1 Which is, in the most recent comparative dictionary of the Indo-European 
languages (by Alois Walde, 1930), assigned to the root qel-, qal- found in 
" words for bright and dark spots, grey and blackish tones of colour " and thus 
connected with kalana, kalu!ja, etc. Compare, for the meaning, English hoary 
and Tibetan d-kar-ba "white, grey ". [It strikes one that in Walde's diction
ary karka is the only word with r belonging to a root in ·l, and kalka the only 
one with l belonging to root qer- '' in words for colours, especially dark or dirty 
ones ''. This means that in. primitive Indo-Aryan karka and kalka have be~ 
come, resp •• kalka and karka, which seems rather fantastic and based solely on 
the assumption that karka meant just '' white '' and not also '' grey '' .] 

'I doubt that karkin could have directly become kalkin, though the transi· 
tion of r to l seems natural enough, especially when favoured by some analogy 
as that, e.g., of karbara ,'.'variegated, spotted" by the side of kaltntlfia do. 
C9mpare a,lso ra.s1a la~ in the explanation of kalmafa=karmafa. 
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For those who cannot persuade themselves of this 
way through the Prakrit I have still another, though 
perhaps somewhat bolder hypothesis. It starts from 
the i-stem Kalki. There is no verbal root kalk from 
which kalki could derive (as s'uci, ruci, kr~i, etc., from 
s'uc, rue, kr~, etc.), nor can it, in the way as kalkin can, 
be derived from a noun. It could thus also not mean 
(or have meant) "horseman" or the like, but, if at all 
connected with kalka, only a colour or (and) a horse 
or other animal called after it (cf. karka). I am 
thinking of s'iti " white ", &'viti- " whitish ", Pr~tti 
"spotted", etc.; of hari " tawny, fallow" and "a 
bay"; of kapi "brown " and 11 monkey"; and the like. 
Colours, as is well known, are not sharply distinguished 
in Sanskrit, and horses called white may be dirtyish 
or spotted. I imagine that kalki may have meant 
"grey" (cf. above, f. n. on karka) and then also a grey 
or white horse. In Tamil the word karki, besides 
meaning the Avatara, is also used for " horse " gener
ally (see Madras Lexicon), which may be a remini
scence of its original meaning. For, the Ava tara proper 
is undoubtedly the horse and not the man who con
quers through it and who in the popular tradition 
of Southern India is altogether missing (or blended 
with the horse in the form of a horse-headed man). 
The white horse was in ancient India a symbol of 
the Sun, and the Sun is Vi~Q.U. It was a sacred 
animal also in other countries ; and there is in the 
A westa of the Persians even a parallel to the Kalki 
Ava tara, viz., V erethragna ( =Skt. vrtraghna) appearing 
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in the form of a white horse (see Abegg, p. 139 and 
before). 

Our inquiry, then, lands in the alternative: either 
both names, Kalki and Kalkin, have emerged through 

·the Prakrit from a now lost Sanskrit original Karkin, 
or the incapability of explaining the earlier name Kalki 
(of Aryan or Dravidian origin) has caused the for
mation of its etymologically transparent double. 

APPENDIX 

A NOTE ON KALA. 

THE Tamil Lexicon of the Madras University is hardly right in 
making Sanskrit kala responsible for Tamil kalai and ka{ai in the 
sense of "brightness", etc. For, this meaning, while perfectly 
according with the other Dravidian words mentioned in f. n. 1 in 
p. 22, is never found with Skt. kala, not even in the kos'as. The 
relation of the word to kala, kali (see f. n. 1 in p. 22) can be under
stood by comparing, e.g., kitf,ai with ki(j,a (lie down), or kavai (busi
ness) with kavi (be eagerly intent upon). The Lexicon is wrong 
also, in my opinion, in including Tam. kalai '' learning, erudition " 
among the derivatives from Skt. kala. For, there is no reason to 
doubt its connection with kal "to learn" (cf. kolai from kol, 
kavalai from kaval, etc.). From this, however, it does not follow, 
as has been suggested, that Skt. kala has received its meaning 
"art" from the Tamil. Neither of the two need be dependent on 
the other. For (as seems to have remained unnoticed until now), 
the second also of the two principal meanings of kala can be con
nected with the Indo-European root ( s)qel " to split ". The 
primary meaning of the root is found in kala " small part [of a 
split whole] ", " digit of the moon ", etc., for which there are many 
Indo-European correspondences (such as Lith. skeliu "to split'', 
Anglo-Saxon scylian " to separate ", Serb. pro-kola " part of a 
split whole ", · etc.) ; and with its secondary meaning, viz., " skill, 

. ingenuity " (Lex. only) and " art ", the word is precisely the same 
as the English word skill the connection of which with our root is 
shown by Old Norse skil "discernment "• 

" 



NOTES ON PRAMANASAMUCCAYA . . 
OF DLNNAGA 1 

By N. AIYASWAMI SASTRI 

THE edition of this work recently brought out by 
Mr. H. R. Rangaswami Iyengar, M.A. of Mysore, is a 
valuable addition to the Buddhist Nyaya literature 
available at present though it is slightly defective in 
some respects. It is to be mentioned here that it con
tains numerous extracts from the author's own vrtti 
and a t1ka of J inendra buddhi, called vis'Ctlctmalavati. 
Since the vrtti is written by the author himself, it is as 
important. as the text itself. And it would have en
hanced the value of the edition, if the editor had 
included in it the vrtti in full rather than attempting to 
extract from it some passages at random. I take the 
liberty to offer some remarks, without attempting a 
regular review of the edition. 

1 Mysore University Publication: Diliniiga's Pramil)asamu
ccaya (Chap. I) with v[tti, tiki and notes, edited and restored 
into Sanskrit by H. R. Rangaswamy Iyengar, M.A., Government 
Oriental Library, Mysore, with a Foreword by RajatantrapraviQa 
Dr. Sir Brajendranath Seal, Kt., M.A., Ph.D., D.Sc., Mysore, 1930. 
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P. 2. There are 2 extracts from the vrtti, one, 
gzhan. gyi. tshad rna, etc., and the other, de. Ita. bu, etc. 
In the original Xylograph, these 2 passages appear in a 
different order, the first coming after the 2nd and the 
latter before the former. (See fol. 13 b. 11. 3-5). It is not 
clear why the editor has changed their order, which is 

the natural one : tfijJfJJ~~ aTT~i~Cilf: I qUJillOT~T~l 
~ 

ftftl~~rqifTtTW I etc. 

In the first extract, gzhan. gyi. etc., bya. bu'i 
(11. 1-2) is a mistake for bya. bu'i phyir of the original. 
A full stop must be put after.kutab,. The next sentence 

in Sanskrit runs: RijqtJ(ftfa: Rijlf1Je~~~CJfa! ! Here Mr. 

Iyengar has made a mistake in reading the original, 
which has rag. las. pa, and not rig. etc., as printed in 

the book. So we have to read it in Sanskrit: RitQtRfif6-

ft RijJfJJltffll 1 rag. las. pa is "ilyatta or adhJna. Even sup

posing that the original has rig. las. pa., I would correct 
it into rag. las. pa.; because the word' las.' stands some
times for some case endings in the Sanskrit original, 
but 'las. pa.' never. 

I should like to point out that the restorer ought to 
have included here in the book the important beginning 
portion of the vrtti which explains very well the verse 1. 
It would not be without interest to give the passage in 
full in Sanskrit : 

~ :q ~efi\• tulflee~ ~~if ~: ~a;:qif 
~~~1~3! I oSJ fg: aTI~~tl~rtijqq: I a:rr~T ~rt~ ~ij'i~IJPI l 
R~lT: ~ ~~:ttrFl I ~ ~Clq~qn I ~~~ijqq ijlldt-~ l 
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all'~:;{ll •••• 1 I qzyt~lllftllq: R~qg~tiiqq I a1fi~lfl:~il: iji6· 

~qq I ~~~~: ~iUJE!acHI2 I tf~st~fq ~Tm~iijfffi~lT6i{ I 

~~: fen~~~ fSI~~Y.J~ttll'RCllq 1 ffi\OTI~Rt ~nf4m .. ; 

tf~T~I 

P. 3. Tika (a). 'tha. tshog. go' (1. 4) is a mistake 
for ' tha. tshig. go.' The word 'rab. tu. bkram. pa' 
(1. 3) is not translated by Mr. Ayengar. The last 2 
lines of this extract may better be translated thus: 
~;\ ~tr~apr , fcl~~o'i<1flmq: (for ~m: fcrclfto1 ~~~:) 

Ibid. (b). There is again a mistake of 'rig. pa' 
(1. 3) for 'rigs. pa ' I 'rigs. pa'i. sgo. la. sogs. pa. ni. 
tshad. rna. gtan. la.' bebs. pa' is rendered as: i=lllli~JUfa:

~"'IOI~ali~Clt: I 'gtan. la.' bebs. pa' is 'nis'caya' see N. B. 
Index (B. B.). I therefore propose to render it as 

?.IT~T~: wnul[~J~~TliCfiT:, etc. 
P. 5. Tika (b). In this part of the tika the restorer 

has translated' gcid. iiid' and' mail. po. iiid' into simply 
eka and ananta. They ought to mean either ekam eva 
and anantam eva or ekatva and an anantatva. Again he 
has left untranslated these words: zhes. ji. ltar rtogs. 
zhe. na 1 re. zhig. So the passage is to be put thus : 
~sq ;:r ~•iter ~Efi~ en (or ~~er qy) ~ 1 Cfiq 

~~ I 'l 61~~ I ~"'T'l~TfT.r S1"11Uiec4RI, etc. (for aJsq s:I"'TOT
~Cfi"'"1rd efT ;:r l=iciTa 1 ~ I ~qy;rflllftr, etc.). Here 'rna. 
yin. no' need not be translated into na bhavati. It 
simply stands for na. 

1 This line is not clear in the xylograph of the Adyar Library. 
2 Cf. N yayabindutikatippani, p. 2, where similar 3 meanings of 

the word sugata are given together with their similes. 
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Pp. 6-7. Tika (e). I should prefer to suggest the 
Sanskrit rendering of this para thus: ~ijlitl~OJTRJT~n 

(for ~iif) ~4 "flffqi!f ~qflit ;ft~T~9; ~a~1fi{re~ (for~) 

~l<t. ~q~tfif~~ if ~ i iJ'-IT ~ftr rfi~~{q~~on~~tn~ 

~~; (for~P.ft) ~~: ooo1m ~' rr 
f.Ct~qq- [~] (for ~~a:l~ if ~CfRt) 1 am ~ ~~'-'
~;::ql('ilc:fi ~itqyrc~~, ~~~ eti'ti if !l'UOJlro\i£. (for ~JITOJT~ 

~if ~Cffu) I ~~~: I gzhan. is anyat not bhinna which is 

represented by ' tha. dad. pa' I ' rtags.' is linga, hetu 
being represented by 'rgyu.' or 'gtan. tshigs.' cf. 
N. B. Index (B. B.). 'rna. yin.' as noted above, stands 
for simply na. The words in thick type are left out 
untranslated by the translator. 

Pp. 7-8. Tika (/). 'tha. sflad bya ba rna yin pa.' 
(1. 2) is to be rendered avyapades'ya not anirdes'ya 
which is 'bstan par bya rna yin.' cf. Ver. 5 c. Then 

there must be a space between ruplldi and svalakfarz,a. 
'de kho na 'am' (1. 3) is overlooked by the translator. 
'rnam. par. rtog pa dan bcas pa'i yid kyi' correspond
ing to savikalpakam mano-is to be added after 
mtshan flid du (1. 4). The original reads rtag go for 
rtag (1. 9) and yid for yin (1. 9). 'yin ' is rendered va
cana by the translator. But 'yid' or' yin' never means 
vacana. I think that ' yid kyis ' is used in the sense of 
'yid. rnam. par s'es pas.' (manovijnllna). The original 
reads 'rtag. pa flid spyi' {1. 10). The editor seems to 
have amended the text as 'mi rtag. pa,' etc., which 
amendment is justifiable here. But I like to point out that 
in places like. this the editor ought to have represented 
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the originals as they are and simply suggested suitable 
amendments. The original has after byed. de {1. 11) 
these words: ldan par byed do which are omitted by the 
editor. Again he has translated 'kha dod I into rupa 
everywhere in this para. It is always varrz.a and not 
r-upa which is regularly represented by ' gzugs 1 • We 
have therefore, to read this section thus: 

w.:lii ffl~tJ~ (for ~fe:r~~) ~tJT~ ~~of ~~~ 
~ 1 a-~ r.toRan (for ~en) ~ ~ ffiJll~oi ~fqCJWqeli 

~fcl~ 1 aa: ~~~~~ftr ~n~r~q~~crrt 1 ~~(!(for 
q~<t) ~ ff"~~q~~ci ~ I ~~ i'.JIJTT (for ~lll) ~~fit~ 
'Jj~ I afltT~~fu ~~~ (for Cf'q~c:t) Cfol (for ~q) 
~CJ1R~q~~arfa:~q~ffi f~~ ~ (for-~~;:r ~~) 1 etc. 

The editor has made much confusion in arranging 
the passages of the vrtti and tika on the ver. I I I. The last 
part of the !ika {a) on p. 8 is mixed up with the vrtti on 
p. 10 which is again interrupted by some other passages 
of the !ika and continued on pp 11-12. Thus ' Kha dog 
la sogs pa 1 etc. found on p. 10, vrtti (1. 4) is to be read 
along with the !Ika (a) on p. 8 and its corresponding 
Sanskrit found on p. 10 is to be placed on p. 9 before 
the pka (b). 

P. 8. Tika (a). Read s'es pa for s'es (1. 3 his) and gyis 
for gyi (1. 2, p. 9). The passage cannot be put into 
Sanskrit satisfactorily as it stands detached from the 
context. But the rendering of the passage by the 
translator is a sheer misunderstanding. There is no 
word in Tib. for tad. of the first sentence ... yad 
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vis'eijadriitajn'llnam tad •.. 1 tshad. rna dan' bras bu I tar 
is rendered by him as pramattaPhalayoh ! Again he does 
not pay attention to these words: snar, gail, phyir and 
zhes pao. (p. 9. 11. 3-4) Therefore the passage may read 
thus: 

~SlJlqT~ (for-~) fen 1[rn<t] (for lRf) ~~~
~ijl~ rr ~'itO'J (for 6('~oj rr l1Cff'a) ~tT.r~: 1 q;qfq ijlif~;:.lff~

ijle:t~~ffi ~~ e:tTR=a a~Tftf ~lll~C{<l (for-~:) il~: eo~ 
~, (for ~~~) ~T~ ~fll~T'l~RT~if (for Si~fli~qJ~) 
~ij\~JII ~~6ftl 1eti~[~] t:I{Offil,~tlltll~tri ~(for ~a
~ui ~~Trrq_) I a:rfq~~rr ~~~~ (for-~ftr) ~: etc. 

P. 10. Vrtti. As said above, the vrtti is mixed 
together with some portion of the tika and the remaining 
portion of the vrtti with its Sanskrit rendering is to 
be found on p. 11, I. 3 from the bottom and onwards. 
According to the original (fol. 14a, 11. 4-7) the following 
orrections are to be made: Omit ' ni ' (1. 1), and read' di 
for 'an (1. 2) ; zhig. yin zhe. na for zhe. ce. na (1. 3); sogs. 
su. sbyor. for sogs. bsres; and rgyal ba for 'gal. ba. 
Omit don {p. 11, 1. 3 from the bottom) and read rjod 
for brjod ; dan for dag (1. 2) ; la. ci for pa. rigs. kyi 
(1. 1) ; sgo nas for sgra nas (11. 3-4, p. 12) ; mchod. 
pa. zhes. bya ba for 'tshad par. byed. par (1. 3) ; ra for 
rva (1. 5); pa for bas (1. 6) ; ba'i sgra yin for ba'i yon 
(1. 7) ; s'in for s'es (1. 9) and do for de. Omit par (1. 6) 
and du (J. 9). 

1 I have taken the word gail in these 2 places in the sense 
of gail yail. 
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After making these corrections we should read this 
part of the vrtti thus: 

~ ~~ ~;n ~1ft:6 aa:Rlt~ I~~~ I~ cfilll~ (for 

~~q~ :q cfil!l~~) I ~~ ~~~ I qrom~~-
~~ (for t=rT~~~) ~ tc£~~ (for ~IQ) ~ 1 

\iltfd~t&~!!-q~n (omit \ifKlll) rTIMf 1 ~~~-~~~a 1 

fcliq~t&~! f5fiq~T ~(for qT:q~) ~I ~~~-~oq.DJ ~ 

Fcrnoft ~R11 ~~~:I ~~ij~~~~~~ (for :a:JSI~t:"\:1· 
~!~f6 'inf?i:m_) 1 ~ g ~~~: ~~ M~m~ "q~ 

" ~~~~I 

It is to be mentioned here that there is nothing in 
Tib. con;;esponding to fMqiJrl{rallti.llt~ which is seen at 

the beginning of this para. 
Ibid. tika. gal. te s'es. pa, etc. has no page reference ; 

and it is not possible to find out in the xylograph the 
passage as printed in the book. 

P. 11. Tika, (a}. The original reads pa la for pa'i 
(1. 2) and adds after zhes. pa (1. 3) the following words 
omitted by the editor: grafts. dan. mtshan. fiid. las. 
tshad. rna. rnams. 'di. tsam. fiid. du. yons. su. gcod. pa. 
ni. thug pa. yin. la I de. med. par. thai. lo. zhes. pa'i. 
don. no II 

= fl~l~}~j Sf'ITOTT'll fJrlt~TSiatll q~: 8fCIP-1l I 
• I' 

~CfQijll ~q: I 

This sentence is to be read after ar.tCJP.TTtJijffl~ 1 

(To be continued) 



MANUSCRIPTS NOTES 

I 

VARARUCANIRUKTASAMUCCAYA 

By DR. C. KUNHAN RAJA 

THERE is a manuscript of this work in the Adyar Library.·· Practi
cally no notice has till now been found given anywhere about this 
work. It is not found in the Catalogus Catalogorum of Aufrecht ; 
it is not found in any catalogue till now known to me. I have made 
mention of this work in some Papers written by me1 and in some 
of the recent annual .Reports of the Madras University. The 
copy deposited in the Adyar Library is a manuscript on palm leaf 
written in Malayalam characters. It is a very old manuscript, 
so far as could be judged from the appearance of the manuscript. 
It is in a very decayed condition and the leaves are extremely 
brittle; the leaves get injured at every touch in handling the manu
script. The manuscript bears the shelf No. XIX-G-72 in the 
Library. 

There is a modern transcript of the manuscript in the Library, 
and thi~ bears the shelf No. XXXVIII-H-4. In describing the 
contents of the work it is better to give the page numbers to this 

I Proceedings of the sixth session of the All-India Oriental Conference held 
1)1 Patna, 1930, p, 536. journal of Oriental Research, Madras, Vol. X, p. 267. 

Dr. Sarup writes about this work in the Introduction to the last Volume of 
his edition of the commentary on the Nirukta by Skandasvamin and Mahea'vara 
1934, p. 26 and gives quotations from it as AI?pendix VI (pp. 599 to 606). H~ 
does not reveal the source of his information. 

5 
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transcript, since it is easier to consult this, if any scholar wants to 
do so, than the old, decayed, palm leaf manuscript. In this des
cription I always give reference to this modern transcript. 

The work is mentioned as Vararucaniruktasamuccaya in the 
colophons. There are four sections in the work called Kalpas and 
at the end of these Kalpas the colophon reads : iti vararuce nirukta
samuccaye ••.. I have not been able to find out any reference 
t~ this work in any later work in Sanskrit Literature. There 
is no information regarding Vararuci having written such a work. 
There is at present no way of finding out the identity of this 
Vararuci. A large number of Vararucis are known in Sanskrit 
Literature. 

The work begins : 

agnim vayum tatha suryam lokanam is1varan aham 
namami nityam deves'an nairuktasamaye sthita\1 

athedanim mandaprajfiavabodhanartham mantravivaraQam niruktam 
antareQa na sambhavati. yata aha : athapidam antarel}.a mantre!iv 
arthapratyayo na vidyate iti. 

naniruktarthavit kas1cin mantram nirvaktum arhati 

iti ca vrddhanus'asanam. niruktaprakriyanurodhenaiva mantra nir
vaktavya\1. mantrarthajiianasya ca s1astradau prayojanam uktam: 

yo 'rthajfia it sakalam bhadram as1nute 
nakam eti jffanavidhUtapapma. 

iti. s'istrante ca yam yam devatim niraha tasyas tasyas tadbhav
yam anubhavati iti ca. vedapadarthavivaraQe ca bihus1rutyam 
anve~tavyam. 

bibhety alpas'rutad vedo mam ayam pracali~yati 

iti vyisavacanam. abahus'rutasyapi kartrvacanat tatharthabhivadi
blii~ s'raddadhanasya jantor api iti sarasvatisuktigul)astuty asura 
mudam kurvate. ato yathis'akti dhimitram pradars'yate. 
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After this there is a fairly detailed commentary on the following 
vedic mantras : 

Page 

1. brahma jajiHinam Sarna veda I-321 2 
2. navo navo bhavati ~gveda X-85-19 7 
3. tad vi~QOQ paramam , 1-22-20 9 
4. s•atam in nu s'arado 

" 
I-89-9 12 

5. aditir dyaul) 
" 

L-89-10 14 

6. yad asya karmaQal) Apastamba 

S'rauta SUtra III-12-1 15 

7. a pra drava l\gveda V-31-2 16 
8. aya te agne 

" 
IV-4-15 18 

9. ena vo agnim .. VII-16-1 18 

10. mamagne varcal) 
" 

X-128-1 20 

11. rdhyama stomam , X-106-11 21 

12. a va te he}al) , I-24-14 23 

13. ud uttamam varuQa , 1-24-15 25 
14. sed agne astu , IV-4-7 27 

15. udyan adya mitramaha 
" 

I-50-11 28 

16. agnim val) purvyam , VIII-31-14 30 

17. syona prthivi 
" 

I-22-15 . 32 

18. abhi tva deva 
" 

I-24-3 33 

19. vis've deval) 
" 

VI-52-13 34 

20. namo mahadbhyal) 
" 

I-27-13 36 

21. suryo no divas patu " X-158-1 38 

22. upa tvagne 
" 

I-1-7 39 

23. ayam te yonil) " 
III-29-10 40 

24. upavaroha jatavedal) TaittiriyabrahmaQa Il-v-8-8 41 

25. abhi tva s'ura 'Fgveda VII-32-22 43 

26. na tvavan anyal) " 
VII-32-23 44 

27. uta nal;l priya " 
VI-61-10 45 

28. sajo~a indra " III-47-2 46 
?9, suman~alir ivam ,, X-85-33 4R 
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The first Kalpa ends on page 49. The colophon reads at the end of 
the first Kalpa: iti vararuce niruktasamuccaye prathamaQ kalpaQ. 

The second Kalpa begins at the bottom of p. 49 thus : pUrva
smin kalpe prakirQakarUpeQa nirvacanakramaQ pradars'aniyaQ· 

idanirn jniitva canu~thanam ity uktatvan nityakarmavihita mantra 
vyakhyayante. Then the following mantras are commented upon : 

Page 

1. mitrasya car~aQidhrtab ~gveda III-59-6 50 

2. mitro janan yatayati 
" 

III-59-1 55 
3. pra sa mitra marthab 

" 
III-59-2 57 

4. a satyena rajasa 
" I-35-2 60 

5. ud vayam tamasa:l) 
" 

1-50-10 62 
6. ud u tyam 

" 
1-50-1 63 

7. citram devanam 
" 

1-115-1 65 

8. tac cak~ub " VII-66-16 67 
9. imam me varuQa 

" 
I-25-19 70 

10. tat tva yami 
" 

I-24-11 72 

11. yac cid dhi te 
" 

I -25-1 74 
12. yat kin cedam 

" 
VII-89-5 75 

13. kitavaso yad riripul) , V-85-8 77 
14 .. apo hi ~tha , X-9-1 80 
15. yo vaQ s'ivatamaQ , X-9-2 82 
16. tasma aram , X-9-3 83 
17. s'am no devil) 

" X-9-4 85 
18. is'ana varyaQam 

" 
X-9-5 87 

19. apsu m~ somal) 
" 

X-9-6 88 

20. apal) pp].ita 
" 

X-9-7 89 
21. idam apal) , X-9-8 90 
22. apo adya " 

X-9-9 90 

The second Kalpa ends on p. 91 thus : iti sUktasya samastasyartha-

kathanam. Then follows the colophon: iti vararuce nirukta
samuccaye dvitiyaQ kalpa~l. The page ends here. 

The third Kalpa begins on p. 92 thus: yasyai devatayai havir 
grbitam syat tam dhyayed va~!kari~yan iti s~ruter ata:l) param 
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dars'apTiri}amasayajyanuvakya ajyabhagaprabhrti s vi!'.? t a k r t par
yanta vyakhyayante. Then the following mantras are commented 
upon: 

Page 

1. agnir vrtrai}i ~gveda Vl-16-34 92 
2. tvam somasi , I-91-5 94 
3. agni:Q pratnena 

" VIII-44-12 96 
4. ju~aqo agni~1 Tai ttiriyabrahmai}a III-v-6-1 97 
5. soma girbhil;l ~gveda I-91-11 98 
6. agnir murdha , VIII-44-16 99 
7. bhuvo yajnasya , X-8-6 100 
8. prajapate 

" 
X-121-10 102 

9. taveme lokal,J Maitrayaniya Sa1phita IV-14-1 103 
10. agni~oma ~gveda I-93-9 105 
11. yuvam etani divi , I-93-5 106 
12. indragni avasa 

" 
VII-94-7 108 

13. girbhir vipral;l 
" 

VII-93-4 110 
14. endra sanasim 

" 
1-8-1 112 

15. pra sasahi~e , X-180-1 114 
16. vi na indra , X-152-14 116 
17. mrgo na bhimatl 

" 
X-180-2 117 

18. mahan indro ya ojasa 
" 

VIII-6-1 120 
19. bhuvas tvam indra 

" 
X-50-4 121 

20. piprihi devan , X-2-1 124 
21. agne yad adya , VI-15-14 126 

The third Kalpa ends on p. 128 with the commentary on this last 
verse. The colophon at the end reads : iti vararuce nirukta· 
samuccaye trtiyal;l kalpa:Q ; this colophon is on p. 129. 

The fourth Kalpa begins on p. 129 as : 

ekatri1ps·advidham mantram yo vety rk~u sa mantravi 
itivacanat ekatrirps'advidha mantra vyakhyayante. Then the 
following mantras are commented upon : 
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Page 

1. daivya\1 s'amitara arabhadhvam (Taittiriyabrahma"Qa 
111-vi-6-1) iti prai!!alt 129 

2. ehy u ~u brava'Qi (~gveda Vl-16-16) iti !hvanam 135 
3. na kir indra tvat (~gveda IV-30-1) iti stutih 136 
4. mogham annam vindate (~gveda X-117-6) iti ninda 137 
5. gauri mimaya (~gveda IV-86-41) iti satikhya 139 
6. tac cak~uo (~gveda VII-66-16) iti as'iQ 141 
7. babhrur eka\1 (~gveda VIII-29-1} iti karma 141 
8. aham bhuvam (~gveda X-48-1) iti vikatthana 143 
9. prcchami tva (~veda I-164-34) iti pras'na\1 146 

10. iyam vedi\1 (~gveda I-164-35) iti vyakaraQam 147 
1 I. iyam ~paQ (~veda X-9-8) iti s'odhita}J 148 
12. indrakratum na a bhara {~gveda VII-32-26) iti vikalpa}J 148 
13. yad indraham yatha tvam (~gveda VIII-14-1) iti 

satikalpalt 150 
14. sudevo adyar (~veda X-95-14) iti paridevana 151 
15. yat te yamam (~veda X-58-1) iti anubandha~l 154 
16. prayajan me (~veda X-51-8) iti yacna 155 
17. tava prayaja\1 (~veda X-51-9) iti prasava'b 157 
18. o cit sakhayam sakhya (~gveda X-10-1) iti saqwada'b 158 
19. somam rajanam (~gveda X-141-3) iti samuccaya}J 161 
20. bhojayas'vam (~veda X-107-10) iti pras'arpsa 162 
21. adya muriya (~veda VII-104-15) iti s'apathab 163 
22. prati cak~va vi cak~va (~gveda VII-104-25) iti 

atis'apalt 164 
23. 1 iha mada ... (A~valayana S' rauta Sutra VI -11·13, 

14, 15) iti amantraQam 166 
24. na mrtyur asit (~veda X-129-2) iti acikhyasa 167 
25. eta as'va aplavante (Atharvaveda XX-129-1) iti 

pralapalt 168 
26. kim iyam idam aha' iti vrila 169 

1 Here the manuscript is completely damaged and only a small bit remains. 
2 I have not been able to trace this. 
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Page 
27. kasya nunam katamasya (~gveda 1-24-1) iti upadha-

vanam 170 
28. mati ca te pita ca te (Vajasaneyisarphita XXIII-24) 

iti akros1ab 172 
29. vitatau kiraQi dvau (Atharvaveda XX-133-1) iti 

prabalhika 173 
30. kin te krQvanti (:{{gveda 111-53-14) iti parivadab 174 
31. yadi k~itayu}.t (:{{gveda X-161-2) iti paritriQam 176 

~ith the commentary on this mantra the fourth Kalpa ends at the 
bottom of p. 176 and the colophon reads : iti vararuce niruktasamuc

caye caturthab kalpa}.t. 

After this colophon follow a few stanzas thus : 

kalpais1 caturbhir vyakhyatam sarabhUtam ream s'atam 

sahasram pancas'atam s'lokenanu~tubha krtam 
sahasram pancas1atam sankhya granthasya kirtita 

vistarabhitya sank~iptam tatparyarthll.vabuddhaye 
evam niruktam alokya mantriQim vivrtam s1atam 

uktanuktaduruktani cintayantv iha paQgitab 

Bhagavate yaskaya nama~l. Om namo narayaQiiya. namal1 s'ivaya. 
Here some stanzas from the Brhaddevata are quoted. They are 
stanzas 35 to 39 (a) and stanzas 48 to 60 in the first chapter. 
The manuscript then closes. 

The author at the end of the work speaks of having commented 

on 100 :{{ks and he speaks of the extent of the work as 1500 granthas. 
From the list given above it would be noticed that there are 
103 mantras m the work distributed among the four Kalpas as 

follows: 
First Kalpa 29 Mantras 

Second Kalpa 22 
" 

Third Kalpa 21 
" 

Fourth Kalpa 31 
" 

Total 103 
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But it will also be noticed that in the fourth Kalpa there are two 
mantras which were already commented upon in earlier Kalpas.and 
they are not actually commented upon again in the fourth Kalpa. 
They are: 

No. 6 on p. 141; tac cak~ub (~gveda VII-66-16) already 
commented on in the second Kalpa as No. 8 on p. 67 

No. 11 on p. 148; idam apab (~veda X-9-8) already 
commented on in the second Kalpa as No. 21 on p. 90. 

No. 26 on p. 169 in the fourth Kalpa is a passage which I have 
not been able to trace. If we eliminate these three the number is 
one hundred. As for the number of granthas in the work, I have 
not been able to count the number of syllables with absolute 
accuracy; but on a fairly accurate calculation I find that the number 
of granthas is about one thousand and two hundred. Perhaps the 
author gave only a rough estimate. 

The work has not been mentioned by any later author, so far 
as I am able to investigate. But the book quotes from a large 
number of authors and works, all early authors. As may be 
naturally expected the largest number of quotations is from the 
Nirukta of Ya.ska. The following are the quotations from Yaska: 

Page 

1. yata aha : athapidam antarel}a mantre~v arthapratyayo 
na vidyata iti 1 

2. S'astradau prayojanam uktam : yo 'rthajiia it sakalam 
bhadram as·nute nakam eti jiianavidhlltapapma iti; 

S'astrante ca yam yam devatam niraha tasyas tasyas 
tadbhavyam anubhavati iti 2 

3. tathahi : tatra nD.many akhyatajani iti s'a ..... 1 

nairuktasamamayas' ca iti 3 
4. na nirbaddha upasarga arthan nirahu~l iti nirukta-

bh~yakaravacanac ca 4 

1 A bit broken in the manuscri)lt, 
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Page 

5. yathartham vibhakti\1 sannamayet iti niruktakarava-
~k~ 4 

6. atra anpU:rvad gamer agras'abdo nirukta];J 7 

7. arthanityatl parik!]eta iti bha!]yakara 1 10 
8. uktam ca bha!]ye : tam prajnaya stauti iti 24 

9. agnir vasubhir(vasur ?) vasava iti samakhya. tasmat 
prthivisthana iti bha~yakaravacanam 31 

10. upasargavyatyayas' ca bha~yakarel)a dars'ital): athapi 

nir ity e~a sam ity etasya sthane iti 35 
11. tatha hi yaskasya niruktabha~yakarasya vacanam : 

sarve!]am bhutanam dars'anarthaya iti 65 
12. tathlt coktam bha~yakarel)a: yac ca kincit prabal-

hitam adityakarmaiva tat iti 65 

13. cid ity e~o 'nekakarma ; hi ity e~o 'nekakarma iti 
bha!]yakaravacanat 74 

14. tatha coktam bha!:}yakarel)a : sarvasu devatasv ais1var-
yam vidyate iti 

15. kurutanety anarthaka upajana bhavanti iti bha~ya-
karavacanat 82 

16. yathartham vibhaktil;l sannamayet iti bha~yakara-

vacanat 84 
17. tatha ca niruktabha~yakara aha : s'amanam rogal)am 

yavanam ca bhayanam iti 86 
18. tatha hy uktam : athasya sarpstavika devata agni~1 

somo varul)a iti 108 
19. putral;J puru trayate ; niparal)ad va ; pun narakam ; 

tatas trayate iti va ity acaryavacanam 113 
20. tatha coktam : athasya sarpstavika devata indra:tJ 

somo varul)a~l parjanya rtaval;l iti 125 
21. padakarel}aitat padam navagrhitam; tathapi bha~ya

karavacanat padakaram anadrtyaitan niruktam 

(the word is sunaral;l in .F.gveda VIII-29-1) 142 

1 The MS. has bhilo¥yaki.ravan. 

6 
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It will be noticed that the author refers to yaska in various ways, 
as Acarya, Bh~yakara, Niruktabha~yakara, etc. In this connection 
tl1e following references found in the book are of some interest : 

Page 
1. yonim: veter vaninpratyayantasya varQavyapattyadi-

na yonis'abdo niruktal;l 6 
2. candramab cayan pas'yan bhUtani dravaty antarik~am 

nirmata codakasya iti dhatujatvam pradars'itam 8 
3. prakaraQavas'a eva viniyoktavya iti bha!lyakarava-

canam. 52 
4. alphal;ls'abdo hamantar (banter) niruddhopadher (niru-

Q.hopadhad) viparitak~aro 'sunpratyayanto niruktal;l 59 
5. joytib : dyuter adivarl}.avyapattya ktinpratyayantasya 

jyotibs'abdo niruktab 62 
6. udakam iti hiraQyam ucyate iti bha!']yakaravacanat 142 

(To be continued) 

II 

THE N~SIMHA CAMPO OF DAIV AJNA SURYA PA~J)ITA 

AND 

THE NRSIMHAVIJNAPANA OF S'Ri NRSIMHAS'RAMIN . . ' 

By V. RAGHAVAN, M.A., PH.D. 

ON p. 191 b of Volume I of the Adyar Mss. Catalogue (1926) is 
found the entry: "'lfet~tllqll~ ~~~ifli(ll{, • 10 E 31 ~ 36 ". 

This Nrsimhavijnapana struck me as ·a little known work of the 
well known Advaita writer, Nrsimhas'ramin, the pupil of GirvaQendra 
Sarasvati and Jagannathas'ramin, and the author of the Bheda
dbikkara. and ·-other Advaita works. From the Mangala s'lokas in 
his works, it is plain that 'Nrsimha' was his favourite deity and it 
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is but natural to expect a hymn on his favourite deity, by Nrsirnha. 
It is also bound to be of greater interest to the student of philo· 
sophy, as a Stotra by an Advaitin, since it is bound to be an exposi
tion of Advaitic principles in the garb of a hymn. It was with this 

curiosity that I examined this MS. when I found that the MS. really 
contained, not one work in full, but two works, the former without 
its latter part and the latter without its former part. The latter 

work is N rsimhas'ramin's N rsimhaviji:lapana and the former is a 
Kavya on the same deity, Nrsirnha, a CampTI viz., the Nrsimha 
CampTI by the poet, philosopher and astronomer, Surya Pal}4ita. 

The Nrsimha Campu of Daivajfia Surya PaQ9ita is not an un
known work. Aufrecht notices five MSS. of it in his three volumes: 

two complete MSS. of the India Office, numbers 4051 and 4052; 
\Veber, I, pp. 156-157, No. 539'which is an incomplete MS. running 

up to the beginning of U cchvasa four only ; a MS. in II, 88 of 
Buhler's report of MSS. in Gujarat etc. ; and a complete MS. in 
R. G. Bhandarkar's Lists of Skr. MSS. in Private Libraries in the 
Bombay Presidency, No. 273. To these we have to add now this 
incomplete MS. in the Adyar Library. 

Surya PaQQita describes himself as an expert in music, poetry 

and drama. (marm:r'f.~<rra:Cfiq~:) He was a versatile genius. His 

chief contribution is to the Sciences of astronomy and mathematics. 
Besides his original works and commentaries on astronomy, astrology 
and mathematics, Surya wrote in poetics the Balabodhika, a corn· 
mentary on Deves'vara's Kavis'ik!lii called Kavikalpalata; two 
Kavyas, the Ramakr!lQavilorna Kavya with a gloss and the Nrsirnha 
Carripu ; a commentary on the Amarus'ataka, named S'pigara
tarangiQi ; a Bhaktis'ataka which seems to be a devotional composition 
and two works in Advaita, a 'fika on the Bhagavad Gita named 

Paramarthaprapa 1 and another 'fika on the Vedanta s'atas'loki. 
Besides these two, Surya has written a third work in Advaita, viz., 

I This gloss on the Gita is interesting for the extracts frbm the Rii.val}.a· 
bha~ya on the ~gveda which it contains. These extracts were collected together 
by Fitz-Edward Hall, on pp. 129-134 in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of 
Bengal for 1862. 
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the Prabodhasudhii.kara. This work is available in print as one of 
the minor works of S'ankara and there are some MSS. which ascribe 
it to S'atikara. But it is really a work of Surya PaQQ.ita as other 
MSS. say and, Surya himself mentions it as one of his eight works 
in the verse at the end of his Suryaprakas'a Bijavyakhyii. (India 
Office 2823) written in 1541 A.D. and his commentary on the Lila
vati, the GaQitamrtakupika, written in the same year or the next. 
When Surya wrote his former work, he was 31 years old. Before 
this time, i.e., 1541 A.D., he had written 8 works. Among these are 
two Kivyas and one Adhyitmas'ii.stra-work named Bodhasudhakara. 

~~Fl' ~~1: 

~ ~'fi~~m~~~sgq~ 11 
See 10 Catalogue, Eggeling, p. 1005 a. 

The Vedantic work referred to here is the Prabodhasudhakara now 
wrongly attributed to S'ankara. In Vol. I, p. 353 a, Aufrecht notices 
a Prabodhasudhakara of a Dinakara and with reference to this, 
remarks in Vol. I I, p. 79 a : " The attribution to Dinakara, as 
indicated in CC.I., is uncertain." There is no Dinakara separate 
from SUrya; Dinakara means Surya. The author, SUrya PaQQ,ita, 
refers to himself by that synonym at the end of his Prabodhasudhii.
kara. See 10 Eggeling, p. 752 a. 

The two Kavyas referred to by Surya in the verse quoted above 
are his Ramakr~Qa.viloma Kavya and the Nrsimha Campti. The 
other works, Surya must have written after his 31st year. The 
author was the son of Jiianarii.ja and grandson of Nii.ganii.tha. 
He was the descendent of one Rima who was patronised by king 
Rima of Devagiri. His native place was Pirthapura in the 
Vidarbhas at the confluence of the Godavari and the Vidarbhi 
rivers. 

The N rsimha Campti describes the story of the incarnation of 
Vi!}QU as Nrsimha to kill the demon HiraQyakaS'ipu and to bless His 
devotee, Prahlada, the demon's son. In this composition, the poet 
illustrates the nine Rasas also. 
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~ \fr~uf ~~qaJl:: ~: 
ijCff 'l1t ~ffi: l!fi ~ l!fi ~Rei iif~T~: I etc. 

The story proper begins only in U cchvasa 2 : amft~~ mu~
<1iftr~: etc. Ucchvasa 2 ends on p. 7a of the Adyar MS. The story 

has been taken now upto the demon striking the pillar. There is 
at once the manifestation of Nrsimha. From here begin the 
illustrations of the nine Rasas. The Rasas are taken from Bhaya
naka which Rasa is the first to be realised by those present there, 
when Nrsimha manifested Himself. Then come Vira and Bibhatsa. 
Here occurs a break in the MS. and the rest of the work is lost. 
From the MS. described by Weber, we find that in the beginning 
of ch. iv, the author is illustrating Adbhuta. 

The contents of the first Ucchvasa are interesting. Here the 
author first refers to his parentage and the work he had undertaken. 
Then on p. 2b, the author bows to his Guru Grrvat]endragiri. 
Then, the mountain in which Lord N rsimha resides is bowed to 
and described as the Guru of his Guru, Girv§n,endragiri. This 
Girvacyendra must be the same as one of the two Gurus of 
N rsimhas'ramin. Thus Surya Pal}c}.ita must have been a CO· 

student of N rsimhas'ramin under Girval)endra. N rsimhas'ramin 
wrote his Tattvaviveka at Puru~ottamapura in 1547 A.D. Surya 
PaQQ.ita must have been born in 1510 A.D. and continued to write 
up to the third quarter of the century; for he had written only 
eight of his works in 1541 A.D., when he was 31 years old. The 
whole group of writers, GirvaiJ.endra, Jagannathas'rama, Surya 
PaiJ.c}.ita, N rsimhas'ramin and N aravaQas'rama, worshipped the form 
Nrsimha as its favourite deity. Hence it was that Surya wrote 
the Kavya, the Nrsimha CampTI. The close contact between 
N rsimhas'ramin and Surya Pal)c}.ita is borne out by th!s MS. at Adyar 
which contains the Nrsimhavijnapana of the former and the Nrsimha 
Campti of the latter. A similar case is the MS. in the Calcutta 
Sanskrit College, Vol. Ill, No. 75, which contains two works, 
of which the former seems to be a fragment of.Nrsimhis'ramin's 

• •• 
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commentary on the Sathk~epa S'ariraka of Sarvajiiatman and 
the latter, Surya's Prabodhasudhakara wrongly ascribed to S'ankara. 

MSS. of the Nrsimhavijiiapana are very rare. The work is 
however printed. There seems to be a MS. of it in the Sarasvati 
Bhavana, Benares, besides this incomplete MS. at Adyar. On 
the basis of the former MS., the work has been edited by 
MM. Gopinath Kaviraj, M.A., in the Prince of Wales Sarasvati 
Bhavana Texts, No. 52. 

The work contains 246 verses. But in the Adyar MS. we 
have only the portion beginning from the end of verse 146. The 
sheets of the MS. are however continuously numbered. 

The 243rd verse, at the end of this work, is interesting. It 
says that N rsimhas'ramin composed this p~ilosophical hymn at the 
request of Ramacandra, son of Nrsimha S'e!}a. 

'l~~fijl{T~f~ff~ ozfe~~T qfa~T Olf~Tf~ I 

"l~&~qJ~'l~Uif=q~etW~~TCT~effi~ II 

Who are these two persons, Nrsimha S'e~a and Ramacandra? 
The name Nrsimha S'esa at once reminds us of the S'esas of . . ' 
Benares. It is well known that N rsimhas'ramin stayed for long at 
Benares. He wrote his Tattvaviveka in 1547 A.D. at Puru!}ottama 
pura {Puri), and he wrote his own commentary on it, the Tattva· 
viveka dipana or Advaitaratnakos'a in the next year (1548 A.D.) at 
ls'varapura, i.e., Benares.' 

Regarding the date· of Nrsimhii.s'ramin, the following hitherto unmen
tioned external data can be taken: Agnihotrasilri, who commented on Nrsim
has'ramin's Advaitaratnakos'a, was. in the court of Ma~li Yallamarii.zu of 
Cudappa, who was a contemporary of Venkatapatiraya (son of B'ri Rangariya) 
who ruled between C. 1592-5 and 1614, and whose brother Matli Anantariiya's 
inscriptions are dated 1598 A.D. and 1605 A.D. One of Nrsimhas'ramin's 
Guru, jagannathas'rama, is mentioned with respect by ViHhala, grandson of 
Rimacandra, at the end of his Prasada on Rii.macandra's Prakriyikaumudr. 
~ ~ ~~~~ I etc. p. 798, Pt. 2. Born. Sks. and Pri. 
Series Edn. ViUhala's father, Nrsimha, had prepared a copy of his father's 
Prakriyakaumudr in 1423 A. D. (Bendall, Br. Mu. Cat. p. 145). ViUala must be 
assigned therefore to the second half of the 15th century and probably, he lived 
also in the beginning of the 16th. Thus Jagannithis'rama is to be assigned to 
about 1500 A.D. 
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There is one S'e~a Ramacandra who has commented upon his 
ancestor S'e~a Kr~Qa's Dharmanubandhi S'Ioka Caturdas'i.1 But 
he is not only later but is also the son of S'e~a Gopinatha. We 
know of a S'e~a Ramacandra who has written a commentary on the • 

Nai~adha. He describes himself as the pupil of S'e~a NarayaQa 
but does not mention his father's name.3 There is a S'e~a NarayaQa 

who is the second son of S'e~a Kr~IJ.a who flourished about 1600 
A.D.3 It is not therefore possible that the Ramacandra. mentioned by 
Nrsimhas'ramin is the Ramacandra who commented on the Nai~adha 
and who was perhaps a pupil of the son of S'eeya Kr~Qa. The only other 
S'e~a Ramacandra we now know is the grandfather of S'e~a Kr~Qa, 
i.e., father of S'e~a Nrsimha, the author of the GovindarQava,4 in the 
writing of which, the son, S'e!?a Kreyqa, also seems to have had a part. 
The work might have been written between 1550 and 1600 A.D. or 
earlier even in the first half of the 16th century. Nrsimha's father 
and Kr!?IJa's Grandfather, Ramacandra, who is described as a great 
scholar in many S'astras, may be assigned to about 1500. We do 
not know the name of this Ramacandra's father; it might have been 
Nrsimha, because Ramacandra's son has that name and usually the 
grandfather's name is given to the grandson. It is likely that it is 
this Ramacandra who was a friend and contemporary of Nrsimha
s'ramin and requested him to write the Nrsimhavijnapana. 

1 Princess of Wales Sarasvatt Bhavana Texts, No. 22, 1927. 
~This s·e~a Rimacandra also makes obeisance to the d.eity Nrsimha at the 

beginning of his commentary on the Nai~adha. ·See PPS. 3690. S'l. 2. . 
3 A Ms. of S'e~a Kr~Qa's S'ildracaras'iromaQi is dated 1591 A.D (P.V. Kane, 

His. Dha. S'att I. p. 641 b). · 
• The author of this work also makes obeisance to ' Nrsimha '. 



REVIEW 

The Child in Ancient India, by Kamalabai Deshpande, 
Ph. D. Price Rs. 2. S. N.D. T. Women's College, Poona 4. 

This is the Thesis submitted by the author for the Degree of 
Doctor of Philosophy in the Prague University. In this work 
the author describes the nine Sal}lskaras or purificatory ceremonies 
which a child receives according to the Ritual Texts of the Hindus. 
She has studied for this purpose the twenty texts on Domestic 
Rituals available in print. She has made a good analysis of the 
texts (~Qown as Grhyasutras) and made a very clear presentation 
of the complicated rituals. The book contains about 225 pages. 
After ~ Introduction of 4 pages, there follows the book in 18 
chapters. The first three chapters have the headings: What is a 
Sarpskira ? The Origin and Development of Sarpskaras ; The 
Number of Sam,skaras. Then nine chapters follow describing the 
Satpskitas, namely, garbhidhiina, Purpsavana, Simantonnayana, 
Jatakarma (Pt. 1), Jatakarma (Pt. II), Namakarat}a, Ni~kramaQa, 
Annaptis'ana and CauJa. Then there are four chapters giving 
some general discussion of the ceremony of U panayana and des
cribing the ceremony. The next chapter is study on the Grhya
sutras and the last is a consideration of the problem' ()f child 
marriage. The author has shown a , real grasp of the texts- and 
the subject, and her judgments are always characterised by 
moderation and caution.. The appendices are very useful. The 
'book is quite worthy of an Indian scholar. There is a short Fore
WQrd ~Y Prof. M. Wint~mitz of the Prague University, in which· 
the l~ed professor speaks appreciatively of the work. . ', ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 

K. R. 
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H.P.B. ON ORIENTAL OCCULT TRADITION 

T !tis article is written by request, in honour 
of H. P. Blavatsky, whose departure is com
memorated annually on May 8th by Theosophists 
at Adyar and all over the world. So keen was 
her interest in and advocacy of the study of the 
~reat ReliKions of the world that the foundittg 
aml maintenance of Libraries is declared, in 
the Arhcles of Association of The Theosophical 
Society, to be of primary importance. Bearing 
u•itness to this is the A dyar Library, where rare 
and valuable M SS. and books attract the atten
tion of students and scholars front many comt
tries.-G. S. M. 

MADAME H. P. BLAVATSKY, in 1875, after many years 
of personal preparation, began to instruct the West in 
particular and the world in general in Aryan Occult 
Sciences. She drew in part upon the treasures of Hindu 
tradition and literature for her authority, and in the 
main upon the wisdom of the Occult Hierarchy on 
whose existence she openly laid emphasis. In doing so 
she was daring, for the public in the United States of 
America, the scene of her first efforts, .knew little of 
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Aryan literature and nothing of Occult Brotherhoods. 
To call the Occult or Sacred Science by its Hindu 
names of Brahmavidya and Atmavidya would have 
been too confusing. But there was a certain amount 
of knowledge about Jewish Qabalistic traditions, from 
which H.osicrucianism was derived. H.P.B. could not 
very easily quote, and expect attention for the Vedas, 
U pani~ads, PuraiJ.as, Yogas, Vedanta, and other 
philosophies. They were all outside the range of the 
average thought of those days. So she took advantage 
of an article which was published on Rosicrucianism to 
write an important reply, which showed how all 
Hosicrucian sources lay in the East. She used the 
word Qabalah as a synonym for l3rahmavidya, and set 
to work to be as frank as she might as to what the 
great Vidya contained. 

The word Qabalah comes from the root qibbel, 
to receive. Later on, in The Secret Doctrine, H.P.B. 
said this word has a meaning identical with the 
Sanskrit term " Smrti "-received by tradition. This 
tradition passed at first orally from generation to gene· 
ration. Fom the great Oriental mother-root it 
scattered all over the world. It was " taught to the 
Chaldeans by nations whose very name was never 
breathed in history", but whose knowledge had reached 
such heights that it remained stationary. Differences 
of interpretation led to subsequent sects. Of the 
written, real oriental Qabalah the "full and only 
existing copy is carefu1ly preserved at the headquarters 
of the Brotherhood in the East . · . and whatever 
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was handed on was scrupulously guarded by the wise 
men of India, Chaldea, Persia and Egypt." But, the 
time had come to give as much as was possible of this 
ancient guarded wisdom. The modern world was to 
be instructed that there is no " endless macrocosmical 
evil" ; that every human being is endowed with a 
portion of the boundless SELF; that the Soul goes 
through the fires of purification (incarnations) to be a 
fit vehicle for the Self; that here on earth and through 
such incarnations the immortal man begins " to 
prepare for Eternity." 

H.P.B. showed how, as Europe went through so 
many religious, social and political cataclysms, Asia 
remained the unchanging guardian of the tradition, 
so that it could not easily die out. That tradition 
dealt with the truth about the Supreme Being; the 
origin, creation and generation of the Universe; the 
outflowing of all things including Devas and men ; and 
the inflowing or ultimate destiny of Gods, man and 
the Universe. 

To such Occultism, said H. P. B., " Heligion, 
sciences, laws and customs ... are closely related ... 
and are but its results, disguised by the hand of time, 
and palmed upon us under new pseudonyms ... and 
thus it is that all we know of what we profess and live 
upon comes to us from the scorned despised Occultism 
of the East." It came by way of Chaldea, through the 
Hebrew Qabztlah the Old Testament and the Zohar, 
and found its potent way into the beliefs and practices, 
rites and ceremonies of the Christian Church. 
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One other great ideal H. P. B. wrote of at that 
time, and in a veiled way. She ventured to tell the 
West that Perfected Men, Gurus, existed, and if 
approached in the right spirit of unselfish service would 
accept chelas, pupils, to train for their great work for 
humanity. To enter Their Brotherhood and be trusted 
with the secret science, Occultism, needed more than 
patient search through thousands of scattered volumes. 
A practical Qabalist (Occultist) had "to be made" 
(initiated) otherwise he would remain at the threshold 
of the " mysterious gate " to the " Mysterious Lodge ". 
These Lodges, few in number, are, she said, "divided 
into sections and known but to the Adepts, no one 
would be likely to find them out unless the sages 
themselves found the neophyte worthy of mitia
tion ". . . . To such They "impart Nature's secrets 
only gradually and with the greatest caution ", but 
"They do impart them sometimes." 

H.P.B. regarded this article 1 as her first important 
effort to sow the seed of Occultism, afterwards called 
Theosophy, in the world. It bore, and still bears, 
great fruit. 

jOSEPHINE HANSOM 

1 This article was first published in the Spiritual Scie11tist 
(Boston, U.S.A.) july, 1875; then in A Modem Pauariou, 
(London) 1895, a book of collected writings of H. P. 13. and again 
in The ComPlete Works of H. P. Blavatsk·y, Vol. I, (London), 
1933. The following note on The Qabalah also occurs in the same 
Article : " The first Cabala in which a mortal man ever dared to 
explain the greatest mysteries of the universe, and show the keys 
to "those masked doors in the ramparts of Nature through which 
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A FEW EXTRACTS FROM \VRITINGS OF MADAME 

BLAVATSKY BEARING ON "BRAHMAVIDYA" 

The " Boundless Self '' 

Brahmavidya, the Secret Doctrine, established as one of 

its fundamental propositions : 
"An Omnipresent, Eternal, Boundless and Immutable 

PH.INCIPLE, on which all speculation is impossible, since it 

transcends the power of human conception and can only be 

dwarfed by any human expression or similitude. It is beyond 

the range and reach of thought--in the words of the 

Mandukya, "unthinkable and unspeakable." 

To render these ideas clearer to the general reader, let 

him set out with the postulate that there is One Absolute 

Reality which antecedes all manifested, conditioned Being. 

This Infinite and Eternal Cause is the Rootless 

Hoot of " all that was, is, or ever shall be." It is of course 

devoid of all attributes and is essentially without any relation 

to manifested, finite Being. It 1s " Be-ness" rather than 

Being, Sat m Sanskrit, and 1s beyond all thought or 

speculation." 

no mortal can ever pass without rousing dread sentries neyer seen 
upon this side her wall", was compiled by a certain Simeon Ben 
Iochai, who lived at the time of the second Temple's destruction. 
Only about thirty years after the death of this renowned Cabalist, 
his MSS. and written explanations, which had till then remained 
in his possession as a most precious secret, were used by his son 
H.abbi Eliazar and other learned men. Making a compilation of 
the whole, they so produced the famous work called Sohar (God's 
splendour). This book proved an inexhaustible mine for all the 
subsequent Cabalists, their source of information and knowledge, 
and all more recent and genuine Cabalas were more or less carefully 
copied from the former. Before that, all the mysterious doctrines 
had come down in an unbroken line of merely oral traditions as 
far back as man could trace himself on earth." 
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(The Secret Doctrine, by H. P. Blavatsky, Vol. I, p. 42, 
3rd Ed., reprinted in 1928.) 

Origin, Generation and Creation of the Universe 

The Breath of the One Existence docs not 
apply to the One Causeless Cause or the All-Be-ness, in con

tradistinction to All-Being, which is Brahma, or the U nivcrsc. 
Brahma the four-faced god, who, after lifting the Earth out of 

the waters, "accomplished the creation," is held to he only 
the Instrumental, and not, as clearly implied, the Ideal Cause. 

No Orientalist, so far, seems to have thoroughly comprehended 

the real sense of the verses in the Puranas, that treat 
of " creation." 

Therein Brahma is the cause of the potencies that are to 
he generated subsequently for the work of "creation '', For 

instance, in the Vishnu Purana, the translation," and from him 

proceed the potencies to be created, after they have become 
the real cause," would perhaps be more correctly rendered, 
"and from IT proceed the potencies that ·will create as they 
become the real cause [on the material plane]." Save that 
One Causeless Ideal Cause there is no other to which the 
Universe can be referred. "Worthiest of ascetics, through its 

potency, i.e., through the potency of that cause-every created 

thing comes by its inherent or proper nature.'' If, " in the 

Vedanta and Nyaya, nimitta is the efficient cause, as con

trasted with upadana, the material cause, [and] in the 
Sankhya, pradhana implies the functions of both ; " in the 

Esoteric Philosophy, which reconciles all these systems and 

the nearest exponent of which is the Vedanta as expounded 

by the Advaita Vedantists, none but the upaddna can be 

speculated upon. That which is, in the minds of the Vaishnavas 

(the Visishthadvaitas), as the ideal in contradistinction to the 
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real-or Parabrahman and Ishvara-can find no room in 
published speculations, since that ideal even is a misnomer, 
which applied to that of which no human reason, even that of 

an Adept, can conceive." 
(Ibid., pp. 85, 86.) 

The Purification of the Soul 

" The Secret Doctrine teaches: The fundamental identity 
of all Souls with the Universal Over-Soul, the latter being 

itself an aspect of the U nkno'rvn J{oot ; and the obligatory 
pilgrimage for every Soul-a spark of the former-through 

the Cycle of Incarnation, or Necessity, in accordance with 
Cyclic and Karmic Law, during the whole term. In other 
words, no purely spiritual Buddhi (Divine Soul) can have an 
independent conscious existence before the spark which issued 
from the pure Essence of the Universal Sixth Principle-or 

the OVEH-SOUL-has (a) passed through every elemental 
form of the phenomenal world of that Manvantara, and 
(b) acquired individuality, flrst by natural impulse, and then 
by self-induced and self-devised efforts, checked by its Karma, 

thus ascending through all the degrees of intelligence, from 
the lowest to the highest .Manas, from mineral and plant, up 
to the holiest Arch-angel (Dhyani-Buddha). The pivotal 

doctrine of the Esoteric Philosophy admits no privileges or 
special gifts in man, save those won by his O\Vn Ego through 
personal effort and merit throughout a long series of metcm
psychoses and reincarnations. This is why the Hindus say 
that the Universe is Brahman and Brahma, for Brahman is in 

every atom of the universe, the six Principles in Nature being 
all the outcome-the variously differentiated aspects--of the 

. ~ 

Seventh and One, the only Reality in the Universe whether 

cosmic or micro-cosmic ; and also why the permutations, 

psychic, spiritual and physical, on the plane of manJfest~tion 
• 
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and form, of the Sixth (Brahma the vehicle of Brahman) are 

viewed by metaphysical antiphrasis as illusive and mayavic. 
For although the root of every atom individually and of every 
form collectively, is that Seventh Principle or the One Reality, 
still, in its manifested phenomenal and temporary appearance, 
it is no better than an evanescent illusion of our senses." 

(Ibid., Vol. I, pp. 45, 46.) 

The Home of Oooultism-Arohaio India 

"The Vedas, Brahmanism, and along with these, Sanskrit, 
were importations into what we now regard as India. They 

were never indigenous to its soil. There was a time when the 
ancient nations of the West included under the generic name 

of India many of the countries of Asia now classified under 
other names. There was an Upper, a Lower, and a \Vestcrn 

India, even during the comparatively late period of Alexander; 

and Persia-Iran is called Western India in some ancient 
classics. The countries now named Tibet, Mongolia, and 

Great Tartary were considered by them as forming part of 
India. When we say, therefore, that India has civilized the 

world and was the Alma Mater of the civilizations, arts and 

sciences of all other nations (Babylonia, and perhaps even 

Egypt, included) we mean archaic, pre-historic India, India of 

the time when the great Gobi was a sea, and the lost 
" Atlantis" formed part of an unbroken continent which began 

at the Himalayas and ran down over Southern India, Ceylon, 
Java, to far-away Tasmania." 

(Note II by H. P. B. on "The Aryan-Arhat Esoteric 

Tenets on the Seven-fold Principle in Man," by T. Subba Row, 

B.A., B.L., Theosophist, Jan. 1882). 



NOTES ON PRAMA~ASAMUCCAYA 

OF DINNAGA 

By N. AIYASWAMI SASTRI 

(Continued from page 32) 

P. 14. Vrtti. The original reproduces the first 
2 lines of the verse after 'zhe. na' (1. 3) and they are 
omitted by the editor without any mark of the omission. 
After 'gzugs. la' (1. 3) these words are to be supplied 
from thf' original : ' sogs. pa. ni rna yin no II de ltar 
yul.' If we omit these words-which omission has 
been done by the editor, the passage gives no sense at 
all, and the restorer appears to have slightly mis
understood the Vrtti here. 'rgyud gzhan' is rendered 
by him as tantrantare (printed tatrantare). Though 
the word 'rgyud' has the meaning tantra, it will never 
suit here, and there is no sign in Tib. for the locative 
case. Again 'n'la 'i sgra, is done as Y avaS'abda ! ' n'la ' 
never means yava, but its proper meaning here is 
blteri. Therefore the example would be ~~1~~ ~Cfl~~~: 1 

cf. Madh. Vrtti p. 72, 1. 7, and Abhidh. Kos'a I, p. 92, 
where the same example is used. This is fairly 
enough to show that the restorer does not attempt to 

2 
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understand the text properly, but reads his own ideas 

into it. The whole passage may be rewritten like this: 

(Omit a1~) ~iTT~~l~(=q?{ (Omit P-!~1~) ~?JI~trfilfu ~tr 

~ff I fcti fCJ"l~Tf~ci ~fa I (for fciEI~Hf~ci ;::r +lqf<:f ~11) (Omit 

aTT~) I ~~TQT~OT~~~~ o~q~~ i:ff~fr3:~1ij_ ~ ~qy~~F.fit~~: 1 

~ Fif':f~: (for ~qyf~fci~T:) tfO:<:fJ'1T~t (for <:fO:';{J~), printed 

~)) +lrllfcl~lFiffi~l{Ul: I aT~lefi{OlP.f ~ (for-fJ[J:ij, I~eacl 'la ' 

for 'las,' 1. 6, v;-tti, Tib.) 'l.IC&TiT ~~~ 1 ;q~~l itft-(for ~q) 

~~1 ~en~: 1 

I have taken 'ci' (1. 1), along with the next word 

'gail gi phyir,' both meaning kutalz. The words in 
thick type here are omitted by the translator. 

Ibid., Trka. ''bsdus pa' (1. 5) is samudaya and not 
samghata, cf. N .B. Index. ' hdi rnams b. yar1 dag par 
skyes pa 'i zhes pa bsags pa rnams te' (ll. 6-7) is rendered 
as sambhutalJ, sancayalJ,. This is quite a mistake. 

This sentence ought to be read thus: O,~tl~j~F6lfu~J: 1 

I like to read in Tib. 'bsdus pa' for 'bsags pa.' (1. 7). 
The Sanskrit rendering of the passage 'rdul phra rab,' 

etc. on p. 15, 11. 1-5 is not satisfactory. It may be better 

put into Sanskrit thus: ~Cfi~+fTqJ: llt+lJUTCf ~q ~fuf;:r~~afCf~~

(='::rlG:CfiT: (for-3"fqr~;:rtr+t~i:) ~Uiifl ~~wQ~i:f~T q~qn:jq~ 
ffl~lWT.JK( (for fTT~lTUTT:) I fTT~HIF-l (for ~rrr) itct :q trll1T;:l.:J~ 1 

P. 16. T1ka. The first sentence of this passage is 

again misrepresented by the translator. The Sanskrit 

rendering of it, as stands there, has no meaning. It 

may be rendered thus : ~ft=i:{qefil\OTT{l a1~-1'-H (for ~r---
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en) ~frt{lltnfT.reTn (for-tncrcom) trcf.. .. :n (for ~~) feftrT;JT;:q

~IJlllT (for-~t) ~6uT c:t l:tClffl (for c:t ~~crfu) ~~~: 1 I have 

taken the word 'gis ' (1. 3) used for genitive case, 

because we find sometimes examples like this in 
the Tibetan translations of the Sanskrit works. cf. e.g. 

~:ijlc:tT ~~~~c:tl, sails rgyas rnams kyis chos bstan pa. 

P. 17. Vrtti. There are no words for }'ad and 
tad in Tib. ''ba. shig.' is generally ket,ala; though 
sometimes used for e·va. 'dbai1 po mi bltos pa'i phyir' 

is rendered fancifully by the translator into ~f~llilc:ttr~ 

llC!Rf ~fa 1 There is nothing in Tib.' for bhat'ati. 'jug pa' 

is generally v'Pra·vrt, Jm.'atr etc. and not v't'rt. There
fore the passage is to be put thus : 

f~~ilfq ~qy~ ( f or--G:lrt) all~i=~c:tT~l:tCfTCfiRuT t:!Cf~;JT-l 
~~ f~fWqCf,~ (for \3q~~~ QG:~ll~lCfiltiJl cHi~ af?~fci~qCfiitcr) 1 

~~~~~~~:@tf~enfilf-=~r.no:tilf~~crln (for ~~'-l~ll llcra1fu) 
~fi~~-( or-~) t:l~a:fq I 

P. 18. Tika. Add at the beginning ~~fo:t1:UT~. 

~ct101fa= ' bla. mas. bstan 1 rna 'clres pa'i zhes pa ste ' I 

which has been overlooked by the restorer. Head the 
2nd sentence : dllrTJ:tfcrCfi~qT ~~-=~~~l;s;a:rr \3Tfi: (for alFT;J~ 
~fq;;r.~~~ fo:t'"i:{~~;a:o:t \j'Thq ), 'lmi gi rnam par rtog pa. ni 

bla. mas bstan pa'i sgras brjorl do'. Add in the third 

line the word tasya after sphu(abhatvamapi. 

Pp. 20-21. Vrtti. The following corrections are to 
be made from the original. Read 'la sogs' for' ba 

sogs ' (l. 2) ; ' rtog ' for ' brtags nas zug ' (1. 2) ; and 
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'dogs pas na' for 'btags nas' (I. 4). Omit' ran ]a' (1. 4) 
and 'dan' (1. 6). Add 'tu ' after 'kun rdsob' (1. 3) 
and 'myoil' after ' fiams su ' (1. 7). 

The passage as corrected above would be rendered 
thus: 

~q~To:i a1c=.m (for ~~) ;RiRCfil~ ~~~Cf~Q: s:t~~~

~R=r~ I ~~ffil (for-\1~) (omit tctR:qrJ.) a:r~~lUttuT (for
t'lTU~) (l('~q ;;n~qftr~cn ~i{mqrn: s:r~~T~T@t. 1 al~q~;:m~Jf~ 

~Trl (for al~'ll;i a~~) 'lCfi3~G~Cfcmqc:rHt ;:r tf~~ij I 

' re zhig' is tett'at and not atha. ' kun rdsob tu yod 
pa' must be made into samvrtisat in accordance with 
the ver. 8a and not samvrtisatya as rendered by the 
translator. The words in thick type are omitted by him. 

P. 21 Tika. Read uktah for ityetha. 

Pp. 22-23. V rtti. This important passage has been 
greatly misunderstood by the restorer. The first 
sentence runs : 'di (printed 'de) la. phyir rol pa rnams 
kyi bzhim du tshad rna las 'bras bu don gzhan du 
'gyur ba ni med kyi=~ ~~~Tirl1.J~J !:Jitl'JTJf( ~~iw:at ff~l 
c:rTfffi ~ ! There is nothing in Tib. for tath(l. ' bzhin ' is 

to be rendered as iva or vat. and not yathct which is 
represented by 'ji bzhin' or 'ji ltar ... bzhin,' etc. and 
never by ' bzhin ' alone. The similar misunderstanding 
again appears in the tyka p. 23, 11. 7-8. The sentence 
therefore, should be rendered thus : af:;{ CJl~Tc:rlflrci ;:r 

tr~IOTlf~il~~ I The next sentence is also not 

satisfactorily understood by him. I would put it like 
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this : ~q 9 ~r~ tfi~a, (for tfi~+I_a ~o:mcr) f;:pspn~~q~&rrw:i 

ff~qiqit QaT~a ~qr~r~ (for ~~qTG:JrJT(l I) !:~~Jura~ ~1;;~~ 1 The 
words in thick type are overlooked by the translator. 
Tib. has no word for iti. The corresponding Tib. 
words of the last line ' Q~TUfCf~ ~~ ' are omitted by 

the editor. They are: ' mtshad rna fiid du. 'dod 
pa ste.' The editor ought to have included in this 

extract of the vrtti these words without which 
the whole passage stands meaningless. It will 

be seen that Dii'maga rs explaining here the 

ver. 9a and b. 

P. 25. T1ka No. 1. 1. 2. Head 'l~ fcff:f~~~?.:ri ~~ij~ 

for ... fCf~qlCf~ltl: ~Ji... I ' rig pa ' is samt.'edana while 

' snar'l ' is avabhasa. 

Ibid., Tika No. 2. Add abhiprayat (dgm'ls pa. bs. 
te) after sidhyatiti. 

Ibid., Tika No. 3. (Sanskrit on p. 26). It is difficult 
to interpret this extract satisfactorily as it stanrls 
detached from the context. But the Sanskrit rendering 
of Mr. Iyengar as printed in the book has no sense 
whatever. I however, like to render it thus: 

af~ (=m~~F~) ~Tc:nrrrq;:~?.Jf~?1 (for m:) ~Jl~UfRf (Omit 

a1fq) m~;qa 1 ~a: 1 ~NT q\~q~f~~~'ll::J~~~~ (for-w.~r:) 

tR~q\fCJf~?JB1\Uflfrt ~~~ I Cf~T ~fi~ftr I ~~Rl_ ~T;=J~ 
ft~q~cr ~~ffi 1 The words in thick type are left un

translatcd by the translator. In Tib. text also we have 
to supply the word 'dran ' after ' tha dad pa' (printed 
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' par ') 1. 3 on p. 26. It is to be noted that this tyka and 
the preceding one must follow the ver. 12 where the 
double character of the knowledge is spoken of. 

P. 27. Ver. 12. Here the translator remarks: 
' The last line of the Tibetan text appears to be 
defective.' The line runs : 'gan. phyir rna myon bar 
'di. med' which may literally mean in Sanskrit: ti~H1 

( ~) ~~o: (-~+nf4o·) alijl et et ~~flqfcf~lfcfo: 1 Hence 
Tibetan text is not defective. The author explains 
very well the 2nd half of the verse in his vrtti. That 
explanation, though omitted by the translator, is 
worthy of notice here. It will be in Sanskrit thus: 

~~ ~ ~~tRrfa ijMfr'el: I q~rq ~~q(i_ :tnt;~fl:{ \3"~~~-

~cr~~fo 1 a~ ~·~ ~~qru ~fu 1 ~ti~o;~~~cr 1 

~6: I rt&I~fcifcl'qTfcm: I 'ilil~~~n~~~~ f'l~oT ~I ~~~t'RO'fcl(i I 

P. 28 Ver. 13 d. Tih. has the reading sa ca ik~yate 
for sa ca i~yate. 

P. 30. Vrtti. According to the original the Tibetan 
text is to be corrected thus: Read' gyis.' for' gyi' {11. 2,9), 
'ni' for' 'di ses pa' (1. 4), 'ji' for' ci' (1. 5), and' gzhan gyis' 
for' gail dag. gis' (1. 6). Omit' zhe na' (1. 2) and' pa' (1. 5). 
Add 'kyi' after' phyis' (1. 7). After making these correc
tions we may read the passage in Sanskrit thus : 

al~-l ~~ ~qfq ~fif~l~ [~fa J I (omit *t: ) I 
o~q rr ~a 1 ~o: 1 ilt:JT-=aton~St=rctt~T (for ~lt=~Jw:t~~~ 1 

~Cf~ 1) arw:rmttfUa (omit ~) lUrrlr&all~ fiffP110t 
(for-at~~) en~~ (for en~ *r_) 1 o;r :q ~: (f~r ~~r~) \ 
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~rrrrro)ur on !ilPf~ ~~ 1 o:sr :q q-~Tii_ ~fo~;.qJ (for 

ast fcf~TrrTt=a't q-~1({ ~J!fo~~~) 1 ~rr (for a:~o:) a~nftr ~Trrrrat
~~~ ar.:JCJ~~ ~ I 

'mthori dgos pa' is literally darS'anaprayojana. I 
have taken it for dra~tavya in the sense of darS'ana
mavaS'yakam. For the similar usage, cp. Madhya. 
Avat. p. 168, 11. 4,11 with my Sanskrit text. The Tib. 
equivalents for the verse a, b quoted in the vrtti are 
omitted by the editor and this omission is marked with 
dots. 

Pp. 30-31. V rtti. Add after 'fiid' (I. 2) the following: 
'du gnas par grub pa' 11 and read accordingly in Sanskrit: 
a~fq Cfi~CJ ft~6 fe-'{l.lRr 1 

P. 31. Vrtti. Add again 'de ltar na' before 'mrion 
sum ' and read in Sanskrit : Q;tt t(~~ etc., and this sen-

tence ought to precede the verse 14. 

P. 32. T1ka (Sanskrit). Read~~~ for an~ (1. 3) and 

add ~RI after if.:~ in the pka of the fol. 47. 

Ibid., verse 15 c Tib. 'don de las zhes kun brjod 
na ' is rendered as affisl!.lt~a ~~ ~ 1 It is to be noted 

that word ' brjod' is not translated in the above line. It 
may better be read in Sanskrit: cffiJ~-l~fo tlcJTtfJ 1 The 
next line goes: 'gari de. de' ba'zhig las min '=fflJ~rJ:IJ=;;J~T 

~ 1 Here 'ba'zhig' is made into mlttra. It generally 

represents kevala of the Sanskrit originals, but rarely 
stands for eva. So this line also may be put: ;:r a({ qq 

'fiq~J~a: 1 
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P. 33. Vrtti. We have to make the following cor
rections according to the original: Read ''dis' for ''di'i' 
(1. 1), 'la' for' las' (1. 2) and' no' for' te 1 (1. 5). Omit' skye 
ba' (1. 4). Add 'kun' after 'rkyen' (1. 1) and 'pa' after 
'brjod 1 (1. 1). Here the editor has omitted the following 
important sentence to be added at the end of this 
extract: 

'sems dan serns las byuil ba rnarns bzhi las skyes 
pa'o zhes grub pa1i mthal las 1byun ba'i phyir ro 1 11 

This extract, as corrected above, would be in 
Sanskrit thus: 

~ 66 ~~ ~ ~~~:q~ (for ~ mq~~KO"ltl-i), [ 6~1] 
q~ ~ (for tr.;,'ij~) tt<t ~~~a 1 ~ ~Tn ?fiq~J (for 

6rifrerct:) 6i[il~: CfiJq: (for ~~~T +lc.Jfu) I ~1~~
~n ~~ itfl;i +Jqfu (for aTie~~tl~~rn iJT;i 'l 'ifTQ~) 1 
~~ ~ ~ l)._ '"1. I 'b I h' I • ~SJI+tl::t4~~~·~~q'i.l~~ ~·q 1~\liRn~'-tRffl: I a z tg IS 

kevala as noted above. 1 yul ' is vi~aya and not artha. 

P. 34. Tika {No. 2). Read 1 thams cad 1 for 'cad' 
(1. 5). The translator has overlooked to translate these 
words 1 'di' (1. 1) and 'yali. ci. ltar de chose thams cad 
kyi bdag fiid yin zhe. na' 1 (11. 3-4). We have, therefore, 
to supply in Sanskrit the following words : Ofli after all~· 

~tl~q (1. 1) and Cfi~ ~ffi~COJ{I Read also an~~: 
~~~~: for •••. ~ql~Cfi:, 'dmigs pa chos thams cad do.' 

P. 35. Vrtti. According to the original we have to 
do these corrections: Read' 'di' for' de' (1. 1), ''dis' for 
' 'd'i,' and 'ltos' for 'bltos' (1. 4}. Omit 'la' (1. 1} and 
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add 'pa' after ' 'dod' (1. 3) and 'la' after' gzhan.' (1.4). 
The last sentence of this extract is completely changed 
by the editor. It is printed in the book thus: 'me la 
sogs pa'i s'es pa ni du ba la sogs pa la dmigs pa rna yin 
no' II But in the original it goes: 'dud pa la sogs pa 
dmigs nas me la sogs pa'i s'es pa skye bani rna yin no' II 

After having duly amended the extract, I would 
read it in Sanskrit as follows : ~~ aa1s~-1Tf.!ffi ~~WI fctqq-
qJ?rJ{ I ~11{1JTGq1o:rrf1=1~J1'-H~~1rr:qfq '11~'11~\ (or ar.:r~) 

~~~ I '1 ~ q_lll{fl~ Cl~trTR~Tt:i ~1~~ (for Cl6trtfurTt:i 1[111~1-

w:rT~W-i o:r 1=1CI'Rl) I ~ 

P. 36. Ver. 17a 1~tf~~1~~iifTij. Ifwelookinto 

vrtti {see below) the word pancan here refers to the 
five objects which are in fact collocations of the atoms, 
and accordingly we must put the word in plural pa'i'u;a
sancayanam. The line may be metrically put thus: 
~tJ~;q~~cllq_ . The third quarter of the verse is 

entirely misunderstood by the translator. 'gail las de 
ni don dam pa ' is rendered as ;qct)sffi q\qT~: fQI(l I 

First we have to correct the word 'don dam pa' into ' ... 
par' in conformity with the pka on p. 37, 1. 5. Then the 
line would be in Sanskrit trctHffq\'lT~o:r. I suggested para

marthena in the sense of paramarthatah to suit the 
metre. According to the t1ka, ' rdul phra rab las so' 

:(p. 37, 1. 6), paramatwh, wrongly rendered para
mcttz.uh, the word yatah refers to paramap,u and serves 
as an antecedent to tasya in the next quarter o:r ct~ 

;qq~qa 1 The purport of the verse in subst~nce.tpay 
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be set forth thus: The knowledge like perception, etc., 
has as its objects the five molecules (sancaya) but 
arises from the simple atoms, and it is not spoken of 
in relation to the simple atoms which in fact give 
its rise. 

This verse in the vrtti appears in a different form. 
It will be of some interest to give it here in full, though 
the editor has failed to do so in the book. It runs: 

'de fiid smras pa 1 ji ltar snail ba de yod min II de 
yi phyir na don dam du II sems kyi dmigs pa liia rnams 
so II de la. tha sfiad duma byas II dmigs pa la sogs pa yan 
dmigs par bya ba fiid du thai bar hgyur te 1 de dag ni 

don dam par yod pas so 1 gzhan du na yod pa rna yin 

pa zla ba gfiis la sogs par snail ba yail stion po la sogs 

par snail ba'i s'es pa'i rgyur hgyur ro' II 

= ~a:cr16 I 1.1:.-11~1~ :q, fl?~Tffa, et~J:TTfi; q{qy~a: I 
arr~an: q~ P:Rl~<:J .,- mr ~q~f~f~T: II 

aTT~~'1T~fq aTJ~qitcr ~\Tq~ I aqj ( = Q~lll~i) q~JtT~
tf~q 1 ar~sqr ~~ijJ.,ij::q;=sn=:.rT~l~ t=ft~l~Jmtiijr'l~T{ol 

tlflq 1 We see in this passage the word pancan, as 

pointed out above, goes along with (Jlamha which 
stands for sancaya of the text and the latter again 
is to be taken in the sense of sancitClrtha, i.e., 
"illamba. 

P. 37. The ver. 18 is rendered: ~~~~~q-r~ ~t:r crf&.ll 
.,. fcf~s~ :q 1 qpsq: ~nij]'rlJ~ &~~~err ;:r~ 11 

' . 
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The first quarter, 'don gyi tshul gyis dben pa yaft' 
IS to be translated as al~~r.rRfcfni!ij in accordance with 

the vrtti which explains 'dben pa, by' bral,. So I dben 
pa ' is vivikta and not blzeda as understood by the trans
lator. In the 2nd quarter we may conveniently read na 

v71cyah for vacyo na. In the quarter c. des'ya (bstan par 
bya ba) is better than vacya which is rendered by' brjod ' 
in the quarter b. The editor remarks here that the 
Tib. text seems to be defective. \Ve are at a loss to 
understand in what respect it is defective. If we read 
the vrtti carefully, the meaning of the verse will be 
clear. The editor has again made a mistake in arrang
ing the 3 small extracts of the vrtti. According to 
the original the 2nd extract must come first and the first 
one must go 2nd. Let us look into the first extract 
on p. 38, l. 7. \Ve may correct it from the original 
as follows : Omit 'kyi' (1. 7), and read 'tshrrl da1'1 bral 
na. yail' for '1'10 bo. las gzhan du' (1. 7). We must, 
therefore, have its Sanskrit rendering: ~ e~~~qfcf{[ 

:q ~ ~tr~~ ~q:qa (for ~,;:j ~~q:.~~qT G:r:trm ~cr~~ ., ~rcP::Ja) 1 

This sentence is an explanatory of the first part of the 
verse, ~P~~qfcffcrtfi =q •i Cfl~Jt I 

In the next extract, 'rnam par s'es pa,' etc., too 
we have to make these amendments: Add' yul na 1 after 
'rnams kyi 1 (1. 1) and read 'no bo'i' for '1'10 bo 1 (1. 3). 
This extract would literally read in Sanskrit as follows: 

q~fc{~~~~j fcp:~q ff~ am~~ffTJt~ ;q~~: f,fi~ I ~ g 
~l-JTq~tJT oqq~~: ~qa (for q~fcf~T'1fcf1st~n: ~nqy;:~~l:tol 

oq~~qr:a c, ~~~P40"f~) 1 Readers will observe. tha.t the 
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Sanskrit rendering of the translator noted above 
within bracket is happy one, since he has overlooked 
the . word 'yul na ' and has made ' ran gi no bo'i 
tshul' into svalak~arza which is always represented by 
'ran gi mtshan iiid '. Though the svabhavarupa may 
be virtually svalak~attarupa, still we have to follow 
here strictly the original and translate it as literal as 
possible in the absence of evidence to deviate from it. 
This part of the vrtti explains the second sentence of 

the verse, fci'f.1l[Tst~ ~ ~~: ~H+il?.:J~~rrr. 

In the third extract we have to make 2 corrections: 
Read 'no bo'i' for 'no bo' (1. 1) and add 'ni' after 
'zhes bya ba' (1. 4). This passage also may be better 

rendered thus: {=11+11~ (HlCf) ~trot (for trnn~JcnitiJf) ~ 

~q1~ &iqR:~ll~ I aHn(( q~ fq~rrrfCff:lqJ rr ~qt~ ~CflJT: (for 
'.;:) 

;qq~roqlllff) ~fu r;na:fCifr.l: II By this passage the last part of 

the verse, oq~~faa1 t=lf& is made clear. Thus the 

meaning of the verse is very clear from the vrtti and 
nothing therefore seems to be defective as remarked 
by the editor. 

From the foregoing remarks we understand that the 
book abounds in various defects. To do full justice to 
the subject, the book is to be critically edited again. 



REVIEWS 

The Journal of the Benares Hindu University, Vol. I, No. I, 
edited by Rao Bahadur K. V. Rangaswami Aiyangar, Principal, 
Hena.res Hindu University, 1937. 

The authorities of the Benares Hindu University have wisely 

recognized the necessity to run a journal embodying the higher 
research work done in the University. The Joumal ought to have 
been started long before. But, better late than never. Under the 
able editorship of the eminent and distinguished educationist of 
South India, the first number of joumal has achieved a signal 

success. It reflects the many-sided activity of the UniYersity. 
The joumal is divided into two parts. The first part is 

devoteJ to Arts and Letters and the second represents the scientific 
side. Of the fourteen major contributions only five come from 
outside the University. Professor Nilakanta Sastri once occupied 
the :\1anindra Chandra Nandi Chair of Ancient Indifln History and 
Culture in that University, and therefore not entirely a stranger. 
Very properly the editor has given the place of honour to the 
benedictory verses (Mmzgalacara1Ja) by Pandit Pramathanatha 
Tarkabh us han, Principal, Oriental College, Benares Hindu 
University. 

It is a happy idea on the part of the editor to have accepted 
contibutions from outside the University for it would surely serve 

to stimulate and keep the standard of work on a par with that of 
other U tZiversities. 

The highly interesting and thought-provoking paper of Prof. 

Vidhushekhara Bhattacharya on the Agamas'astra of Gautjapada 
occupies the first place. Prof. N ilakanta Sastri gives a new inter
pretation of the Agastya legends in his paper on Agastya. This is 
followed by Dr. Belvelkar's " The State of Hitlduism and Bud

dhism as re'Vealed it~ M rcchakatika. Philosophy is represented by 
• • 
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two interesting papers: (1) Dr. Maitra on ''The Kaleidoscopic 

Changes in Kant's Conception of the Thing-in-itself, and (2) 
Dr. ~- C. Vardachari's " The Concept of Ltla in Vis'i~tadvaita 
Philosophy. The History of Benares, by Dr. Altekar comes up 
t? the 11th century A. D. Politics has two papers to its share. 
(1} Joint Deliberatioll under Dyarclz:v by Dr. Appadurai and (2) 

VijaJJallagara Polity by Professor S. V. Puntambaker. The 
latter has little claim to originality. 

On the side of Science, Professor Narlikar writes on the Solar 
System, Dr. R. D. Desai on Spiro-Compou~tds, Professor P. S. 
Varma on Halogenation and Mr. S. S. Banerjee on the Explora
tion of the Ionosphere by Radio Wat•es. 

The Review columns of the journal will form one of the main 
attractions to the readers. 

The editor must be congratulated on the get up and the 
neat printing of the joumal. In welcoming this new venture of 
the Benares Hindu University it is hoped that the joumal will 
continue its useful life and mamtain the present standard of 
excellence to which it has been raised from the position of being a 
mere College Magazine. 

G.S. M. 

Agni and Other Poems and Trmzslatio1ts, and 
Essays and Other Prose Fragme11ts: by C. Subramauya 

Bharati, with a Foreword by C. R. Reddi and K. S. Venkataramani, 
Bharati Prachuralayam, Triplicane, Madras, 1937. Price He. 1 each. 

In introducing these books to the public, Messrs. C. R. Heddi 
and K. S. Venkataramani have happily characterized* Bharati's 
poetical genius as a u happy result of the cross-fertilization, the 

clash and contact between the great cultures. . . . The authentic 
Bharati quality, racy and indigenous persists even in this collection 
of poems and essays in a foreign language to which we are given 
the ~~ivil•e of writing a foreword " (p. 6). 
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The freshness of thought and the soul-stirring sentiments 

found in the works of Bharati are fully amplified in the selections 
under review. 

The first book named Agni and Other Poems, illustrates the 
flights of the poetic mind of Bharati making a bold incursion in the 
realm of Krishna legends. In Krishna-My Mother the universal 

motherhood of the Supreme Being is visualized. The Kmmni on 

Womett's Freedom and Liberatio11 herald the new ideas of the 

freedom of the country and the emancipation of women-two 
topics of current interest which remain unsol\'ed even to this day. 

The translations from the Tirwvaimozhi, and the works of A1Jdal 
are fine pieces exhibiting the Bharati quality. 

The section on Thoughts registers many truths which people 

have to he reminded often. 
The Essays aud Other Prose Fragments is a more varied 

collection. Bharati's philosophy of life may he found in the section 

on Rasa-the key-word of Indian Culture. '1 All life is Rac;;a ... 
It is the form of shakti the feminine aspect of the Supreme Being. 
(p. 17). " All Rasa is one." (p. 19). An example of his passionate 

plea for the uplift of the vernaculars is seen in p. 62. The 
section on Some Political Maxims (p. 49) reminds one of the 

principles enunciated by Kau~ilya. Bharati makes the clarion call 
for the emancipation of Indian womanhood, when he says. "\Viii 

you forego the rights of your physical might and liberate women 
gratuitously ... ? Or will you go on tyrannizing over the agelong 
sufferer, woman until the Gods send more of their wrath on poor 
Earth." (p. 28). 

His patriotism found expression in his songs and he was the 
child of his times. He saw that a full national life could be realized 
only by upholding the national ideal in every detail. (p. 38.) A real 
service has been done to the public by the Publishers in bringing 

out these volumes. 

A.N.K. 
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ANNIE BESANT 

(1sT OcT, 1847-20TH SEP. 1933) 

THE more the years pass the greater will be our recog
nition of Dr. Besant's outstanding pre-eminence ·in 
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Some already 
in part know her for what she was-and is. But the 
world as a whole is too near to her time to be able to 
perceive that her fiery life caused the funeral pyre of 
dross to burn with multiplied intensity. 

Youthful ardour and dedication to great causes 
was hers even while she was in her teens. While she 
remained young in years she was really young, .greatly 
young, as is hardly the case with most young people 
today. But her supreme claim to immortality in the 
history of the world, in this latest of her incarnations as 
in many incarnations preceding it, was the splendid 
fact that right up to the very last, when she was in her 
eighties, she retained that youth{ul ardour and dedica
tion to great causes, beautifully mellowed by the stormy 
life which was hers throughout. She was always young, 
and fulfilled the spirit of youth by endowing her own 
youth with wisdom and compassion, so that youth 
eternal· will be hers for ever, whatever her physical age 
in terms of illusory time. 
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Whenever a great cause needed the life she could 
give, and which she felt she had the duty to give, she 
veritably incarnated in that cause. It became a body 
of her soul. In the earlier years she incarnated in the 
cause of the poor of London! and in the great ideals 
for which Charles Bradlaugh so magnificently fought. 
And then came the great remembrance of her past 
through reading The Secret Doctrine, followed by 
the dramatic renewal of her age-old friendship with 
H. P. Blavatsky. 

Theosophy and The Theosophical Society then 
became the heart both of her maturity and of her old 
age, knowing as she did that the one is the Wisdom of 
Life, while the other is the greatest nucleus in the outer 
world of Life's Universal Brotherhood. Indeed, she 
felt for long she had known Theosophy in lives gone 
by, and that in the cause of Brotherhood she had worked 
in many Theosophical Societies in the past. 

Her great work in India flowed naturally from all 
she had done from the very beginning of her public 
career, and the strength both of Theosophy and of The 
Theosophical Society grew because of her unique 
example of dedication to the cause of India's renais
sance. Had not adverse influences prevented she 
would have added the triumph of Indian Home Rule 
to the many other victories she achieved in the course 
of her long life. 

When she became very old, and no longer able to 
stand in the forefront of the battle for the Riiht, her 
tho~ghts turned once more to the poor whose loyal 
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friend she was throughout her life, but very specially 
during her youth. Constantly, as she lay at Adyar 
gradually withdrawing from her worn-out vehicles, she 
impressed upon those of us who were privileged to be 
near her the duty we all owe to the poor and helpless, 
including animals, and to the young. She was eager 
that the world should do far more for the poor, and she 
would often tell us of her own work among them in 
London. The Besant Memorial School embodies the 
memorial she would prefer to be established by all who 
value her and the life she lived. 

October 1st was her birthday, and we who strive 
to follow humbly in her footsteps regard the day 
as sacred, as an occasion for a re-dedication to that 
Truth which, in its many forms, she so nobly and 
perfectly served. 

G. S. A. 

ANNIE BESANT 

A GREETING BY GERALD MASSEY 

[Though a great alzmirer of Dr. Besaut, Gerald Massey never 

met her itt this life.] 

ANNIE BESANT, brave and dear, 
May some message uttered here 
Reach you, ringing golden clear. · 

Though we stand not side by side 
In the front of battle wide, 
Oft I think of you with pride. 
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Fellow soldier in the fight ! 
Oft I see you flash by night 
Fiery-hearted for the Right ! 

You for others sow the grain; 
Yours the tears of ripening rain ; 
Theirs the smiling harvest gain! 

Fellow workers we shall be, 
\Vorkers for eternity ; 
Such my faith. And you shall see 

Life's no bubble blown of breath 
To delude the sight till death, 
Whatsoe'er the unseeing saith. 

Love that closes dying eyes, 
Wakes them too, in glad surprise, 
Love that makes forever wise. 

Soul-whilst murmuring "There's no soul "
Shall upspring like flame from coal, 
Death is not life's final goal. 

Bruno lives ! Such spirits come, 
Swords immortal, tempered from 
Fire and Forge of Martyrdom. 

You have soul enough for seven ; 
Life enough the earth to leaven; 
Love enough to create heaven! 

One of God's own faithful few, 
Whilst unknowing it are you, 
Annie Besant, bravely true, 



ANNIE BESANT 

EXTRACTS FROM TRIBUTES TO ANNIE BESANT 

(1933) 

MRS. SAROJINI NAIDU: 

77 

I first saw Mrs. Besant m the City of Hyderabad. I was 
a child who believed that gods and goddesses were visible to 
the eyes, and as far as they are to-day, I saw this woman coming 
into my life. To the day of her death she remained a source of 
inspiration and solace to me, the heart-beat of my life and indeed to 
the life history of the modern progressi\'e world. 

She was pioneer and prophet. As a woman, as a thinker, as a 
teacher, as a patriot and as a warrior, Mrs. Besant was unequalled 
in age. All should look back with gratitude for the quality, com
passion and spirit with which Mrs. Besant 'vorked for expounding 
Hindu Culture, and laying the foundation of l\lodern India, and 
fighting for the cause of India's Freedom .... 

Dr. Besant was a combination of Parvati, Laxmi and 
Sarasvati Varvati for power, Laxmi for love, and Sarasvati for 
wisdom. 

Whenever I think of Mrs. Besant, I am reminded of the 
following line of Keats 

Eternal Beauty wanderinq on her Way. 

MAHATMA GANDHI: 

As long as India lives the memory of the magnificent services 
rendered by her will also live. She had endeared herself to India 
hy making it the country of adoption and dedicating her all to it. 

PANDIT jAVAHARLAL NEHRU: 

She will he remembered all over the world for her many 
activities and enterprises, but in India her memory will endure 
specially for the part she took in our freedom struggle in the dark 
days of the Great War and afterwards. I have still a vivid re
collection of the wonderful effect that her eloquence produced upon 
me when I first heard her as a little boy. After that I had the 
privilege of being associated wjth her in the Home Rule League. 
I can never forget her inspiring personality. 
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SIR TEJ BAHADUR SAPRU : 

\Vhether they looked at Mrs. Besant's life in the west or in the 
east, . the one thing which impressed itself on their mind was that in 
her day, which was a very long one, she was the most dominating 
personality. It was not merely because of her profound learning 
and wonderful eloquence that she acquired this influence, but be
cause she was so earnest and every inch of her life she was a 
fighter. She knew nothing like defeat. Undaunted by temporary 
failure, heedless of the gibes and the criticisms of uncharitable 
critics she went on in her own way, fighting and fighting, always 
inspired by the hope and by the conviction that her cause was just 
and righteous and that in the end victory would he hers. There 
was a remarkable combination in her of fervent idealism on one 
side and practical realism on the other side. 

PANDIT MADAN MOHAN MALAVIYA: 

Dr. Annie Besant was one of the great souls of the world. 
Her matchless eloquence, her knowledge and exposition of religious 
and political subjects, her selfless devotion to the cause of truth 
and justice, her ceaseless endeavours to promote the well-being of 
men, her contribution to the cause of education and culture and her 
powerful advocacy in the cause of India's Freedom rightly won for 
her the high esteem in which she was held by countless millions in 
the various parts of the world. 

SIR C. P. RAMASWAMI AIYAR: 

In the history of Freedom her's will be one of the most 
prominent figures of the last one hundred years. Apart from her 
monumental labours in England in the cause of the oppressed and the 
downtrodden and for the vindication of Labour's rights and of women, 
her contribution to India's political history is unmatched. She 
sacrificed not only her material resources, but dedicated her energies 
to the cause of Indian education and political uplift. No other 
single person has done more to arouse the instinct of self-respect in 
India than she and in her originated the idea of transforming Indian 
politics from a pastime of the leisured classes into a preoccupation 
of the man in the village. It was my privilege to have been closely 
as~iated. with her in the political sphere after having opposed her 
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in a historical case, and none can bear more intimate testimony to 
her unrivalled chivalry and faculty for organisation and team work 
than myself. 

SIR P. S. SIVASWAMI AIYAR: 

A woman of extraordinary gifts, high spiritual endowment, 
marvellous and matchless powers of oratory, champion of freedom 
and friend of the poor and oppressed humanity and every noble 
cause, she dedicated her life to the service of humanity and the 
cause of India. In particular she laboured for the advancement of 
India in her religious, cultural and political spheres and her 
all-round development. 

SIR COWASJI J EHANGIR : 
• 

She was first and last a great Social worker. Many of the 
younger generation, people who were in the forefront of politics to
day, owed their education, their ability to serve the country and their 
ability to sacrifice, to Mrs. Besant. One characteristic of Mrs. 
Besant's political life through thick and thin was that she remained 
a constitutional worker. She was bold and courageous and said 
that she was an Indian first and an Indian last. It required 
courage for any man or woman to give up his or her life for another 
country, but Dr. Besant did that. 

T. R. VENKATARAMA SASTRI: 

Her indefatigable energy, her unrivalled eloquence, her powers 
of organisation and intimate knowledge of politics and political work 
acquired in the rationalistic period of her life when she worked in 
close association with Charles Bradlaugh and her habit of raising 
her voice against all forms of oppression and striking a blow for 
human freedom, whenever, where"er and in whatever manner 
assailed, have largely contributed to her extraordinary success and 
popularity both within Theosophy as an organisation and without it 
in the general public life of India. · 

SIR SHAFAAT AHMAD KHAN: 

She was undoubtedly one of the most devoted and able workers 
for India and her appreciation of other religions, her wondJ:!rful • • 
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energy and dynamic personality proved extremely useful at a time 
when national consciousness had not been awakened. For Islam, 
she had a deep and abiding respect, bordering upon veneration, and 
her toleration,- high-mindedness and brilliant personality endeared 
her to all who came across her. I had the good fortune to count 
her as one of my friends, and I can say quite frankly that I have 
never come across a person who was more devoted and passionate 
in the advocacy of her cause. 

DR. GANGA NATH ]HA: 

She showed to the people in her soul-stirring speeches that Hindu- . 
ism was the one religion which had the innate capacity of embracing· 
all religions in the world. That was the great service which Mrs. 
Besant rendered to thCIP on the spiritual.Jillane, and they all kn~ 
what reaction it had even on the material plane. It brought back 
to them that feeling of self-respect which had latterly developed 
under the fostering care of Mahatma Gandhi, 

MR. CHINTAMANI : 

She was the leader in the cause of the uplift of the depressed 
classes long before many who now spoke about it ever cared to 
interest themselves in the question. It was comparati\iely late in 
life that she threw herself into the fight for Indian Freedom, but 
when once she did it she carried on the 1lght with wonderful ardour, 
energy, zeal and courage. All the outward struggle was only the 
expression of her higher instincts to work for the betterment of 
humanity. 

THE RT. HON. V. S. S. SASTRI: 

It was difficult for me to describe in a few words the way in 
• • 

which ~he impressed me. In spite of the great and wide differences 
between her and me, I could not remember a single day or a single 
occasion when I was without a feeling of genuine admiration 
for the way in which she was fighting India's cause'\m all fronts 
and the tremendous sacrifices, in one case touchi~g even th~ 
freedom of her person, that she was making on this account. 



MANUSCRIPTS NOTES 

I. VARARUCANIRUKTASAMUCCAYA 

BY DR. C. KUNHAN RAJA 

· (Continued from page 42) 

There are many other citations in the books. Vedic passages are 

quoted very often. The following passage is cited as from S'aunaka: 

tatha hi s'aunakarsidars'anam ; yasya vakyam sa rsih ; ya . . .. 
tenocyate sa devata. 

iti. I give some other interesting citations found in the work: 

Page 

1. arthato 'hy asamarthanam iinantaryam akara:Q.am 4 

'Phis stanza is found quoted by Vatsyiiyana in his Nyayabha~ya 

(I. i.tt 9) and by Bhavatrata in his Kau~itakigrhyasutrahhiieyya 
Adyal Library MS. 19. N. 37. Perhaps the reference by Kumarila 

in his Tantravartika is also to this passage. p. 349 

iti. 

2. harimiQam ca (in ~gveda 1-50-11) hartaram ca 

prabhadinam. rogavis'e~am nas'aya nirmlilaya (lam). 

pradars'anartham idam. kust~abhagandarapramehii· 

din a~tau api maharogan niis'aya. 30 

3. tathi hy aptavacanam : 

2 

arogyam bhaskarad icchen muktim icchei janardanat 

Is'yariid jfiaaam anvicchec chriyam icched dhutas'anat 

,30 
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4. yonis'abdo 'yam ubhayaliiigal;l_; tatha hi liiiganus'asana

karal;l pathati : 

s'roQiyonyU:rmaya~ purpsi 

5. sarvatha mantraksaravyatiriktam devataya~1 prama-

Page 

40 

Qam nasti iti siddhantab 51 
6. tatha hy aptavacanam: jatasya hi maraiJam dhruvam iti 57 
7. anta}.l (in ~gveda X-9-6). antabs'abdo madhyavacanal;l. 

madhye. apam iti sambandhal].. vis'vani sarvaQi. 

bhe~ajani sarvarogopas'amanasadhanabhUtani au~

dhani. tatha hy ayurvedavido nidigdhikadi~u do~e~u 
Hil;l prayuiijate. 

The following remarks and obsen·ations found in the work 

are also of some interest : 

1. tatha ca Jokavadab : dhanam abhijanam apadayatiti 16 
2. siqthavalokananyayena akhyatam apakra~tavyam 24, 25, 156 
3. yato laukika ahul,l: svagrhe nivasal,l svarganiviisa iti 28 

The following special observations which the author makes 
in the commentary are also worth noting : 

1. (~veda I-24-15) uttamam utkr~tam ghoram. he 
varuQa. pas'am bandhanahetubhUtam papam brahma

hatyadimahapatakariipam . . . . . . . . athamam api 
papam abhojyabojanadinimittam ...• madhyamam 

api papam upapatakadiriipam. 26 
2. (~gveda I-27-13) nanu ca sarva eva devata nityayau

vanayuktii amrtapanat. kim idam ucyate yuvabhya 

iti. satyam evaitat. tathapi sarvadevanam vayo 

'vasthocyate iti vis'e~:b. 36 

3. (With reference to the Mantras in the second Kalpa) 

prathamam tavad ayam yajubs'iikhiinurodhena vyi· 
khyiiyate ..... avo devasya siinasi dyumnam iti 
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Page 

das'atayi~u pathal) . . . . evam ubhayatha mantra 
vyakhyataQ. 50-55 

4. (\tgveda VII-66-16) }ivann eva pas'yati iti paunaruk

tyaprasarigo jatal). atas tatpariharartham evam 
yojaniyam. 69 

5. punaruktidoeyapariharartham kriyayogam angikrtya 
pravartate aham partho dhananjaya};l iti yatha. 119 

6. gut}agut].isambandhapratipadanam stutir ucyate 136 

7. (sunaral) in ~gveda VIII-29-1) padakarei)aitat padam 

navagrhitam; tathapi bhaeyyakaravacanat padakaram 

anadrtyaitan niruktam. 142 
8. das'van iti s'akapTIQina nairuktacaryet}a yajama~a-

namasu pathyate 145 

9. prathamam tavad yajffikamatena vyakhyayate .... 
niruktapakeye 'pi 149, 150 

10. aupacariko 'yam mantre!?v akhyanasamaya}J.. nitya

tvavirodhat. paramarthena tu nityapak~a eveti nai-

rul,tanam siddhantal) 154 

In style, language, method of commenting and even in phrase

ology, this work is very similar to the commentary on the ~gveda 

by Skandasvamin and Udgitha, the commentary on the Nirukta 
by Mahes'vara, the commentary on the Sarna veda by Madhava and 

a few smaller works. The date of the work cannot be ascertained. 

The author quotes only ancient works and authors, like Yaska, 

Manu and Mahabhiirata. The work has not been referred to by any 

later author and such a work is not assigned by tradition to 
Vararuci. Nothing more is known either of the author or the work 

except the mere name. 

The original palm-leaf manuscript contains forty-five leaves, 

about fourteen inches long. It is very old and at every touch the 

leaves crumble and turn into powder. The scribe has corrected the 

original copy and in many places syllables are deleted by a stroke 

above or by' scoring off the syllable. Sometimes new syllable~ are 
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inserted below the line when there is omission in the original copy. 
The writing is not very good, but it is legible. There are many 

I 

mistakes even after the correction by the scribe. 
·After this work, there are some stanzas from the Brhaddevata 

written. It begins with stutil;l pras'arp.sa ninda ca (I-35) and 
goes up to sarp.s'rayante yathanyayam {I-60). In the bundle where 
this work appears there are many other works. There is a portion 
of the F.gveda commentary by Skandasvamin, by U dgitha, by 
Madhava son of Veiika!arya. There is a fragment of a comme1;1tary 
on the Mantras used in the As'valayanagrhyasutra. The com
mentator is Cakrap§.Qi for the beginning and Haradatta for the end. 
Of this work something will be given in detail at a later stage of 
these Notes. There are some other unimportant works also. 

The work is being published by the Madras University as a 
supplement to the newly started Oriental Journal of the University 
and it is being edited there by myself. The whole work will be out 
in instalments before the end of April, 1938. 

Some of the rare manuscripts that will be described in detail in 
these notes : 

1. Fgvedabha~ya of Skandasvamin for maQgalas V and V l. 
2. Aitareyabrahmal}abha~ya by Bhattabhaskara and others. 
3. As'valayanagrhyamantrabh~ya by Cakrapa'Qi and by 

Haradatta. 
4. Kau"itakigrhyasiitrabha~ya of Bhavatrata. 
s. Yogasiitrabhaf?yavivaral}a of S'ri S'ankaracarya. 
6. S'a.Iikanitha's Dipas'ikhapailciki on Prabhikara's Laghvl 

( vivaral}a). 
7. Amrtabindu by Candra (a manual on Pribhakarami· 

matpSa). 
8. Bha~yadipa, a commentary on the S'ibarabhqya by K~?ira· 

siigara (according to the School of Prabhikara). 
. • 9. :I'ilaka, a commentary on Bhimati. 
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MANUSCRIPTS NOTES 

By V. RAGHAVAN, M.A., PH.D. 

THE BHAVAJNANA PRAKAS'ANA 

On p. i47b of the Adyar Catalogue, Pt. II (1928), there are 
two MSS. bearing the names ' Bhavaji'ianaprakas'ana ' and 

'Bhavainanaprakas1ika '. The authors of the two are given as 
different; that of the former is given as S'ivaramapaQgita and that 

of the latter, Nrsimhas1ramin. Thinking that we have a till now 

unknown work of Nrsimhas'ramin here, I examined the latter. 
{23 G. 10). The following is the beginning of the work: 

~ ;ff~m4 cr~ ~fuffsqtll;:a~ur+I. 1 

a~-=nr~~uen~ ~1~1~ft1J1+1. II 
~PJmrftstui' Cf~ fqat ~qn:tlil 1 

~~T~T~mi ~T~T~qtllro{ II 
~~~t:~t~.n~) fcf~ :q ~11~: 1 

ai~~ot=?t6tf~TOr ~m~:r~: II 
ofqf~fq~) ~ ~!XII :q liftfio: I 

o(=qr~~ if.\~ ftiCf{lil fij- fcf~a: II 
~Cfqe:qJ;i. ~ilfCIT ~iU;:a'lRilTWi I 

~:qrq ~~~~rfOT ~ :q g~: g;t: II 
~mt~~ PJf~~a: tnfcr: 1 

~1~ ~~~'Etl~ llm'Tim~;nJ 11 

slrift:tc:r~fittaen~~~: I 
(~ci~IU(!~1s~ ~~~II 
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From this we gather that the author is one S'ivarama, a poet and a 
philosopher, son of one Kt~Qa S'astrin who seems to have had the 
title. • Advaita vidya vijaya.' The author describes himself as the 
student of one S'riranga or S'rirangnatha, described as a Jagadguru 
and an expounder of many systems. Besides, the author first bows 
to Nrsimhiis'ramin and again refers to himself as his devotee and 
between these two references, once mentions his having studied the 
utterances of 'As'rama ', which word evidently stands for the same 
N rsimhas'rama. The expression 1 ~q :qr~~l~ ' shows that 

this N:rsimhlts'rama, has written some work. But this work, 
Bh!vajnanaprakas'ana is not a work of Nrsimhas'rama; it-is by 
givarama. I compared this MS. with the former, of which the 
author is given as S'ivaramapaQc,lita. The two are identical. 

Who is this Nrsimhas'rama? He is not evidently the author 
of the Bhedadhikkara and other works. The name Kr~IJas'astrin 
sounds more modern. The other Nrsimhas'rama, of a later time, 
we know of, is the Paramaguru of Dharmarajadhvarin, whom 
Dharmaraja mentions in the introductory verses in his Vedanta 
paribh~a. From the repeated references to this Nrsimha, S'iva
rama seems to have been a disciple of his. Since one S'riranga
natha is mentioned as his Guru by S'ivarama, N rsimhas'rama 
may be his Paramaguru. Who is the S'riranganatha mentioned as 
the direct Guru of S'ivarama, and who is the Kr~Qas'astrin who is 
mentioned as S'ivarama's father? 

In the Madras Government Oriental MSS. Library, there is an 
Advaita treatise and a commentary thereon, Advaita muktasara and 
Kanti, written by one Lokanatha. In the introductory verses in 
the text and the commentary and in the colophon, Lokanatha 
informs us that he is the great grandson, the grandson of the son, 
(Napta and Putrapautra), of a S'ri Nrsimhas'ramin and that his 
father was one Sarvajna NarayaQa. 

~'l"iftl~t~~tfl~: ~~'~'uqut~~: 1 

~qq~~r~: ~~~fa qt}: 11 
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~~i{fill~T~if ~etiiliif1ile:t 9ft~~~ I 
at1~5Thl~ifl41~ 1!~: qft~ ~1tr: II 
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R. 2985a. Trien. Cat. IV. A. pp. 4 335-6. 

ci ~~~~ q~ ~ ftlaJ~tW. I 
li~iili~~: ~~lfa;:r: qwr II 
tfc.,_~l~qftcfiflloTt ~~m1~rsqr~q~ ~if: 

~1ifT\ltiiJf~l~: &t~~a: ~~iiliiff!qJ6tftl I 

~~1ffi~~~n~Ull~ eo~~~ ~qr 
ttfP:f ~~~4 ~~~d~T@:~ II 

~fa ~qw:~~r~~rr~itC?IT qG;cHtp.t~muyqmcn~'lUJtt~ ifRT~~~~ur: 

~r(l m~tfir(T:qJ~ftorr fq\Rfff oi~~~~~Slfl~T~ tfil~T~ Q:~'Ttl: 
q~: II 

R. 2985b. Ibid., pp. 4336-7. 

This Nrsimhas1rama, the great grandfather of Lokanatha, the 
Nrsimhils1rama mentioned as his Paramaguru by Dharmarajadhva
rin and the N rsimhas'rama to whom S'ivarilma pays his respects, are 
identical. 

The MS. of this Advaitamuktasara with Kanti was secured 
from Malabar to which place it was taken from the Cola land by one 
Subrahmal}ya. After the Colophon, the following informing verses 
are found in the MS : 

~C{q q)qqm ?t~rr oq1~tffi 1 

~J'fTQ~~IJf eol~T f~fuf~T ~: II 

~Ta;g;.J~SU~filqJf\i~efimQ~~OJ ~ ~~;:~I 
"" ~a~1~~a:~oqJ~ en~~ ~ ~ ~:Tq~ II 

~~~q~:~:~t[~l 
~ql¥it<Jf .1~ ~: ~~T~: II 
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~~~;r~ ~flT'II~ ~~: I 

~~~ ~ ~~);qy ~f:a\%ftl'l II 
if~t~l'l!li"'fSUISI ~T'IR~it~ll~: i 

~l)lf~ ~catti{:I.J tf~Sftl ~ lffit!:iil II 

It is seen from these verses that this Lokanatha, the author of 
the work and the great grandson of N rsimhas1rama, was the preceptor 
of one S'riranga or S'riranganatha or Ranganathas'astrin, who had 
a pupil named Vexika!es'a, who was the owner of the original 
of this MS. Now, the S'riranga or S'riranganatha mentioned 
as his guru by S'ivarama can be identified with this pupil of 
Lokanatha. 

These post-colophon verses of the scribe contain the date of 
the transcript as Kolamba Nepala, 1 ~ ~ ~·. Nepala 

would yield Kollam 310 but that would be absurd. The word 
Nepala would be pronounced and written only as 'irtiros' in Kerala 
and that gives us Kollam 910, to which the addition of 825 (S'a-ra
ja) gives the Christain date, 1735 A.D. Thus S'riranga would have 
to be placed at about 1700 A.D. It will be reasonable to place 
our author S'ivarama who belongs to this same Gurukula in the 
first half of the 17th Cent. 

Of S'ivarama's father, Kr~Qas'astrin, who is mentioned as 
having had the title, Advaita vidya vijaya, nothing is known. In 
the last introductory verse, S'ivarama refers to himeelf as born in 
the ' Haya vams'a ' which is obscure. There is an Advaitic treatise 
by name Vedanta sara sangraha, with a commentary called 
Atmabodhamrta, ascribed to a S'ivaramabhaga. Madras Govt. 
Ori. MSS. Lib. D. Nos. 4748 and 4749 and Adyar II. f. 150a. 
(S'ivaramapaQQ.ita). 

S'riraiiga or S'riraiiganatha or Raiiganltha, the guru of S'iva
rama and Veiikates'a and the pupil of Lokaniitha, may be identical 
with Ranganiitha Dik!lita who wrote the Makaranda, on the 
Pa.damanjui of Haradatta on the Kas'ikii. This Radganitha also 
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belonged to the same part of the country and to the same time. 
(PPS. Tanjore Catalogue, No. 5466). 

THE HARIHARAMAHARAYA CAKRES'VARA 

NIGHA~TU 

On p. 44b, Vol. II of the Adyar Catalogue notices a lexicon 
with the interesting name-"~~~~~~ fiCI~~, and the 
value of this work is that it adds one more work to the Literature 
of the Vijayanagara times, produced either by the kings or by their 
ministers or their court poets. This work is not to be met with in 
any other catalogue. 

This MS. which bears the number 33. I. 9, contains only five 
leaves; only one leaf is full and good; one leaf is full but damaged; 
the three other leaves are available only in part. But the lexicon 
is complete in the•e five leaves. It is an Ekak~ara Kos'a. 

Leaf la bears on the margin the name "Aka (radya) k~ra 
nighaQ.~u" and the following is the beginning of the work: 

a:renrn ~ f~~ efT~ ~ ~ I 
~Tlli =q ~it ~ ~ut tRUr ~ut II 
ar.=a:3t lJ.~Ul :;:r ~{ut ~TP~: I 
~\: cntilm ~{: ~~ rn~sftf =q II 
auctile ~~ ~Til !it): @r ~~ ~ 1 
~~~srq trrffi~ ~~~~~~(Y) II 

leaf lb: ~ij(Cf\1~~ :q ~~~<~Jj!ij: I 
ill~ :q ~ ~ ~fa~ ~ ~: II 
a1~1~ ~ ~~nt;sftr ~~ 1 

AA q~ ~c:qt :q ~ -~ II 
~fa ~\(q ~ :qi6SQ~ ~oa (rrofi~: ~~~= ifilUi': 1 

• •• 
3 
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Then begins ' Ka': ~tfNttl¥1\ ~ etc. On Sa' Ha' finishes : 

~ ~ fift« ~Cl' AA-~ JI~U ~:~Ill(~~. 
On Sb follow verses on the royal author, King Harihara of 

Vijayanagara, probably the Second, which are, owing to the right 
half of the leaf being lost, unfortunately available only is parts: 

Sb : the first two are S'ikhariQi verses : 

• • ~~ iflJ{fiit<q R1~ ~g~olif. 

s:re~ ~Rt. ~~~=i:fl<l ~ I 

~~R~fit · · · · · • · · 
. . . . . it iififfct~6~fd~~~ II 

~~~~ ~ft"~~ Cfi~T 1 
Wl ~ ~ ;zqf6: tf • • • I 

••••••••• UOT6~~o: 
~~ffi ~q~: ~C{iff~ij~IU II 

Then two Aryas : 

ifll'l~?tT ~fiCilf~cn~e~i)llrnf~Tf: 1 

~ •••••••••.•• q~JI~ 
anqyqfunRJT aT cti 95~ ~ flffl ~\Fit: I 

an~~Jdli! &(T.JJ~n q~ q~ ~cttJ~. 11 

Then a Pu~pitagra : 

~a i . . . . . . . . . . ~ ferlltffi 1 
~q~ ~~flft:qfmionq~it;qi'l II 

Then an Arya : 

~fll~arft:: {q~ • • • • • • 1 

• • • . • \ilillillfflf~fcl~aq~r lflf6 ~ ;zcrfa: II 
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The last is an Indravajrii: 

. . . . . . . . . . . 
~ iji=~AA~fiiit'll I 

it it ~ it lllfcfallfui • 0 • 

~rra ~~~~ ~ijra II 

This is not the Ekak~ara section of the Nanartharatnamii.lii of 
Irugappa daQ<;ianiitha belonging to the same period. (See Madras 
Govt. Ori. MSS. Lib. S'eshagiri Sastri Report II. p. 189.) Nor is 
this work the Ekiik~araratnamala, by Madhava, son of Mayana and 
minister of King Harihara. (Madras Govt. Ori. MSS. Lib. Trien. 
Cat. No. 2280a). 

THE TATTVACINTAMA~I PRAKAS'A ASCRIBED 

TO TIMMABHUPALA 

On p. 103b of the Adyar Catalogue, Pt. II, is found a Com
mentary on Gatiges'a's Tattvacintamal)i called MaQiprakas'a and 
Tattvavarttika, available only up to the end of the Pratyak~ 
section and ascribed to a Timmabhupati. A MS. of this work is 
available in the Madras Govt. Oriental MSS. Library also, R. 3387, 
Trien. Cat., in which a part of the Anumana section is also availa
ble but in which there are gaps in the introductory verses on the 
apparent royal author. 

The introductory verses, after Matigala, describe the parentage 
and prowess of the author Timmabhupala. First is mentioned 

King KuQc;la, of the Siiluvakula. 

His son was Saluva Narasimha whose wife was Timmambiki. 

To these two was born Siluva Timma, who is de$cribe4 as 
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Yuvaraja. S~. 14 says that this Saluva Timma wrote this T. C. 
Prakua. 

These introductory verses are very important to Vijayanagar 
historians, for it supplies the hitherto unknown name of the son of 
Siiluva Narasimha, the son, who according to Nuniz, is said 
to have . been killed by an agent named Tyamarasa. (p. 309, 
Sewell, Forgotten Empire, Nuniz). His name is Timma. Saluva 
Narasimha is said to have died about 1490 A. D. Therefore 
our work, the T.C. Prakas'a, the Tarkavarttika, may be placed in 
the last quarter of the 15th Cent. 

Timmabhupala however is not the real author of this work. 
Though the Colophons to the subsections ascribe the work to 
Timma, the final Colophon of the Pratyak~ section reveals that 
the real author of this work is one Janardanamahamahopiidhyaya, 
originally belonging to Tirhut or Mithila (Tirabhuktiya). We find 
on the last page of the second volume of the Adyar MS. : 

~ ~'l~'iQ~e~ ct1~~q~~ ij"l~ii~Ttt~ 
~Rtli~ ~~f:qi=Qlf.l~~~ ~~~~~ sn+ftol 

¥t\f¥t~qfS'IJI.f efht•U~"'~ ~Cfii4i!fictT<=:: I 
The expression AlayagrimiQa is obscure; perhaps it refers 

either to the native village of Janirdana in Tirhut or a village in 
the South to which place he had migrated. 

THE AGASTYA SAMHITA 

The Agastya Samhiti is a tangled problem in bibliography. 
It will be irrelevant to go into the whole question here, while 
dealing with the Adyar MSS. Suffice to say here that there are 
at least three texts of this name : a PuriQA, a Tantra and a 
Paiiearitra text. Aufrecht no doubt gives Agastya Samhiti under 
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two heads as Pancaratra and as Tantra but the assignment of 
entries to these two heads is wrong in some cases. This is due 
primarily to the original Catalogues themselves which mistake the 
Tantra for the Paffcaritra text, and the Paffcaritra for the Tantra 
text. There is some special difficulty in deciding which text is 
the Paffcaratra treatise. The Tintrik Agastya Samhita 1 is the 
text quoted by the Tantrasira, S'aktanandatrarangiqi, Agama
kalpalata, Nityotsavanibandha, Lalitarcanacandrika and similar 
works. There is the Agastya Samhita represented by many 
MSS., which is a dialogue between sageE Sutik~Qa and 
Agastya on the banks of the Gautami (the Godavari) on the 
worship of Rima, Sita, Lak~maQa and Hanuman. Agastya 
Samhita is found as another name of the S'ankara Samhita of the 
·Skanda according to a version and classification of the Skanda 
which do not agree with the available Venkates'vara Press 
edition divided into KhaQ{ias. (See 90 Eggling pp. 1320-1). The 
Halasyamahatmya (pertaining to the shrine at Madura in the 
South) and the Agastiya Ratnaparik~i on the Lapidary art, 
form part of this PuraQic Agastya Samhita. See Mad. Des. 
No. 2606·9). The Agastya Samhita that Nibandha writers like 
Hemadri quote on the Vrata of Ramanavami is the Agastya 
Sutik~l)S. Samvada, and since this text deals with the worship of 
Vi!iQU as Rama, it is explainable that some Catalogues put it under 
Paffcariitra. There is no evidence to show that this Agastya 
Samhiti on Rima-worship pertains to the Skanda. 

But, a different text as Paffcariitra seems to exist. See D. 5191 
Madras Govt. Ori. MSS. Library, Vol. XI, which is divided 
into Patalas. On p. 180a of Part I I of the Adyar Catalogue, we 
find two MSS. entered as Agastya Samhita, 10 K. 6 and 22 A. 8. 
I examined both the MSS. The former is a pa,per transcript from 
an original in grlrangam and the latter, a palm-leaf MS. in Telugu 
script, the leaves of which are not in order and the work in which 
ls incomplete. The former (10 K 6) is the PuriiQic text in 

'For a Tintric Agastya Samhita, See Madras Govt. Ori. MSS. Library, 
XI, D. No. '19~. 
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32 chapters on Ramapilja, the dialogue between Sutik~t}a and 
Agastya, which the Colophon however calls Piiiicaritra and Parama
rahasya. qrv~ at~~~ tR~ l~~: 1 The puriiQic 

Colophon which one finds in the MSS. of the HalasyamD.hatmya 
and the Ratnaparik~a, is not to be found here. Other MSS. of this 
text in other libraries also have the same or a similar Colophon 
calling it a Pincaritra text. As for instance, Madras Govt. Ori. 
MSS. Library, XI, Nos. 5189, 5190 and 5191; and India Office, 
II, by Keith, No. 6967 where, the Colophon omits the word Panca· 
ratra but gives the word Paramarahasya though corruptly a!' 
Paramahamsya. On p. 157a of Pt. I, the Adyar Catalogue has 
two MSS. of Agastya Samhita under PuriiQa. (9 J 36 and 35 B 32). 
These two are identical with the Agastya Samhita which is a 
dialogue between Supk~Qa and Agastya and deal with Ramaworship. 

Quite different from this text is the text of the Agastya Samhita 
which the Adyar Catalogue puts together with this. (22 A 8). 
The following colophon is found in it in one place: 

~RI ~~~tiitdltti ~qft:l:lrit gtltt~ ~tfitt~Jifro) itqr
~Jfelcti~ 4ll]~'34~1~1~ ill~ q1J~S9-illt: I 

On leaf 15b we find the Colophon: 

((fa) ~q);m~~ffllrt aqft~Jit tt~~~m~ ld\' 'if.IM~t~
Pcft~t'iU{fc-R ~~ ifrll ~l!.llSS!:JTlJ: I 

Then follows the beginning of the next chapter thus : 

~~SQ~~ rnl~ fRq1 <=~tftfilff.IJJ..I ~ ·(~) ~ (I) CffjCJT

~~ ~sv.~r~ <n ~<::tt: <~> u ~Cfi:-~ l'fc{q~~~ 
~T<::T~fcl~ I ~t~T ~ (~) ~ f-q~~6 ~: 0) II 

The margin here bears the name S'uka-Agastya Samvida. 
Two more margin heads are found elsewhere-Mahavikya and 
Phal~pirilpi!-Qa. On 32b is found the Colophon-
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~ sAtita:ll~eft:ffilrt ~qft~llt mw.rt~ it&Ifu&t~if~~Titl&l~ 

~~ ~ ~.ramSSlrTll: 1 

On another leaf we find : 

~ra ~~ ~~e~mtti \3q~1n CI~nqt~ ~1~&lf~~te-c:tfef~t
~tJ~~ ii(lq~if 'illl ~TS1itl~: II 

While the margin heads and the previous Colophon refer to 
disquisitions on philosophy, these two Colophons refer to a story. 
It has not been possible to find out the identity of this Agastya 
Samhita. 

THE S'AKTI SUTRA 

On p. 185b of the Adyar Catalogue, Pt. 2 ( 1928), there are 
two MSS. entered as S'aktislltra, without mention of the author. 
This is a S'a.kta work in Srrtras in four chapters and is ascribed to 
sage Agastya. It begins :-at'-tTQ: ~1Rtll\;t$TeT I ~~ ~~ :q I It 

ends : ~ ~, iffi=lf: qi=?.JT: ~~:ias~if11l 1 The colophon is as follows: 

~fa ~4i~•I~Jf~5luffil rt~Niij,i ~P1: I Thus it is the same work 

as the Agastya SUtra described under R. Nos. 89 and 4505 of the 
Triennial Catalogues of the Government Oriental MSS. Library, 
Madras. The S'aktasUtra in Mysore cat., I., is the same work. 

THE S'RiVIDYADIPIKA 

On p. 220a of volume II (1928), the Adyar Catalogue notices 
a MS. named S'rividyadipika, without mention of the author. On 
examination, I found that this is identical with the work noticed 
in three MSS. on p. 217a of the same Catalogue under the n~e-
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~'J~rqq_ (~~~) and ascribed to sage Agastya. Cata

logues mention this one work under many names-Paiicadas'i
mantrabhi~ZYa, S'rividyidipiki, S'rutisirasamuddhrta S'rividyi~iki, 
S'rividyibhi!1ya. Madras Government Oriental. MSS. Library, 

D. nos. 6552-3 ('N~~~T); Mvsore I, p. 588 (~r~

~); Paliyam Library [~SR~ Si('!ft)~~]; Punjab 

University, I, p. 119 (Q!il(ttft+l~~). 

This work has been edited at the end of the Lalititris'atl, by 
R. Anantakrishna Sastri and published from Bombay, in 1902. 
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Journal of Oriental Research of the University of Madras, 
Edited by Dr. C. Kunhan Raja, M.A., D.Phil., Vol. I, Parts 1 and 
2, pp. 468. University of Madras, 1937. 

This sumptuous volume co-ordinates the work done in the 
various Research Departments of the Madras University on the 
language side. The issue in the form of such a Journal giving 
proper scope for the publication of works serially as a welcome 
addition to the world of learned journals is to be applauded, for 
India can never have too many journals of this kind, if she is to do 
full justice to her rich heritage. 

The publication of the articles of the different Departments 
together is a welcome relief as compared with the unanalysed and 
haphazard collections of some of the journals. 

The Department of Sanskrit takes about a fourth of the volume 
under review. Dr. C. K. Raja writes on the Akhyatii1tukrammJi 
and the NamanukramatJi of Madhava analysing and comparing 
them with the Nirukta of Yaska; the Saku1ttalliciira forms his 
subject for the second paper and we are promised that both the 
papers are to be continued in future issues. Dr. Raghavan identi
fies in "The Works of Hlirita Venkatlicarya ", the Dars'a· 
ttir1Jaya of Aufrecht with the Das'mzin;raya of Vaidikasarvabhauma 
and removes the A.s,aucadas'aka and its commentary from the list 
works attributed to Vaidikasarvabhauma. Dr. Chintamani edits 
the Sariraka Nyaya Samgraha of Prakas'atmayati. The edition of 
the Tattvas'uddhi by Prof. S. S. Suryanarayana Sastri and E. P 
Radhakrishnan has laid under contribution the gratitude of the 

scholarly public. 
4 
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The Tamil section is headed by the PurattiraUu edited by the 

Reader Mr. S. Vaiyapuri Pillai. This rare work which is published 
for the first time "seems to have been once very popular for we 

find that there are also two shorter recensions of it." (Preface). 
The anthology follows the arrangement of the Kura{ in its pre
sentation of the subject matter. All lovers of Tamil Literature 

must welcome such a publication. 
Mr. Setu Pillai's study in Tamil linguistics on Words and their 

Sig11-ijicance gives an interesting account for reading. Mr. Venkata
rajulu Reddiyar interprets the 54th and 55th STttras of the 

Tolkappiyam (E!uttadhikaram) " in the light of the treatment of 

these vowels in Prakrit, Telugu and Kannada languages." 

In A Note o1t Takadur Yiittirai, Mr. V. Narayanan points out 

the poem to be an early one but not contemporaneous with the 
events it narrates; and suggests that it is just possible to find excerpts 
from that poem in other anthologies besides the Purauiiuuru. 

The V a1ici of the Chcras attd Inscriptioual Evidence comes 
from the pen of the learned and well-known Pandit M. Raghava 
Aiyangar. He tries to prove that Vanci the ancient capital of the 
Cheras must be identified with modern Karur on the banks of the 
Amaravati ; that Kongumaqdalam was only part of the Cheranadu, 
and later split into a different kingdom with its capital at 
Mus'iri. 

Riimatziitha Munivar by Mr. Somasundara Desilmr gives 
particulars about a trustee of that name of the Rames'varam Temple 
in the 16th century. The Tamil section occupies only a little less 
than half of the volume under review. 

Mr. Ramakrishnaiya of the Telugu Department writes on The 

Root Theory and the Root in the Dravidian Langu,agcs and con
cludes by comparison that Dravidian roots in the various languages 
help us very much to get at the root. The theory that at the primi· 
tive stage a root language must have prevailed can be substantiated. 
Mr. Lakshmipati Sastri deals with Nanuichoda's Referetlces to 
UdWtata i.n his Kumiirasambhava. 
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Kannada Literature by Mr. H. Chennakesava Aiyangar starts 
"with a brief account of the main characteristics of Kannada 
Literature leading to its actual history." The author considers the 

.antiquity of Kannada to go so far back as to call it the 'twin-sister 
of Tamil.' 

The Malayalam section is represented by three articles of which 
one comes from the pen of the Chief Editor, e.g., Notes 011 

Sauskrit-Malayalam Phoe11etics. Mr. P. Krishnan Nair writes on 
the Works used by Kottarakara Raja in his Kathakali and Mrs. 
0. T. Sharadakrishnan on Malayalam Ptosody. 

The Persian section contains the Isami Nama by Mr. A. S. 
U 'sha.' 

In welcoming this new enterprise of the Madras University we 
hope that the useful work of publication will be continued. 

The name jour11al of Orie11tal Research of the Madras Uui
versity is too long and cumbrous. Further, there is a journal of 
Oriental Research in Madras, running its eleventh year of existence. 
To avoid confusion, sonte other name as the Bulletin of the 
Orieutal Research Departments or J oumal of the Departmeut of 
Languages, Madras University, is more appropriate. 

A. N. K. 

Kuppuswamr: Sastri Commemoration Volume, Qto, pp. viii, 
175, G. S. Press, Madras. Price not stated. 

The two Editors of this Commemoration Volume have enjoyed 
the personal contact of and intimacy with the distinguished scholar 
whose name it commemorates, and have fittingly produced this 
work to celebrate the occasion of the retirement of Mahamahopa;. 
dhyaya S. Kuppuswami Sastriyar in the usual way of collecting a 
series of articles specially written for the purpose. It is but natural 
that such a collection should abound with the papers of the pupils 
of a teacher under whose guidance and inspiration a generation of 
scholars had grown in the south, Professor Sastriyar pccu{l.i~d in 
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succession the headship of the two premier Sanskrit Colleges of the 

Presidency before he was elevated to the Chair of Sanskrit and 
Comparative Philology, in the Presidency College, Madras. 

The collection is a varied one and shows different levels• 

There is a list of important dates in the career of the Professor at 
the end together with a list of the works by Professor Sastriyar

There are twenty-five papers in the collection and the first paper 
is that of Dr. Ganganath jha on the Bhagat•atam; as to which of 

the two Blzagavatams should be included in the list of eighteen 
Puranas. The paper is inconclusive. There is a work called 
}1lmta Blzagavatam-a work on the Vinayaka Tantra- which 

might also enter the field to compete for that name. 
Professor Amarnath jha exposes certain inaccuracies which 

have crept into the N. E. D. and considers 18 Indian words in his 
list. Prof. \Vinternitz writes an important paper Ott the Place of 
S'aktibhadra i1t Sanskrit Literature. The paper on Paras•u-RCima 

by jarl Charpentier seems to neglect tl?e traditional evidences and 
accounts. Mr. Chattopadhyaya exposes the inaccurate statements 
of the commentator Dak~iqavartanatha for which Mallinatha was 
held responsible and warns ' that scholars should no longer accept 
this illusion.' (that v. 14 in Mcghadiita refers to the Buddhist 
Philosopher Dinnaga). 

The following papers deserve special mention : the illuminating 
discussion on the date of SubhUticandra by Mr. P. K. Gode; 
Professor K. A. Nilakanta Sastri's paper on J ainism and Adt•aita 
Vedanta pointing out the remarkable resemblances between the 
Advaita Vedanta of the school of S'ankara and the Jaina Acarya 
Kunda Kunda; Prof. P. P. S. Sastri on the pontifical list. of 
the Madhvas and its· acceptability (pp. 167-169); the Veda11ga 

Jyotifia by Dr. Shama Sastri; the bringing to light by Dr. C. K. Raja 
of the lost writer S'akaput).i who was available for citation by 
Skandasvamin; Rfti by Dr. V. Raghavan and the technical paper 
of Mr. C. R. Sankaran. Dr. Hirananda Sastri writes on Archaeo
loS:Y, jn Bproda. The omission of all reference to the name and 
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work of Pandit R. Anantakrishna Sastri and his account of 
Kavindracharya's famous Library, by Dr. Hardatta Sharma is 
singular. Dr. S. K. De's analysis of The Doctrine of Avatars i1t 

Bettgal V ai~navism cannot be taken as the basis for the theory 
avataras in South Indian Vai!?navism as well. The untiring pen of 
Prof. Keith contributes a review study of a paper published in the 

Journal of the American Orie11tal Society by Professors Albright 
and Dumant on a parallel study ' between lndic and Babylonian 
Sacrificial ritual.' (p. 67). 

An index is needed. The printing does great credit to the 
Press. The volume under review is a fitting commemoration of the 
Mahamahopadhyaya who was also Curator of the Government 
Manuscripts Library for 0ver two decades. The admirable likeness 
of the Professor at the beginning of the work is a welcome addition 

to the book. A. N. K. 

The Music of Orient and Occident, by Margaret E. Cousins, 
B. Mus., B. G. Paul & w., 12, Francis joseph Street, Madras, 
1935. Price Rs. 2. 

These "Essays toward Mutual Understanding" were written 
by "one who has studied and loved the Muse of Music in her 
various languages" and its authenticity of living experience and its 
devotion to Music as an international pathway to world-harmony 
make it acceptable and useful to the general public for whose sake 
it has been kept as non-technical as possible. 

As a compilation of articles published over many years and in 
various journals the contents have a wide range: Internationalism 
in Music, Music and Life, the Music of Hindustan, The Training 
of the Emotional Nature, the National Value of Music, The Value 

of Music in Education, India's Gift of Song, India's Orchestra, 
The Mythological Origin of Western Music, The Beginnings of 
Western Music, The Man Makes the Music, A Comparative Study 
of Eastern and Western Music, A Historic Musical Event, 

Snatches of South Indian Music, Voice and Instrument, ~dian 
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Music m Madras, Russian Music, The King of Veena Players, 

Scriabine, The First Indian Graduate in Music, Music in India in 
1935, Music in Different Asian Countries. 

The author throughout the book presents music as occult 

potency. "The art of music which Orpheus consecrated to the 

service of the Gods is the art of invocation. It call!> the De vas into 

its presence as surely as the striking of a match produces a flame ; 
they are both the effects of increased vibration, the creations of 

Light and Rhythm .... Healing by the power of music was a 

science of the Orphic school. ... Orpheus knew that music is also 

the art of evolution, calling up the highest and the best in each 

indi\·idual, ' toning up ' the \'arious sheaths of the Soul, drawing 

the mind from the personal to the great Impersonal Oversoul, 

' harmonizing ' outer differences, and creating the desired emotion of 
being ' in tune with the Infinite.' " 

The author though skilled in western interpretati\'e art, has the 
deepest understanding and sympathy with the eastern modes of 
musical expression. Throughout the book are scattered her ex
periences in the world of oriental music. Sometimes, she takes her 
text from a street-singer, a ploughman, sometimes, as in the follow
ing from a great artist : " I once heard the famous Abdul Karim 
Khan melt half and quarter tones into one another with the effect of 
magic and with a pliability of voice and perfect intonation of the 
most difficult intervals and passages that I have never heard 
equalled in any part of the world. It was as if the sound were a 
tangible material of a glutinous or conjuring kind that could be 

pulled in or out, and all in terms of extraordinary syncopated and 
involved rhythms and abnormal feats of breath control.'' 

But what particularly interests her is the psychological and 

spiritual atmosphere which envelopes the different modes of Eastern 
Music. She compares this with the new music of the West, 

notably that of Scriabine and his great Poem of Ecstasy whose 
melodies also are like evocative mantrams. "The eight themes of 
this • .kind in the Poem of Ecstasy are like .the eight arms of Shiva 
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and of Saraswati and represent the creative energy which is the 
theme of the Poem." 

The author in her musical internationalism has truly presented 
her theme: 

" Many the songs, and the singers, 
But song at its heart is one." 

A. H. P. 

ltzdia Reveals Herself, by Basil Mathews with the collabo
ration of vVinifred \Vilson, pp. vi and 192, Crown 8vo. Oxford 

University Press, 1937. Price 5 s. 

The tour of Mr. Mathews in India was undertaken with the 
specific idea of discovering India for himself. In the course of 
his wanderings he interviewed the prominent leaders in the country, 
both official and non-official. Those who conversed with him were 
aware that their views would be used for writing this book. The 

author tries to present a seasoned account of the impression created 
in his mind under the several chapters. 

Starting from his drawing room talks with Shah Nawaz 
Begum and Sir Muhammad Iqbal for whose creative art warm 
appreciation is evinced, we come to the ' Strategic Peasa1tt ' 

who forms the subject matter of the third chapter. The author 
endorses the opinion that the purchase of agricultural implements 
from outside and of hurricane lanterns "bleeds the village economic 
strength that was once the main stay." (p. 32). The solution of 
the problem of village life is in the process of discovery by the ex
perimental methods of rural reconstruction carried on in the various 
parts of the country (p. 33). We get a glimpse into the "uncom

promising " attitude and views of Pandit J awaharlal Nehru during 
the interviews that he gave to Mr. Mathews (chap iv). 

Renaissa1tce u1tder the Alien Rule forms the subject of the 
next chapter in which the influence of the vernacular languages and 
the impact of the western civilisation on the Indians is considered. 

The Tamil poet BHARATI is mis-spelt as BAHRITA (p..Sl). 
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Mr. Mathews accepts the validity of the system of education of 

Dr. Tagore as the " the education of the emotions and harnessing 

them along with the mind to creative work." (p. 55). 

The City of Pilgrims (chap. vi) recounts the experiences of the 

author while at Benares and he does not fail to feel the great 

significance attached to the temple of Mother India-the gift of Babu 

Shiva Prasad Gupta the Proprietor of the A} or To-Day, (p. 72). 

In Bengal, the writer was struck at the persistent way of the people 

and found that all public speeches were made in the vernacular 

(p. 84). 1\lr. Mathews's conclusion of his experiences at .Bomb:~.y 

strikes at the real root of the difficulties of the Indian masses " the 

dumb suffering masses whose real preoccupation is not with the 

Government of their country nor with mystical contemplation, but 

from the problem of where the next meal is coming from." (p. 108). 
The tenth chapter brings the author face to face with the 

powerful personality of Mr. Gandhi and his immediate followers, 

near \Vardha. He records his personal impressions about the 
frontier leader and the perfectly non-violent attitude to which that 

leader is wedded (p. 125). His interview with Gandhiji and 

the opinions about that leader from other persons convince 

Mr. Mathews of the power wielded by Mr. Gandhi. 

The India of the Pritzccs (chap. xi) needs a civil service of real 

integrity and efficiency (p. 152). The paintings of the Ajanta caves 

extract the highest praise (chap. xii). 

The conclusions of Mr. Mathews are: 1. that India is swinging 

from the contemplation of a revolution on purely political grounds 

to the goal of economic revolution c:!n socialist, if not even, 

1\Jarxist principles (p. 160). 2. That against this trend of advance 

the forces of conservatism are exercising all their power( p. 170). 

3. That one almost disastrous weakness of nine-tenths of the 

discussion of movements in India to-day is the result of the intense 

preoccupation of the Indians with their own problems (p. 174). 

4. According to Mr. Mathews "the vast ameliorative services ... 

are -obscuPed behind the faces of the tax-collector and the police 
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spy (p. 177). 5. That the real need of India is the education of her 

children on the lines of the Mag-a school for which unstinted praise 
is given (p. 187). 

The author has shown tremendous energy and patience in the 
collection and arrangement of the material. But the concluding 
chapter leaves an impression that something is wanting. Despite 

the wide tour and the long interviews, one is led to believe that 
India had not revealed herself yet, and that what Mr. Mathews 

saw was only a part, or a side of the big questi011. 

OtJR EXCHANGES 

The Andhra Sahitya Pari~at Patrika. 

The Aryan Path. 

The Bharata Dharma. 
The Bharata Mitra. 

The Bulletin ot the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. 

A. N. K. 

The Bulletin L'Ecole Francaise D'Extrcme Orient, Hanoi. 
The Bulletin of the New York Public Library. 

The Eastern Buddhist. 

The Federated India. 

The Hindu, Madras (Sunday Edition). 

The Indian Culture, Calcutta. 
The Indian Historical Quarterly, Calcutta. 

The Indian Review, Madras. 

The Indian Social H.eformer, Bombay. 

The Jaina Antiquary. 

The J a ina Gazette. 

The Journal of the Annamalai University. 

The Journal of the Benares Hindu University. 
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The Journal of the Bihar and Orissa Heseatch Society. 

The Journal of Uni,·ersity of Bombay. 

The Journal of the Greater India Society. 

The Journal of Indian History, 1\'Iylapore, Madras. 

The Journal of the K. R. Kama Oriental Institute. 
The Journal of the Madras Geographical Association. 

The Journal of Oriental l{esearch, Madras University. 
The Kalaimagal. 

The Karnatak Historical l{eYiew. 

The Karnataka Sahitya Pari~at PatrikfL. 
The i\Iaharaja's Sanskrit College :\Iagazine, l\Tysore. 

The Missouri l1niversity Studies. 

The :\lysore Archaeological Series. 

The ~agari Pracarini P,ttrika. 

The l'\ew l{e\·ie\\'. 

The :-\ c"· Times and Ethiopia .:'\ cws. 

The Oriental Literary Digest, Poona. 

The Philosophical ()uartt·rly. 

The Poona Orientalist. 

The Prahuddha 1\.arni"-itaka. 

The Progress To-day, London. 

The' Quarterly ] ournal of th~ :\I ythic Society. 

The Sarpskrita l{atnakara, J aipur. 

The Satpskrita Sahitya 1 'ari~at l'atrika, Calcutta. 

The Sentamil. 

The Shn, Kashmir. 

The Suddha I >hanna, .!\lylapore. 

The. Theosophical \Vorld, .\dyar. 
The Theosophist, Adyar. 

The lJdyana I 'atrika, Tiruvadi, Tanjore District. 

The \\'orlcl-peace, Calcutta. 

The Z. D. M. G. 

Print;d and published by C. Subbarayudu, at the Vasanta Press, Adyar, Madras 
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A WOI{LD PERSONALITY: 

GEORGE S. ARUNDALE 

CoLONEL OLCOTT used to say : " I would rather be 
President of The Theosophical Society than I would 
be the wearer of an imperial crown." Of greater im
portance to him than the rule of a kingdom was to 
be a trusted servant of the Masters in the helping of 
the world. Dr. Besant, succeeding him as President, 
took upon herself the Presidential office in the same 
spirit. Our Presidents have ever felt that to the 
Masters is their first allegiance above all else, and in 
the spirit of such allegiance to help to give Theosophy 
to the world and splendour to The Theosophical 
Society. We have constantly heard similar- expres
sions from Dr. Arundale, on whose shoulders Dr. 
Bes:mt's mantle fell in 1934, she having predicted in 
1917 that he was destined to succeed her. 

Every world server has a background in which we 
can trace his ascent to world eminence. We can trace 
Dr. Arundale's development through education, as 
Dr. Besant rose through politics and the President
Founder through public service. There would seem 
to be a dynamic pre~sure from behind, or from within, 
as there inevitably must be in the case of developed 
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people, accelerating their pace up the mountainside, 
particularly those who are destined or dedicated to a 
career of service such as we find in close co-operation 
with. the Elder Brethren. With whatever strength of 
individuality and purpose Dr. Arundale was born in 
this incarnation, he was fortunate in the choice of his 
environment, being nurtured in his youth by an aunt 
who was a pioneer Theosophist and who was hostess 
in her London home to H. P. Blavatsky. This intimate 
association in the early formative years inevitably 
E}Uickened the seed of all that was best in him, for 
H.P.B. lavished affection on him and greeted him as 
a chela. 

Then to school on the Continent, graduate courses 
in the moral sciences and in law at Cambridge, and 
post-graduate research in the French Revolution in the 
Archives Nationales, Paris, which gave him insight 
into the deeper process of world growth, and won him 
admittance as a Fellow of the Royal Historical Society. 
The reformer spirit was already burning within him, 
f.or even before his Cambridge days an ardent desire 
seized him to clear London of its slums and reduce 
the prevailing distress by finding employment for thou
sands of workless people! A mouse gnawing at a moun
tain L He did not change the face of London! Sti11, he 
gained much useful experience, which in later years 
was turned to profitable account among the workpeople 
of India, and is still burgeoning in a plan to improve 
the living conditions of the employees at Adyar and the 
vilh~~ers ~n the immediate neighbourhood. 
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Just over 21 years of age he mf't Annie Besant
he was at this time helping in an office in the London 
headquarters of The Theosophical Society, "an enve
lope slave-a sticker of stamps and a writer of ad
dresses." It was during one of her brilliant lectures 
in the Queen's Hall-a meeting which he had organized 
-that he found he was listening spellbound to an old 
friend, someone who had come to him out of the past. 
"She came. I saw and heard. She conquered." A 
General from long ago. And there and then he vowed 
that he would be her soldier once more in this life, and 
be faithful to her to the end. We know how he fol
lowed her as leader through storm and stress of .politi
cal and educational activities until she laid down her 
work so far as this incarnation was concerned-how 
he supported her in those splendid. years as head of 
the Central Hindu College, Benares, and in those 
stormy years as Organizing Secretary of the Home 
Rule League. She would have won Home Rule for. 
India had India been disc~rning enough to follow 
her' lead. 

Thirty years as educationist-the Benares phase, 
a brief period as Minister for Education in Holkar 
State, and educational activity ever since-have. given 
the President a rare insight into educational principles, 
methods and needs-the right education for the 
unfolding of kingship. It is a question whether, if he 
had pursued the path of educational reform he would 
not have been as potent in the field of ed_ucation as he 
is .in the field·of Theosophy .. The Theosophic~l Society 
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admittedly gives him a wider field, and his knowledge 
of the fundamentals of true education may be all to 
the end of rightly bringing to the world the funda
mentals of Theosophy, which is the science of right 
living. He may be justifiably impatient as to the 
existing systems, particularly in India, and wish the 
ideals of the New Education Fellowship had a more 
extensive application ; but if I were such a President 
I think I should find compensation in the knowledge 
that all this training in education had fitted me to 
inspire the world to Theosophy integrally and purpose
fully in manifold phases of life. 

Even territorially we may trace the President's 
climb to unwonted heights of world prominence. 
First, after a period of war service in London, as 
General Secretary for England. Ten years later as 
General Secretary for Australia-from a country to a 
continent; and next as General Secretary for India
from a continent to an Empire, an Empire within an 
Empire, and numerically the largest Section in the 
world. Followed world tours every year from 1931 
to 1934, and the next step was election as President, 
with the world for his parish. 

A most significant phase in Dr. Arundale's work 
was the period 1928-30, in which, as the agent of 
the Elder Brethren, he helped to swing Australia back 
into the path of rightness and ordered government. 
Australia at this period was in a precarious condition, 
discredited by disloyal but influential groups in munici
pal, State and Federal spheres. How insistently he 

' < . 
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called for a Man-a Man who would lead Australia 
away from the precipice which threatened her, who 
would cleanse the Auge;1n stable, who would bring 
back sanity and purity in public life ! All the time 
he called for a Man, many people said : " He is the 
Man!" But his work was not in Parliament; it was 
among the people. In the Press, on the platform, 
from the pulpit, on the air, he urged Australians to 
be Australian, to buy Australian, and to advance 
Australia's interests in every department of Australian 
life. He roused them to a patriotic fervour. " Who's 
for Australia? " was the slogan of the campaign. 
Through the Who's for Australia League ten thousand 
patriots banded together under Theosophical auspices. 
From this movement developed the All for Australia 
League, the same movement under more popular 
auspices, but with the same burning idealism. This 
idealism swept like a spiritual fire around Sydney, 
through New South Wales and into all the other 
States of the Commonwealth. The final result was 
to affect the counsels and the fighting platform of the 
United Australia party, which swept the polls at the 
Federal elections and in ten years has brought Aus
tralia to an unprecedented pitch of prosperity. It 
remains for the historian of the future to discover 
how this irresistible movement was generated in the 
Australian home of Theosophy, by a trusted agent of 
the Inner Government. 

The Australian episode was not merely local to 
Australia. It had world reverberations. And • the • 
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chief actor in the drama was conscious also in other 
quarters than the Australian Commonwealth. Today 
he is conscious in fifty countries in which The Theo
sophical Society is organized. Some of the early 
Christian Fathers pictured the Deity as having eyes 
and ears in every corner of the universe ; how else 
could he see the sparrow fall, or hear the cry of His 
children ? From the standpoint of consciousness the 
idea presents no difficulty, at least as regards the Deity, 
and we can imagine a President having lines of com
munication with his national representatives so that he 
is "aware" in their countries not only by mail corres
pondence but by inner senses also. Should not every 
Theosophist have a similar world-view, a world mind, 
his own little "Watch-Tower" from which he too 
surveys the work of The Theosophical Society the 
world over, in all the Sections individually, and the 
more effectively as he has first-hand and intimate 
knowledge of the workers? We must individually be sur
veying the world and its movements and undercurrents 
to discover what readjustments Theosophy is able to 
effect in the direction of solidarity and understanding, 
and what readjustments are needed in Theosophy to 
cause it to fulfil its purposes with increasing potency. 
All this is coming out in the symposia during the 1937 
International Convention at Adyar. But why leave it all 
to the President? We must stand shoulder to shoulder 
with him, and give him that which he so urgently needs 
-a loyalty and an understanding which shaH help him 
to clo his duty as our leader because we help him to .lead. 
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Certainly the office of President of The Theosoph
ical Society is no sinecure. Colonel Olcott may have 
slept more comfortably than the uneasy head that wears 
a crown-he may, unknown to himself have worn a 
crown as the essential patent of his nobility in the 
realms of light and glory-but the office has its exact
ing duties, as those of us know who are on the staff 
at Adyar; it has weighty responsibilities, which no 
President would wish to excape, and which it is his joy 
and privilege to discharge. Yet in the midst of 
incessant correspondence with all parts of the globe, the 
writing of books, of articles for the Press, the planning 
of campaigns, the demands of public affairs, the admin
istration of the Adyar Estate-all these he takes in 
his efficient stride-the President has breathing spaces, 
seasons of refreshment, in which the Real becomes 
more real and it1 which Those who are responsible for 
The Society in this outer world (as he assures us in 
his roof talks) draw near and guide and bestow a 
blessing. Though he has wide powers 9-f discretion 
and initiative, we cannot imagine any President of 
The Theosophical Society being left without guidance, 
any more than were the two President-predecessors, 
though the guidance is less overtly spoken of today 
than formerly. 

A last paragraph. The whole world of libraries, 
and the readers of this journal particularly, will be 
interested in Dr. Arundale's plan, outlined in his 
Presidential Address for 1937, to set apart the year 
1940 as Adyar Library year, his intention bein& to 
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raise a new building to house the library, a building 

adequate and dignified, as befits one of the most im
portant libraries in existence. Not perhaps in point 
of numbers of books, but as to its collection of rare 

Oriental manuscripts and as a world centre of Theo
sophical culture. The present accommodation is 

totally inadequate, " as anyone would see at once who 
just looks in at the Library doorway." During 1940 

the President hopes to make every member of The 
Theosophical Society so Adyar Library-conscious that 

he will have no difficulty in raising the amount needed, 
£10,000 or $50,000. " Of course, " the President says, 
"the most careful plans will have to be drawn up under 
the guidance of experts in library building. But what 
a tremendous joy to see the International Headquarters 

dignified with a really great library building adequate 
for the expansion we foresee for the next half century." 

A great dream, you will say. But Dr. Arundale 
has a habit of fulfilling his dreams. And in fulfilling 
this one he will also fulfil a dream of Colonel Olcott, 
who, before the Library was actually founded fifty 

years ago, envisioned for Adyar the time when, " If 
we and our successors do our whole duty, this can 
be made a second Alexandria, and on these · lovely 

grounds a new Serapeum may arise." 
j. L. DAVIDGE 
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NEvV ACQUISITIONS TO THE 

ADY AR LIBRAHY 

THE Adyar Library is well-known to be one of the 
best of its kind in India and abroad, and contains very 
many valuable collections of books on Indology in 
general and on Buddhism in particular. It is worth 
while mentioning here that the Library has been 
fortunate in procuring a complete set of the Ttbetan 
Translations of the Buddhist Canon 'Ka'gyur and 
'Ta'gyur-a special feature of the Library. 

The richness of the Library is highly increased by 
the new arrival of a set of the Buddhist Tripitaka in 
Chinese published in Shanghai. The set has been 
presented to the Library by Mr. A. F. Knudsen, the 
Presidential Agent, East Asian Section, Theosophical 
Society. " It is" as Mr. A. F. Knudsen has informed 
us, " the so-called Hardoon Edition, brought out quite 
recently by the famous Hardoon Estate owned by 
Madame Liza Hardoon, the Chinese Widow of the 
great business man who did so much for Shanghai as a 
cultured city." We know that there have been several 
Editions of the Chinese Buddhist Canon in China, 
Corea and Japan in different periods. The present 
Edition, as we gather from Mr. A. F. Knudsen's letter, 

•• 
2 
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differs from the others only in the inclusion or omission 
of one or other of the SUtras. It is not possible, here 
in the limited space of this short note, to thoroughly 
examine which Sutra is included and which one omitted, 
and this will, I hope, be undertaken on another occasion. 

The collection, as we have it now, consists of 
nearly 40 volumes containing 8-15 parts each. The 
arrangement of works adopted in this Edition is, I 
found on examination, quite different from that 
followed in the catalogue of the Tripitaka called in 
Chinese Ta-miii-sam-tsaii-shan-chiao-mu-lu, upon which 
B. Nanjio's Catalogue is based. We learn from the 
latter that there have been several classifications of the 
Buddhist works in Chinese made by different catalogue
compilors and Editors, because of the manifold nature 
of the works admitted into the Canon in the successive 
periods. The following is the arrangement adopted in 
in this Edition which is certainly adumbrated by the 
latest Chinese authorties: 

(Indian Works) 

A. SOTRAS 

I. Mahayana Smras divided into 4 classes: 

(1) Avatamsaka class in one volume. 
marked ' tien ' parts 1-11. . 

(2) Vaipulya class including Ratnakuta class 
and Mahasannipata class of Nanjio 
in 5 volumes. 
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(3) 

(4) 

II. (5) 

III. (6) 

IV. (7) 

Vol. marked 'ti' parts 1-12 (Ratnakuta). 
Vol. marked' hsiian' parts 1-10 

(Mahasannipata). 
Vol. marked 'chou' parts 1-10. 
Vol. marked 'yii 'parts 1-10. 
Vol. marked 'ts' ao' (?) parts 1-10. 

Prajiiaparamita class in 4 volumes. 

Vol. marked ' nung' (?) parts 1-10. 
Vol. marked' hung' parts 1-10. 
Vol. marked ' j ih ' parts 1-10. 
Vol. marked ' ming ' varts 1-9. 

Dharmapunc.IarJka class including Parinir-
val}a class of Nanjio in one volume, 
marked 'ying' parts 1-10. 

Htnayana Sutras class in 3 volumes. 

Vol. marked ' chai ' parts 1-10. 
(having Ekottarilgama, M adhyamil-

gama and Dirght:lgama). 
Vol. marked 'ch'ang' part 1-10. 

(having Samyuktllgama, etc). 
Vol. marked' hsii' parts 1-10. 

(having Saddharmas~nrtyupasth:llna, 

etc). 

B. VINAYAS 

Mahayana Vinaya class (missing). 

Htnayana,. Vinaya class in 3 volumes. 
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Vol. marked 'chang' parts 1-10. 
(M ahi8'7Zsakavinaya and Sarcillstiv'llda

vinaya, etc.) 

Vol. marked ' han ' parts 1-9. 
(Mulasaruastivetdavinaya, etc). 

Vol. marked 'lieh' parts 1-10. 
(Dharmaguptt,ya and M ahClsanghika

vinaya). 

c. S'XSTRAS 

V. (8) Mahayanika SUtra S'astras in 3 volumes. 

Vol. marked ' lai ' parts 1-10. 
Vol. marked 'wang' parts 1-10. 
Vol. marked' shu' parts 1-11. 

VI. (9) Hrnayana S'astras in 4 volumes. 

Vol. marked' shou' parts 1-10. 
Vol. marked 'tung' parts 1-12. 
Vol. marked 'chiu ' parts 1-10. 
Vol. marked ' tsang ' parts 1-4. 

D. (TANTRAS) 

VII. (10) Guhya class in 3 volumes. 

Vol. marked 'ch 'ieng' parts 1-14. 
Vol. marked' jen' parts 1-15. 
Vol. marked ' yii ' parts 1-9. 
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(Chinese Works) 

VII I. Commentaries. 

{11) Siitra-commentaries class in 4 volumes. 

Vol. marked 'sui' parts 1-10. 
(Vaipulya Buddhavatamsakavyakhytt, 

Nanjio, 1589 and a Sub-commentary 
on preceding work, Nanjio, 1590.) 

Vol. marked 'tiao' parts 1-9. 
(works corresponding to Nanjio 1544, 

1545, 1534, 1537, 1625, 1626, etc. 
M a h 'll pari nirvavasutragfi4hartha
vyakhy'll, Saddharmaj>uiz4arika vy'll
khyl'l, M ahay'llnas'radhotj>'lldavya
khya etc.) 

Vol. marked 'lu' (surname) parts 1-10. 
(N. 1559, 1560, 1613, 1603, etc. Amit'll

yussutravy'llkhy'll, Lank'llvatarasutra
v y zr k h y zr, A mitayussutravyctkhy'll, 
etc.) 

VoL marked ' lu' (law) lOth part only. 
(Buddh'llvatamsakasutravyttkhyasamu

ccaya, N. 1639, etc). Other parts 
m1ssmg. 

IX. Sectarian Works 

(12) Sectarian class in 3 volumes. 

Vol. marked 'yang' parts 1-11. 
(Works of Tri-s'astra Sect, DharJ!la. 
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lak~aJJa Sect, Avatamsaka Sect, 
Tanc;lai Sect and Jodo (?) Sect,.) 

Vol. marked ' t'eng' parts 1-11. 
(Meditation Sect). 

Vol. marked ' yun ' parts 1-1 0. 
(Meditation Sect). 

X. (Non-Sectarian Works) 

(13) Repentance (Chan-hui) class, one part 
No. 10, marked 'tiao.' (N. 1512, 1520, 
1573, etc). Other parts missing. 

(14) Biography class in one volume, 
marked ' weng ' (?) parts 1-11. 

(15) Compendium class in 2 volumes. 

Vol. marked ' yii ' parts 1-11. 
(N. 1473, 1474, 1482, etc. Sutravinaya-

vibhinnalakfitza, Sutra pradhllnll-
rthasangraha ; etc). 

Vol. marked 'lu' parts 1-9. 
(N. 1621, 1636, 1479, 1481, etc. Udll

ravidyllsangraha,-vipulasangraha, 
S' ikllllY"ilnadharmasankhyll, M ahll
vidyll triP#akadharmasankhy"iJ, etc.) 

(16) Dictionary class in one volume. 
Vol. marked ' wei ' (?) parts 1-8. 

(17) Catalogue class in one volume. 
Vol. marked ' chieh ' pa~ts 1-11, 
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(18) Miscellaneous class in one volume. 

Vol. marked 'tsang' parts 5-10. 
(N. 1321, 1353, 1365, 1439, etc. Ava

d a n as u t r a, Dharmapadavadana 
sutra, Dharmapadasutra, Dharma
sanKrahamahctrthagatha, etc.) 

(19) Preface and Laudatory verses class in one 
volume. 
Vol. marked 'shuang' parts 1-5. 

(N. 1617, 1616, etc.) 

(20) Japanese Composition class, in the same 
volume; parts 6-10. 

(containing Japanese Sectarian works 
composed in Japan). 

One Volume with no class division. 
Vol. marked 'shu' parts 2-10. 

(N. 1590, 1622, etc.). First part missing. 

It is to be pointed out here that an entirely dif
ferent plan of arrangement which is, no doubt, based 
on the princi pies of . modern researches, has been 
followed up in the famous Taisho Edition of the 
Tripitaka, almost a complete set of which is already 
in the possession of the Library. The textual differ
ences between these Editions will be made when 
individual works are taken up for studies. Scholars 
will, I believe, feel very convenient in using the 
Hardoon Edition of the Tripitaka, on account of the 
fact that the Editors have taken great pains to record 
the contents in detail at the beginning of each work. 
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A comparative catalogue of the Chinese Tripi~aka 

containing full references to each work in different 
Editions as well as in the Tibetan translations is a 
long felt desideratum. 

Now it behoves us to offer, on behalf of the Library, 
our whole-hearted thanks to Mrs. and Mr. A. F. 
Knudsen for their kind and generous donation to the 
Library in the form of the books above described, anct 
we further hope that they will continue to take a keen 
interest to make the collection complete by supplying 
the missing parts in it. 

N. AIY ASW AMI SASTRI 
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II 

:{{GVEDABHA~YA OF SKANDASVAMIN 

(FOR THE FIFTH AND SIXTH MANDALAS) .. 

BY DR. C.· KUNHAN RAJA 

This is a transcript from another transcript in the Library 
of the Curator for the Publication of Oriental Manuscripts 
in Trivandrum. The Original is a palm leaf manuscript in 
Malayalam characters. I have not seen the original. A mention 
is made of this portion of Skandasvamin's :{{gvedabh~ya by 
Dr. Lakshman Sarup in the last volume of his edition of the 
Commentary on the N irukta by Skanda Mahes'vara and he gives 
extracts from it in Appendix III in that volume. But there is no 
mention of the source of his information and of his quotations. In 
the Introduction to the first part of the edition of ~ksarphita in the 
Trivandrum Sanskrit Series, there is the mention of a palm leaf 
manuscript of Skandasvamin's Commentary on the :({gveda extend
ing over this portion. This must be the original for the Trivand
rum transcript from which the Adyar Library secured a transcript. 
In the Adyar Library the transcript bears the shelf number 
XXXIX-1-1. The transcript has 368 pages with an average of 
7 Granthas per page. Thus the portion contains a little over 2500 
Granthas. 

3 
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The manuscript begins with the commentary on : 

a rudrasa indaval;l (R.V.5.57.1). 

The commentary begins: ii rudriisab. he rudriisab rudraputrab. 
marutah. indravanta\1 indrasarpyuktal;l. indrei].a sahety arthal;l. 

Then the commentary goes up to R.V.5.61.19 which reads as 
follows: 

ella k~eti rathavitir maghava gomatir anu parvate~v apas'ritab. 

The commentary on this ends : kanyakam datva krtartham 
vanam gatam rathavitim tapasyantam samprek~yacak~a1J.l11J.ab sva

cak!iU!ia ramye himavata\1 P!~the e~a k~eti so 'bravit. e~a. k~eti 
nivasati. rathavitil;l. (I omit a few lines here) parvate!lu hima
vacchikharabhute~u apas'rita}J.. evam anayarca rathavitidhanaka· 
thanadvareQa taddattam nigaditam asti (Here there are a few 
syllables missing). s'aunakasya vacanam anve~yartham na hy asmin 
sUkte 'nyatha kaya cid rca rathavitidanam nigaditam. (here there 

··is a small break) sarpvatsare~u satatam e!lam eva yajajne~ytyartha-
magamakhyani varjayaty anye~am ca pratipadyate stutisomananu
bhavapariharartham ity arthasamastarthab. Pp. 57, 58. 

Then follows : rupam rupam iti. ~a~thyarthe dvitiya. This is 
the ·commentary on 

rupam rupam pratirupo babhuva 
tad asya rupam praticak!ia:Q.aya 

indro mayabhib pururupa iyate 

yukta hy asya harayal;l s'ata das'a R.V. 6.47.18. 

It cannot be decided whether the small bit preceding this is the end 
of the commentary oli the immediately preceding stanza : 

para purve!?iim sakhya vp:J.akti 
vitarturaQO aparebhir eti 

ananubhUtir avadhunvanab 
· purvir indrab s'aradas' tartariti R. V. 6. 4 7. 17. 

The,portion available is too small to decide the point. 
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From this the commentary goes up to R.V. 6. 75.6 with very 
{ew lapses. Thus there are six Suktas in the Fifth MaQc;lala and 
twenty-nine Suktas in the sixth MaxxJ.ala. The commentary is by 
Skandasvami. With the end of R.V. 6. 47. 31, the seventh 

Adhyaya of the fourth A~taka ends and there is the colophon there : 

iti bhartrdhruvasutasya skandasvamina}.l krtau rgvedabha~ye 
ekatrirps'o 'dhyayal;l. P. 81. 

I presume that this is an exact reproduction of what was 
originally in the palm leaf manuscript. I am only describing the 
transcript of the Adyar Library taken from the Trivandrum tran
script. The usual stanza found at the end of Adhyayas is not seen 
here. The eighth Adhyaya of the fourth A~!aka ends with R.V. 
6. 61. 14. Here there is the usual stanza: 

valabhivinivasy etarn rgart-hagamasarphrtirn 
bhartrdhruvasutas' cakre skandasvami yathasmrti 

iti bhartrdhruvaputrasya skandasvamina}.l krtav rgvedabha~ye, 

dvatrirps'o 'dhyaya}.l samapta}.l. P. 250.~ 

On the next page begins: 

S'ri}.l. grigaQes'aya nama}.l. atha pai'icamo 'gaka}.l prathamo 
'dhyaya\1. stu~e nara. as'vinau dvau. 

The manuscript ends in the beginning of the commentary on R. V. 
6. 75. 1 thu&: 

rathe abhis'Unam. uta vipi sarathim. abhis'Unam s!J.rathes' ca 
iyarn rk stuti}.l. tatrottarardharcenabltis'U p. 368 

Here the manuscript breaks off. 
As in the commentary of Skandasvamin already published, here 

alsO there are some AnukramaQi passages quoted at the beginning 
of Suktas, when there is a change of the Devpt!J. or ~~i. Thu~ 

when he begins R. V. 6. 48. 1, th.ere is the statement: 

etat suktam amitar~er bharadvajasyar~m. 
das'adito 'gnes twapiiq.ikasy~. 
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tptani pfu)au krtva idam suktam adhiyate. tena tPJapiQikam 
ucyate. 

tasyisyadau das'a reo 'gne\1. 

-agnidevatyi ity artha\1. P. 82 

Here it may be mentioned that the term amitar~i applied to 
Bharadvaja is a term not found in the SarvanukramaQi. But the 
term is found occurring very frequently in the Karikas of Madhava 
son of Veiikatarya prefixed to the various adhyayas of his com
mentary on the F.gveda called F.garthadipika. (These Karikas have 
atready been collected and published in the Madras University 
Sanskrit Series as No. 2). In the Family Books of the F.gveda, 
those ~~is who are the Heads of the Families are called amitas and 
the other members of the families are called mitas. Thus Bharad· 
vaja is amita; but Suhotra, etc. are mitas. In the Atri Family, 
there is no amita ; all are mitas. This is the only place, other than 
the Karikas of Madhava son of Veiikatarya where the term is 
found. 

and 

In R, V. 6. 48. there are the quotations: 

adityo va maruto va Pts'nayo va 

pragathas tatra. 

yo 'yam anantara pragatho 'tra -siitre. pragatha iti rca akhya. 
sa adityadevato vi maruddevato va prs'nidevato va (text 
is very corrupt). P. 104 

Again 

bahudevato ' nya\1 P. 108 

At the end of the Sukta 6. 48 there is this statement : 

yady api ca adityatvapars'nyatve casya trcasya rgak~are~u 
nityaotarughe tathipi s'rutim kimapy apek~ya s'auna-

, , kenokta iti asmabhir avagate iti. P. 116 
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In the beginning of R. V. 6. 49 there is the quotation: 

tatra stu~e paral}y rji 

127 

catvari trnapal)ika. (Evidently there is something wrong in 
the reading here) P. 116 

In R. V. 6. 53 there is the statement: ata urdhvam amitar~er 

bharadvajasyaivar~am. P. 182 

In R. V. 6. 57 there is the statement: 

sukta indro 'pi pancame P. 205 

In R. V. 6. 61. 2 there is a reference to S'akap'Ul)i: 

tatha ca s'akapilQina nadyabhidhayinal). sarasvatis1abdasya 
parigal}ane athai!]a s'anadi catvara eva, etc. Pp. 238, 39. 

The AnukramaQi passages quoted by Skanda are not to be 
seen in any of the Anukramal)is available in print or manuscript 
now. They are evidently the Anukramal}is of s'aunaka. I have 
not given here all the Anukramani passages found in the 
manuscript. In some future contribution the Anukramal}iS 
found in the commentary of Skandasvamin will be collected and 
published. 

Thus this manuscript takes us practically to the end of the 
fifth A!]taka, and thus far, the commentary is by Skandasvamin. 
Madhava son of Venkatarya speaks of Skandasvamin, Narayal}a 
and Udgitha being the collaborators in writing a Bha~ya on the 
~gveda. A manuscript of Udgitha's commentary is available for 
aome portions of the last Mal)<;}ala, i.e., for the ieventh and eighth 
A~takas. One CakrapaQi who has commented on the ~nmantras 
found in the As'valayanagrhyasiitra, speaks of the commentary of 
Udgitha on the valakhilya Mantras. The passage is: 

anena kramei}a khilamantradvayam pathitva vyakhyatam 
udgithacaryai\1 sarphitavyikhyinam kurvadbhi\1. P. 174 

Adyar Library Shelf No. 38..U·l4 
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The Valakhilya Mantras referred to in the. above quotation is jn 
the sixth A!1taka. This shows that Udgitha must have begun 
his commentary on the ~gveda at least from the beginning of the 
sixth A£itaka. And we have manuscripts of Skandasviimin's com
mentary for the fifth A!?taka also. If at all there has been a 
collaboration between Skandasvlt.min and others, it must. be. only 
Udgitha and the division must be that Skandasviimin wrote the 
commentary for the five A!1takas and Udgitha wrote the com
mentary for the remaining three A~takas. There is no room for 
NiirayaQa and there is no evidence for a commentary of the ~gveda 
by NarayaQa. I see no reason for believing the statement of 
Miidhava contained in the following verse of his : 

skandasviimi niirayaQa udgitha iti te kramat 
cakrub sahaikam rgbh~yam padavakyarthagocaram 

Madras University Sanskrit Series VIII. iv. 9. 

There is some similarity between the commentary of Skanda
svamin and the commentary of Udgitha. Apart from verbal simi
larities and similarity in style, both the commentaries give the adhyiiya 
numbers serially from one to sixty-four and do not give separate 
adhyaya numbers for each a~taka. The colophons given above 
show that Skandasvamin gives the numbers of the adhyayas 
contained in the manuscript now being described as 31 and 32. 
Udgitha also does the same. In the Adyar transcript of his 
commentary the following adhyayas are mentioned in the colophons : 
54th on p. 121 ; 55th on p. 251 and so on (Shelf No. 39-B-21). 

The manuscript is very corrupt and a good edition of the 
material is impossible, unless some other manuscript is also 
discovered. Still the portion available is of interest to specialists· 
in the field and at some time the matter may be presented in 
print so far as it is available. 
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MANUSCRIPTS NOTES 

By V. RAGHAVAN, M.A., PH.D. 

THE DHURJATA STORAll: 

On. p. 233b of the Adyar Catalogue, part I (1926), there is a 
MS. noticed as Dhlirjata Stotra among Stotras ascribed to sages 
(Ar~). This MS. bears the number X.D. 38. This was examined 
by me. The first sheet ascribes the Stotra to sage Agastya. The 
Stotra proper appears only towards the end. The following are the 
last verse and the Colophon :-

~ll~rg~ ~ q: tJ~tr~m 1 

f~q~l~Tmfa ~if tr~ ~ II 

~Ri ~ll~~ffi [fcf~] ~fffisi ~~q_ I 

To make plain the identity of this Stotra, I reproduce here 
the beginnings of a few more verses:-"~ it~ \il'i'IJ," "fiij~ 

tiijT~," "~: ~~:," "AA if~: ~ ~:," "~ ~: 
'fli lolft!T:." Now, this Stotra can be compared with what is called 

the Agastyii~taka on S'iva or the S'iva~taka by Agastya, of which 
MSS. exist in the Adyar Library itself and in other libraries also. 
Compare for instance the extracts under the number 10899, 
Agasty~taka, in Vol. XIX of Descriptive Catalogues of the 
Government Oriental MSS. Library, Madras. Three MSS. of the 
Agasty!~taka are noticed on p. 222a of Vol. I of the Adyar 
Catalogue to which this MS. entered as Dhurjatii (ti) Stotra must be 
added. 

This MS. (X.D. 38) however does not contain only the 
Agastya~taka which covers only a little over a sheet at the end. 
The main MS. is an elaborate description of the details oi.S'iva 
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worship, with the necessary Mantras, Dhyanas'lokas and directions. 
This part however lacks a title. 

THE RAMA Y A~ A CAMPTI OF S'IV A RAM A SUR! 

On p. 22b, the second part of the Adyar Catalogue notices a 
R amayal)a Campu by S'ivarama S'astrin, XXIII. C. 13. As separate 
from this, the same Catalogue mentions on p. 24a a S'ivarama 
Campu by a S'ivarama Suri, XXII. M. 21. On examination, the two 
are found to be identical with the Ramayal)a Campu by S'ivarD.ma. 
It is the same work as D. 12746 in the Descriptive Catalogues, 
Vol. XXI of the Government Oriental MSS. Library, Madras. 
From the final verse, we learn that the author belonged to the 
Kaul)c;linya Gotra and studied Advaita Vedanta at the feet of 
Bodhananda Ghanendra. There is another, incomplete, copy of 
this work in the Madras Government Oriental MSS. Library, 
R. 5357. 

Two Kaul)Q.inya S'ivaramas are to be seen in the Madras 
Government Oriental MSS. Library Catalogues: in R. 2702, we 
have a Vratavalli by a Sitarama who is the son of a S'ivarama of 
the Kaul)Q.inya Gotra; these belong to the Satpi9avarti family of 
Andhras; and in R. 3481, we have a Brahmasutriirthadipika by a 
Venkata, the son of Gauri and a S'ivarama of the KauQQ.inya Gotra. 

THESAUNDARYALAHARI BHA~YA 

On p. 209b of the first Volume of the Adyar Catalogue, there 
is an anonymous Saundaryalaharibha~ya. XI. D. 7. The following 
form its beginning and end: 
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Beginning :-asrrn:rcr~Cfi.Wi m=i~~rrffir~a ~Cffn:rJJ~ fcr~~

~Cffilttf~ fatgq:jHn ~~ ii~ f~cr ~ffi 1 ~ ~iTGftliT: ~~W
~JCIRI a~~ln~€re:~ffi ~Rrn: 1 crsr ~rn ~~q~frr q~qrij~GfTn 1 

End :-. • • • f.:R~cn~gftlq) ~ftr ~ll'l fcl~ll'T I ll'~T ~~'Wi~T fcl ~ 
tfu:Jiijif •••• al+ll~: ~atiaf, a~ t~~asq1ffi ~f4~ 1 

~ ~ffi~q~~~tJillf8qilfFll ~ ~ o \9 Gf~ . . • • I 

This text corresponds, though with some differences, to the 
text of the Bha~yalocana on the Saundaryalahari, by I)iQQ.ima
rama, of the Vatsya Gotra, son of one Bhatta Aravindalocanacarya 
who had the title ' Mahabha~ya '. A MS. of this work is described 
under D. No. 10874 of Volume XIX of the Descriptive 
Catalogues of the Madras Government Oriental MSS. Library. 
The Adyar MS. does not have either the introductory verses 
or the secondary Colophons found in 10874 of the Madras 
Government MSS. Library. The Adyar MS. has no divisions of 
the work into sections called ' U nmilanas ' as the other MS., and 

appears to be an epitome of I)iQQ.imarama's Bha~yalocana. 
In the English and Sanskrit Introductions to the edition of 

the Saundaryalahari with Lalla Lak~midhara's commentary in the 
Mysore Oriental Library Series, a Commentary called I)iQQ.ima on 
the Saundaryalahari is mentioned and quoted. On comparison, 
this is found to be the Bha~yalocana of l)iQQ.imarama in D. 10874 
in the Madras Government MSS. Library. A MS. of this commen· 
tary is noticed on p. 240 of the My sore Catalogue, I ( 1922), with 
the wrong name I)iQQ.ima which is due to the name of the author 
being I)iQQ.imarama. 

4 
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Annual Report of the Mysore Archaeological Department 

for the year 1934 by Dr. M. H. Krishna, M.A., D.Lit., Director 
of Archaeological Researches, Mysore, Qto. pp. viii, 237, with 20 

Plates. Government Press, Bangalore, 1936. Price Rs. 8. 

The Annual Reports of the Mysore Archaelogical Department 
have taken a new turn in the past few years and are modelled 

on the standards set by Sir John Marshall for such Reports. 

The one under review summarises the work done by the Depart
ment of Archaeology in Mysore under the energetic guidance of 

its present Director Dr. M. H. Krishna during the year ending 
with June 30th 1934. As usual, the Report is divided into five 

parts, under the heads-Administrative, Study of Ancient Monu

ments, Numismatics, Manuscripts and Inscriptions. There are, 
besides, 20 beautifully printed plates, a List of Inscriptions arranged 

according to the dynasties and dates, a full Index and three 
Appendices. 

The Administrative part gives a brief and pointed survey of 

the work done during the year and incidentally mentions that 80 

new inscriptions were collected within that period, most of them 

belonging to the Vijayanagara period. 
In the second part the detailed study of the ancient monuments 

is taken up. The Binnamangala Muktinathes'vara temple, the 

Gangadhares'vara temple of S'ivagailga, the temple of Rama in 

Madhugiri, the Yoga-Madhava temple of S'ettikere, the shrine of 

Saumyakes'ava in Nagamangala, of S'ri Mallikarjuna in Basral 

and ~he shrines of Budnur, Gundlupet and Kalale form the subject-
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matter of the study. The detailed description of the present 

condition of these temples and the useful conservation notes given 

then and there for the benefit of the necessary action thereon, show 
the care with which the monuments have been worked up. 

Kalinga is mentioned as being killed by Kri~Qa (p. 13), but 

the puraQic accounts state that Kalinga agreed to leave the 
J umna and go to live elsewhere, and therefore he was spared. 

The fight between Garuda and Hanuman-a story which has 
little authentic basis-seems to find expression in S'ivaganga village 

on a pillar with an inscription dated 1528 A. D. (p. 14). The. 
disappearance of a Bhairava shrine in the Kas'i Vis'vesvarasvllmi 

temple of Budnur, noted by Rao Bahadur R. Narasimhachar, is 
only one of the many instances of such disappearances (p. 49), 
The conservation notes in pages 50 and 54 are very useful since 
they tend to produce the maximum benefit at minimum cost. 

The third (Numismatic) part of the Report deals with some 
coins of the Cola Kings and their feudatories. There are two of 
Ravivarman Kulasekhara about both of which there are reasonable 
doubts as to their identity (p. 71). 

Part IV deals with the study of a manuscript purporting to 
give the history of a small matt in Bhandigadle, Kappa Taluq, 
Kadur District. The epigraphic evidence recording grants to 
the matt are summarised in page 75. 

In Part V we have the inscriptions with the text, translitE~ra
tion and translation of about 58 inscriptions, the . Tamil text 
of No. 46 being given as a Tamil supplement in page 195. The 
learned notes of the Director are very useful. The inscriptions 
range from those of the HoyaS'alas and Chalukyas to those of the 
Vijayanagara Kings. About eleven inscriptions dealing with the 
matt of S'ringeri are edited in this collection (pp. 114-38). It 
may be hoped that this increasing volume of epigraphic evidence 
of the S'ringeri matt will prove useful in settling controversial 
questions, and not prove spurious as some of their copper plates 

were suspected, 
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We congratulate the Director on the Report which he has 
given us and the high standard of excellence which he continues 
to maintain in the work under review. 

A. N. KRISHNAN 

Cera Kings of the Sangam Period, by K. G. Sesha Aiyar, 
B.A., B.L., Ex-Judge of the High Court of Travancore, pp. vii 
and 183. Luzac and Co., London, 1937. 

Originally delivered as a series of lectures in Trivandrum 
under the auspices of the Kerala Society, the book under review 
represents a collection of articles published in the various historical 
journals. Using the material gathered entirely from the S'angam 
works the worthy author has tried to construct a chronological 
frame-work for the Cera dynasty-the first of its kind. The author 
tries to give a chronological and orderly account of the kings 
of the line supporting his views from the evidence available in 
the verses of the Puram, the Agam and the PatirruPattu (chap. I). 
Mr. Sesha Aiyar does not feel that there is sufficient warrant 
for the suggested disintegration of the Cera kingdom when 
S'enguttuvan was reigning in Vanci (p. 49). 

As to the authority of the Keralolpatti as the oldest account 
in Malayalam purporting to give the traditional data and authentic 
historical information, the author has definite views on the 
subject. He holds that the work is of fairly late origin-18th 
century (p. 77). The far too hazy traditions recorded therein from 
the days of Paras'urama can not give it a high place for it, as a 
source book for the period studied by the author. In his own 
words, " all that has been claimed for the work is that it may 
supply materials to fill up some parts of the wide gaps in the 
history of the country from the fourth to the ninth century 
A.C." (pp. 78-9). 

In chapter VI I a survey of the various theories regarding the 
date of the S'angam is made. Mr. Sesha Aiyar accepts the Second 
Cent,ury Theory in preference to other dates as no other date 
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would agree with the facts gathered from the S'angam Literature 
(p. 112). The dynastic tables furnished in pages 128-31 though 

at best only tentative, are a basis for the future worker which 
could be used to advantage. 

The classified Bibliography and the Index are useful additions 
to the scholar. The activity shown by the author at this stage 

of his life is remarkable and the readable account of the Ceras 

which he has given us will be appreciated both by the general 
reader and the specialist. 

A. N. KRISHNAN 

Delhi : A Historical Sketch by Percival Spear, Ph.D., 

Crown 8vo, with 8 Plates, pp. 103, Oxford University Press, 

1937. Price Rs. 3. 
This little brochure on the imperial capital of India attempts 

to envisage at a glance the history of Delhi within the short 

space of a hundred pages. As is natural in such cases, the 
narrative has to be brief and only the essential facts could be taken 

in. The city of Delhi, with a history more chequered than that 
of the eternal city-Rome-has undergone transformations as 
numerous as the incarnations of God Vishnu (p. 1). 

Dr. Spear rightly points out that the importance of Delhi is 
based upon its natural situation as commanding the road to India 
from the Punjab ; it is the main distributing centre of all 

commercial products of North and Central India; the selection of 
Delhi by the successive dynasties as the imperial capital only 
proves its strategic value. Even the Britisher has had to recognise 
the importance of Delhi, first as a centre for the important 
railways to converge, and finally as the imperial capital of India. It 
must be said that the recognition though tardy, had to come. " Delhi 
owes its long history and its importance not to the whims of kings, 

nor to its beauty or .strength, nor to the necessity of completing 

the number seven, but to its intrinsic practical qualities." !p. 2). 
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The chapter on Hindu Delhi is a short one. The uncertainties 

connected with the identification of the PuraQic Indraprastha 

is followed by the historic origins of Delhi through the Gupta and 

Rajput periods. It was in 1020 A.D. that the beginnings of a 

town were made by the Tamara chief Anang Pala. Under the 
Chauhans of Ajmir the chief of whom was Prithvi Raj, Delhi was 

an outlying provincial town with several beautiful temples as can 

be seen from the fragments which have survived the hands of 

the destroyer. There must have been several changes in the sites 
chosen for the different cities during the insecure days of the lOth 
to the 11th centuries. 

In 1206 Qutb-ad-din Aibek proclaimed himself the first 
Sultan of Delhi. Since that date, till the fall of Delhi after the 
Indian Mutiny in 1857, Delhi was the premier city of India; She 
again regained her position in 1911 ·when the imperial Durbar 
was held there. The Qutb Minar built out of the ruins of several 
Hindu temples is till exciting the admiration of the onlookers. 
The reign of Allauddin marks the peak of the Sultanate of Delhi 
(p. 16). The Mongol attacks of the period and the Mongol colony 
outside the gates of the capital gave the most anxious moments 
to the Sultan. A suburban city was added and the great tank of 
Huaz Khas was excavated. The enlargement of the Quwwat-ul
Islam mosque was a third (p. 16). 

The reign of Ghiyas-ad-din was remarkably short and the 
new city of Tughlakabad was built by him. We can never forget 
the experiments for a central capital by Muhammad Tughlak and 
the consequences thereon. Muhammad, however, had to return to 
Delhi. In spite of its tribulations, Delhi was never so large as in 
the days of Muhammad Tughlak, as is evidenced by Ibn Batuta's 
description of the city. Under Firoz Shah, the Windsor of 
Delhi was built, around which grew a suburban town. A Madrasa 
a was built and three mosques were constructed by the minister 
Khan J ahan. About the end of the fourteenth century came the 
great,.crash, when Timur sacked Delhi, a blow from which the 
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Sultanate never recovered. In the interlude between the Sultanate 

and the Imperial Mughals, the Lodi style of building developed 

its several representatives which should not be forgotten. 

Delhi reached the high water mark of its glory under the 

Mughals in all directions. Humayun returned to Delhi and Sher 

Shah constructed a town on the plains of Delhi to commemorate 

his victory. Delhi was abandoned by Akbar only after 1564, and 
Jahangir rarely visited it. Under Shah Jahan; Delhi regained her 

pre-eminence because of the obstinacy of the citizens of Agra. 
Thus developed the new city of Shahjahanabad. Here was the 

centre of the empire full of life, with nobles, merchants and 
beautiful buildings. Aurangazeb left for the Deccan in 1680 and 
died in 1707 without setting foot in the capital for 27 years. 
His s"n Bahadur died in 1712 at lahore, but never entered Delhi. 
As time passed, loyalty became an unfashionable virtue, patriotism 
a distant memory and statesmanship a lost art; the decline of the 
empire vigorously set in. Delhi was still the political centre till1739. 
The withdrawal of the Nizam-ul-Mulk to the Deccan in 1726 
shifted the centre of gravity to the south. The Marathas were now 
busy and Delhi was to experience another degradation at the hands 
of Nadir Shah in 1739. The orgies that followed and the loss 
wealth involved are well-known. What Nadir spared Ahmad Shah 
destroyed. The rest of the story is gruesome and uninteresting. 
The Emperor becomes the prey of any passing bandit, now under 
the Marathas, now under the Rohillas, until in 1806 the city entered 
upon a period peace till 1856. 

The centre of the disturbance and the discontented forces 
during the Mutiny, the city passed through fire and sword till the 
surrender of I3ahadur Shah and his deportation to Rangoon. 

The healing hand of time slowly worked itself, and at the 
beginning of the present century Delhi again appeared as the 
natural junction of routes from all the directions and a thriving 
city. The Delhi Durbar of 1903 followed by that of 1911 once 
more lifted the ban and gave Delhi a preference over all the.~ities 
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in India. Once selected as the imperial capital, the rest is only one 
of expansion. There are now three parts, New Delhi, the City and 
the old Civil lines whose expansion and control are problems by 
themselves. The author rightly concludes that " Delhi is the 
natural centre of the new Indian Dominion, as Calcutta was of the 
old British Empire " (p. 100). 

A. N. KRISHNAN 

Snnagaravimars•am: Durvasa's Lalitastavaratnam with 
Introduction and translation in Tamil by N. Subramanya Aiyar, 
President Founder, Sree Brahma Vidya Vimarsini Sabha; with a 
Foreword in English by Dewan Bahadur K. S. Ramaswami 
Sastrigal, B.A., B.L., pp. xii, 121. Published by Sree Brahma 
Vidya Vimarsini Sabha, Madras, 1937. 

This is the first among the series of publications projected by 
the Brahma Vidya Vimarsini Sabha of Madras. The main aim 
of the Sabha is to clear the mistaken impression generally prevalent 
among the people that the S'ri Vidya form of worship has not 
been sanctioned by the religion of the Vedas, nay, even prohibited 
by them. An attempt is made to reconcile the conflicting opinions 
in the matter. In the words of the learned District judge the 
aim and mission of the author " is the removal of the misconcep
tion that S'ri Vidya or Shakti worship in its purest and most 
excelled form is in any way different form the Upanishadic 
Sadhanas. In his learned and elaborate introduction to the present 
work, he (the author) has established this truth and has given an 
Adhyatmic interpretation of S'ri Nagara and the deities presiding 
over the different locations there." 

In the Tamil introduction of the author, the situation af the 
S'ri Nagara is elaborately explained with the help of diagrams 
on pages 9, 13, 24 and 31. The relating of the various parts of 
the S'ri Cakra to the human body and the yogic explanation 
deser~e to be read and considered carefully • 

• 
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The text of the work is printed in Grantha characters and the 
Tamil translation is in an easy and understandable style. 

A. N. KRISHNAN 

Srimath Bhagavatham {Condensed from the original and 
translated), by T. R. Ganapatirama lyer, B.A., B.L., Advocate, 
Tinnevelly, pp. xviii, 6, 2, 4, iv, 248, 180 and 216. Published by 
the Author, Price Re. 1-8-0. 

The appeal which the Sri Bhagavata has made to several 
people is unique. As one of the major puranas it can count a 
majority of the Hindus as its votaries because of the universal 
nature of the appeal made by it in depicting the life of the Lord 
S'ri Krisna. The condensed editions of Messrs. G.A. Natesan & Co . . . 
and the announcement thereon were responsible for putting into 
the mind of the author to bring out an edition like the one under 
review. To the author, the Bhagavata "bridges the gulf between 
the known and unknown, the transient and the eternal, the gross 
and subtle, this world and the future worlds, the J iva and the 
Paramatma." (p. xi). 

The book is divided into three parts ; the first part comprises 
the first 6 skandhas ; the second from the 7th to the 9th skandhas ; 
the third part contains the lOth, 11th and the 12th skandhas. 
The story interest is not lost in the condensed edition and the 
important verses which have a universal appeal have been 
carefully excerpted. The translation into English, of the text so 
condensed, is not literal but tries to convey the sense in a simple 
language. The book is of the popular type and represents the 
personal approach of the author to that great work. It is bound 
to stimulate an interest for the original work in the minds of its 
readers. 

A. N. KRISHNAN 

5 
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, . The Secrets of th'e Kaula Circle, by Elizabeth Sharpe, 

pp. 91, Luzac and Co., London, 1936. Price 3 sh. 6 d. 

·::,,. ¥is.s. S~a!~~. is already well-known as the author of half a 
dozen books on Indian subjects. Rarely does one come across a 

writer so refreshing. The ease with which she writes attracts the 
reader as much as the lucid exposition of her style. 

The work under review ·purports to portray the life of a ficti
t.io.us Mary de la. Mont who, in search of the mystic lore of the 
I~.dians, travell~d in Tibet and upper India. Her contact with a 

Lama induced her to become his wife. There she saw alchemy 
successfully practised, and she herself learnt it from her husband. 
All the wealth that the successful practise of alchemy could give, 
gave her no satisfaction. The rejuvenation of older men by sucking 

the vita,lity of the young girls through their breasts ma~e her 

despise the monks whose lips had turned black, as a lot (p. 38). 
Chapter VI gives a description of the Kaula Circle and is 

supplemented by the next chapter where the account of the Maharaja 

X and his poor queen J asvantabai is told. 
The ~pilogue of Monsieur 1 ean De Graeme mentions the 

attempts . made by interested persons to suppress the publication 
of these interesting facts. 

Part III is the translation of a manuscript on Hatha Yoga 
hith!3rto unpublished. 

We are aware that there has existed two kinds of acaras 
the Dak~iQa and the Varna margas. The Kaula circle has long 
bee.n condemned from the days of g ankaracarya. The Brahma

sutras have rejected such kinds of worship on the ground of 
their practices being opposed to the teachings of the Vedas. 

Perhaps there is little in the book which may come as a 
revelation to the average Indian and worshipper of Sakti. But 

the book is intended for the European public whom it may interest. 

A. N. KRISHNAN 
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----·--·-·---·- -- ·-···---

PROFESSOR E. j. RAPSON 

We record with deep regret the passing away of 
Professor E. J. Rapson on 5th October 1937, in his 
Seventy-sixth year. Indian History owes much to 
his indefatigable industry especially in the branches 
of· Numismatics and Paleography. In the first volume 
of the Cambridge Histoq of India of which he was 
the editor, and the Kharoshthi Inscriptions we have 
valuable works of reference perpetuating his memory. 

Printeft and published by C. Subbarayudu, at the Vasanta Press,IAdyar, Madras 








